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As more consumers move to the Internet to get information about products -- and even make purchases -- it is becoming vital that every business have a digital marketing strategy. No matter the size of your company or the industry in which you operate, you can benefit from a digital marketing plan. If you want your
digital marketing strategy to be effective, you will need to plan and execute it well; simply putting up a website and expecting people to find it is no longer sufficient in today's market. Determine who your target customers are. Perform market research if you don't currently have an idea of who your potential customers are.
Narrow this down to one hypothetical individual that you believe represents your average customer. Focus your message and create it to speak directly to this hypothetical individual; this will help you target the segment of the market most likely to purchase your products. Research your competitors' digital marketing
strategies. Pay attention to the digital channels that your competitors are using. Perform searches as though you were a potential customer and see what information you are able to most easily find. If you already have a web presence, see if it is easier to find information about your company or one of your competitors; if
it is a competitor, pay attention to what they are doing differently that seems to be working. Choose the digital channels that you want to include in your digital marketing strategy. Consider all forms of digital marketing. Remember that your options are almost limitless; for example, some of the options you could choose
include websites, blogs, social media, banner advertising, video advertising and viral marketing. Determine which of these digital marketing channels will provide value to your company, and focus your effort on the types of digital marketing that will provide the best return on your investment. Decide what criteria you will
use to evaluate your digital marketing strategy. Ensure that you use tangible and measurable criteria to determine success. Reevaluate your digital marketing strategy at regular intervals to determine what is effective for your business and what is not effective. Change your digital marketing strategy appropriately when
necessary. Tips Different digital marketing strategies will be necessary for different types of businesses. Warnings Don't stretch yourself too far trying to cover every single digital marketing channel available. Digital Marketer, Growth Hacker, Tech Blogger and Crypto Writer Startups face many challenges in building up a
reputation for themselves in the market. They have to compete with already established businesses, which are not an easy task at all. The marketing strategies play a vital role in their success. Digital marketing will be an essential tool for Startups' success.Digital marketing has become a dominant factor in promoting
offers, products, and services of a Business. This technique is used by almost every bog brand in the world. It targets the modern consumers and benefits the business to get sales.Also, the digital approach is cost effective and more convenient than traditional strategies.Startups often have a limited budget for reaching
out to customers. Also, there are fewer employees at the initial stage of the business. So a proper plan is required to set up the business and to compete with the old companies. The startup usually fails due to many reasons. But the poor marketing strategies are the main factor responsible for startups'failure.If you want
to become an expert in marketing, then you must focus on Digital marketing strategies than traditional ways to do that.Here are some of the reasons which prove why Digital marketing is important for Startups.Cost EffectiveAs stated above that Digital Marketing is cost-efficient. It helps the startups to boost their business
even with a limited budget.Small and new business usually does not have vast resources and capital. So using the traditional marketing will be expensive for them. Thus, digital marketing will give the best results in limited capital.Helps to connect with AudienceIt is a well-known fact that true relationship with customers
always boosts business success.Digital marketing is not only limited to promoting products and services but also to build a relationship with customers. The online market is crowded with high competition. It means retaining the customer’s interest in the brand and creating long-term commitment is necessary. So Digital
marketing will help you in this section.For Example, video marketing is one of the most effective marketing strategies which drive the customers’ engagement for the business. Most of the company is creating videos to engage customers and generate trust among the new users. Videos will educate, inform, and entertain
your customers about the latest deals and products. In this way, you will satisfy the customers about the authenticity of your products. Also, these happy customers will recommend and share it with friends or others.  A better understanding of CustomersEvery business needs to understand its customers to provide
services based o their behavior. You should be committed to delivering quality products and services to your costumers when they want. Digital marketing comes with technology, which improves customer support by pricing better customer experience.These digital tools can track, analyze, and monitor the behavior of the
customers. It will lead to a better understanding of customers. Marketing is all about targeting the audience at the right time. For this purpose, the complete knowledge of customer behavior is needed. Digital marketing strikes at the correct point and helps the business understand the customers appropriately.  Boosts
Online ConversionsDigital marketing helps you to measure whether marketing strategies are working for you or not. The successful marketing turns the traffic into conversions. This information is available for online business. If you are observing low conversion rates, then you can change your strategy from that point.
You can use any of the given methods to boost your conversions.Creating a websiteVideo marketingPPC campaignsSocial media marketingEmail marketingSearch engine optimizationCreates Brand AwarenessDigital Marketing or we can say Social media marketing is creating significant brand awareness. It might be
possible that you will not get sales through marketing campaigns, but it surely ahs increased your brand awareness. Some people on the web do not purchase the products immediately. But they might consider your brand next time they want to buy the same product. In this way, the increased brand awareness through
Digital marketing will turn out to be a good step for your business.Tracks ROIDigital marketing makes it easy to track the outcome of your investment. It helps you to review the campaign while it is still running. Instead of waiting for the campaign to end, you must track the progress of your campaign so that you can stop it
in between if not getting any success.Earlier, the marketers set up a campaign and invest in it at specific intervals. They were not able to track the progress, which results in waiting for the end of the campaign. In this way, they drain their capital for a failed campaign. But now Digital marketing allows them to review and
stop the campaign anytime they want.Increases your visibilityDigital marketing not only brings new customers to the business but also increases the visibility of your business. When you run a digital marketing campaign, then the new people learn about your business similarly presense on instagram are very important
for any new business. Then they will share and recommend your brand to others through various mediums. In this way, your business will get more visibility with the least efforts.ConclusionYou can see that there are many reasons which show us why Digital marketing is important for Startups. Well, setting up a new
business is not as easy as it seems. But the unique marketing strategies will be helpful. In the recent survey of CB Insights, we come to know that 17% of the Startups fail due to poor marketing. So, it is time to change the vision and start using the latest technologies to boost up business growth.Join Hacker Noon Create
your free account to unlock your custom reading experience. Learn 4 tips every business owner should know about maintaining customer happiness in disastrous times. Recent articles 1 Clients Tony Robbins COX Communications 5 Hour Energy EOS Fitness Notable Project Ignite Visibility helped a large
storage company with digital marketing and SEO. “The traffic to the website increased 10 times and the bounce rates decreased by 80%. Knowledgeable and professional, Ignite Visibility established a smooth process, while their ability to give their full attention to clients earned them trust." - SEO For Large Storage
Company 2 Clients P&G Dropbox Beyond Meat Daily Harvest Notable Project An investment management firm hired Power Digital to help them gain an understanding of their customer demand potential and have an analysis of the dynamics of their competition. To achieve these goals, Power Digital did a full audit of paid
search, social media, landing pages, SEO, analytics, and PR. They completed the project and provided the firm with the outcome of the audit which was exactly what they needed to move forward. "Overall, the team is very well and appropriately staffed and have a consistent project management and communication
structure." - CEO, Investment Management Firm 3 Clients A+E Networks HONEYWELL CANON DISNEY Notable Project A candle company went to Lounge Lizard for a more modern, user-friendly, and sleek website. Lounge Lizard redesigned the site from top to bottom and audited the site for SEO performance. The
client says that users love the graphics and functionality. “If one of my team members finds they need something, Lounge Lizard addresses it immediately. Their response has been spot on.” – E-Commerce Specialist, Candle Company 4 WebFX is a performance-focused digital marketing agency with services designed
to increase qualified leads, phone calls, and transactions for clients. Founded in 1996 and headquartered in Harrisburg, Penn., they have over 250 digital marketing, design, and development experts who serve customers through SEO, PPC, web design, and more. They also have partnerships with Google, Facebook,
Bing, Salesforce, and more. Clients Verizon Auntie Anne's Buffalo Wild Wings FujiFilm Notable Project WebFX worked with a substance abuse facility to increase client contact and revenue by redeveloping the facility’s website. The facility reported that WebFX communicated clearly and delivered projects quickly and
consistently. “Call volume increased nearly 100% and business has been expanding, bringing profit.” – Admission Counselor, Substance Abuse Facility 5 Clients Restoration 1 Daryl Food Relocation and Logistics D&D Beyond Hurom Notable Project Thrive Internet Marketing Agency worked with an online travel company
to increase website traffic and engagement. They built a dynamic website from scratch. The client notes that Thrive Internet Marketing was a cost effective partner and over delivered on the project. “When our company started, we had 6 visitors in 3 months. Since we started the marketing efforts, we’ve had 8,000 hits.” –
Owner, Online Travel Company 6 Clients NuPark MatTek Xytex Doble Engineering Notable Project A health company approached 3 Media Web for help developing a modern website. The project included an online store, so 3 Media Web Solutions used a WooCommerce platform within WordPress. 3 Media Web
Solutions was involved in all aspects of the design and development process, including ideation, wireframing, backend development, and SEO. "We wanted to meet a particular deadline and they did everything to make sure that everything was working properly and was bench-tested before it went live." – Marketing
Manager, Health Company  7 Clients Ciklum Wedgewood Weddings E3 Housing Solutions Baker Electric Solar Notable Project A healthcare employer needed help in recruiting more nurses to their staff. L7 Creative created a national campaign for the employer, which targeted the media and showcased them as the top
in their field. Employment retention has improved since L7 Creative began their campaign.  9 Clients LG ;Forbes Starter Mont Blanc Notable Project SEO Brand helped a DJ company build its online presence. The project included creating and maintaining a website and Facebook page and music and image licensing.
“They helped me direct my focus and allowed me to be more creative while they do the dirty work and actual marketing.” – Owner, DJ Company 10 Clients Amazon Facebook National Geographic Disney Notable Project Uplers provided software development resources to a marketing firm. The team was responsible for
frontend development, using HTML, CSS, and WordPress. Their work helped to get the project back on track. “Their support allowed us to get ahead of the timeline for this project.” — CTO, Marketing Firm 11 Clients Stage Stores New York Film Academy CenturyLink Columbia University Notable Project Perfect Search
Media expanded a higher learning institution’s reach and audience. They led a paid search marketing strategy from execution to implementation to maintenance. “They are flexible, and they act as an extension of the team. Their commitment to proving success via analytics and the bottom line was important to us.” – Co-
Founder, Higher Learning Institution 12 Manchester United Kingdom Clients Mercedes-Benz Lavish Alice Rebellious Fashion Eatlean Notable Project Digital Media Team has spearheaded Facebook ads and SEO initiatives for a low-fat cheese company. Their work has resulted in a substantial ROAS for the client, who
recommends the team for their timeliness and proactivity. "You can tell that they’re quite passionate about our brand and the products themselves." — Social Media Brand Executive, Cheese Company 13 Clients Navvia FreshWorks Cherwell Software BlueKiwi Notable Project A software company hired GoTo Marketers
to improve its social media presence and generate leads. GoTo Marketers created content for the client to share on its social media channels, managed its Twitter account, and created videos, landing pages, and brochures that promoted the company and aimed to generate leads. “While it’s hard to judge individual
collateral, we are now better connected in our industry space. We can attribute their overall marketing efforts – to the growing share of lead generations from our social space.” – CEO, Software Company 14 Clients TikTok (Top Social App in the App Store) Disney Razer Webtoons Notable Project Social Media Relations
worked on digital strategy and influencer marketing for a staffing company. They managed digital marketing for a large influencer campaign. Their services also included a redesign for social media accounts. The client was impressed with the outcome of the project. “Our clientele doubled within a few months. We credit
this result to Social Media Relations’ candid and honest approach to marketing strategy.” – Client and Talent Manager, Staffing Company 15 Clients Maple Grove ProteinChefs COCINA Knights Hockey Notable Project The Story Web Design & Marketing provided branding services for a church. Their work included
developing a website, editing content, and designing a logo and a collection of print materials. The client was impressed and grateful for the rebranding. "We believe that our new site is much more effective at attracting new people to our church." — Co-Pastor, Church 16 Clients Carfax U.S. Census Bureau Honda WTOP
Notable Project Grafik Marketing Communications completely remade and redesigned the website of a homebuilding firm to modernize its branding and to highlight their new homes division. They built a new website, incorporated unique themes for each section of the site, and used SEO best practices to drive traffic. The
client appreciated the modern feel and easy navigation of the new site, and appreciated that it still showed that their company is a long standing member of the community.  “Everything they designed is an improvement upon the old site. People look at us differently, and recognize us as a stable company in our area. The
site shows both our longevity and our local presence in the right way.” – VP of Marketing, Homebuilding Firm 17 Notable Project PinkPowerCo provided LinkedIn marketing services for an energy products manufacturing company. This involved managing board member's profiles and creating content with the aim of
generating leads. Their services resulted in high quality leads produced on a monthly basis, along with a shorter sales cycle. Customers can expect a team with a well-organized, reliable process. "The way they understood our business challenge was exceptional." – Director, Clear Energy Products Manufacturing
Company 18 Clients PRC Clinical Stanford Lyft Profusa Notable Project A software startup had no marketing team and needed to outsource their marketing efforts. They hired Timelapse who created a WordPress website, advertisement, web content, videos, and now manage the client's content marketing pipeline.
"Definitely, we have very valuable content, which has driven traffic and interest to our company...they [clients] thought the videos were really professional and viewers really understood what they wanted to say." — Director, Software Startup Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a
shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 19 Clients AlphaGraphics Nomatic Avis Nu Skin Notable Project Big Leap helped a skin care company after negative media attention. Big Leap took over and changed its website, created keyword lists,
infographics and social media content that has helped the client come back into a favorable light.  "They've significantly improved our ranking on Google in previously challenging markets...Other agencies we've worked with haven't been able to budge our online position, so we're very happy with the results thus far. It's
helping our leadership team overcome issues involving prospective employees or purchasers of our products." — Director of Digital Marketing, Skincare Company 20 Clients Stanford University SAP Lenovo Nurture Life Notable Project KlientBoost did SEO and digital marketing campaigns for a healthcare company. The
client was trying to break into a new market; they wanted to wanted to create brand awareness, generate leads, and position themselves as a thought leader. KlientBoost and the client worked together closely to develop campaigns on Google and other platforms. The company helped the client reach their goals, and
helped them save money.  “For the entire lifecycle of the project, KlientBoost kept us in the top position for SEO. The company owned the "chronic care management" space and they managed a function of the business that would have cost exponentially more to bring in house…” — VP of Marketing, Healthcare
Company   21 Clients Days Inn La Valencia Hotel Tuscany Pavers Karisma Resorts Notable Project Titan Growth partnered with a paving company in order to increase the company's brand awareness and sales. Titan Growth used multiple PPC initiatives in order to meet the client's needs. The paving company reported
a 125% increase in total business after partnering with Titan Growth.  22 Clients XO Communications MLS (Major League Soccer) Chicago Bears Daily Herald Notable Project Straight North worked with a high-profile, professional sports franchise to set up a remarketing campaign to increase brand awareness and drive
revenue. The client found Straight North accessible and transparent and is looking forward to continuing the four-year relationship. “Straight North provides suggestions and is very engaged in our work." – E-Commerce Manager, Professional Sports Franchise 23 Clients Zillow TripAdvisor Shutterfly Notable Project Siege
Media provided content creation and link building for a cabinet e-commerce site. The client wanted to be in the loop with current technology, and they felt that content marketing and link-building would benefit its digital marketing efforts. Siege Media conducted research, created blogs, infographics, and other content for
the site. They also executed additional link-building campaigns and provided advice about how to make the client’s site more user-friendly. Since working with the company, the client has experienced an increase in visibility.  “We have seen a steady increase in our search engine rank since adopting Siege Media’s SEO
practices. Their link building efforts have been equally effective; they wrote a piece for us six months ago that is still going viral online.” – COO, Kitchen Cabinet Kings    24 Clients Mattress Warehouse Strayer University Discovery Education Notable Project Silverback Strategies worked with an identity theft protection
service to implement an SEO strategy. This strategy improved the client's keywords and content usage, elevating them in the search engine ranks. Silverback also assisted with Google Analytics and AdWords, and currently works on the client's social media marketing campaigns. "Once we implemented their
recommendations, we started seeing better organic results and traffic." – Former Director of Marketing, Identity Theft Protection Service 25 Clients Expedia GoPro Blendtec Microsoft Notable Project A large financial services firm worked with Avalaunch Media to produce video and create a content marketing
campaign. Avalaunch Media produced a video that became the firm's flagship piece of marketing content. Since then, Avalaunch Media has produced more content managed SEO and PPC campaigns for the firm. The client noted especially that Avalaunch Media was especially prompt in delivery and communication,
and the two firms have built a several-year relationship. "Within the company, there is satisfaction from the executive level down to the people on the front line in the field who are getting the work done. We really enjoy the processes and the attention that we get on the projects." – Digital Media Director, Financial
Services Firm 26 Clients Harvard Whataburger PayPal Natori Notable Project An online clothing retailer was not satisfied with its previous marketing agency and hired Coalition Technologies to help with design, development, and Google AdWords. The partnership is ongoing, with Coalition Technologies responsible for
all design, development, reporting, and marketing. “Coalition Technologies has been great to work with. We've used them for countless projects, website redesigns, and other tasks. They always deliver!” – President, Online Clothing Retailer 27 Clients Yahoo! General Electric Mintel Brainscape Notable Project A non-
profit noticed they lacked a structured and defined strategy for SEO. They hired Victorious to redesign their website’s backend, improve the user experience, and optimize it for search engines. Victorious also performed keyword research to update meta descriptions across the site and improve blog content. “Humility and
knowledge and understanding of their area was really good. They’re willing to listen and take the time to get to know who you are and what you’re trying to accomplish. I appreciate that.” – Mobilization Director, Non-Profit 28 Clients Google Uber Samsung Pfizer Notable Project Moburst performed a wide variety of digital
creative including site optimization, messaging, social and media campaigns for a large mobile technology provider. They provided all concepts and design that managed to improve the products' ROI. The client was very pleased both from the process of working with the team and the results.  “They're very creative in
coming up with ideas that are clever and fun. They don’t just do the bare minimum of what we ask them to do, but rather they always come back with more than we asked of them.” – Content & Strategy Manager, Large Mobile Technology Provider    29 Clients Jagged Peak Tab Bank Escoffier School of Culinary Arts
General Financial Notable Project An educational company that manages university websites was trying to increase the quality of their site content. Brafton provided blog content for the company's site, including articles and infographic design. They also manage the company's social media accounts and calendar. "Our
engagement online has been very good...It’s a combination of excellent communication, excellent customer service, and quality of work." – SEO Manager, Education Company 30 Clients Alexa Busbud DIRECTV Searchmetrics Notable Project Fractl worked with a software-as-a-service (SaaS) product company for link-
building and to increase brand awareness. Fractl originally designed link-building campaigns in addition to web design services. Their ongoing relationship now entails Fractl providing lead generation and content services for the company.  "It's difficult to find an agency that understands a specific product and can
incorporate elements of our offering into the written content. Many of them contract out writers and produce material that is completely isolated from the actual product. Fractl is very good at blending them together." – Product Manager, Software Product Company Page 2 31 Clients Social Solutions Keane Unclaimed
Property Amazon Brands Logi Analytics Notable Project An athletic association hired WebMechanix for help with its web development and database management. WebMechanix redeveloped the client's website and also helps with its SEO and online marketing. "Their work has bolstered our revenues by increasing our
marketability to sponsors but has also helped cut expenses by making our operations much more efficient, particularly by cutting down the amount of mailing we send out." – Associate Executive Director, Athletic Association Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies
that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 32 Clients The CE Shop MailMyStatements ClarkLand;Surveying Life Skills Recovering Ranch Notable Project SocialSEO helped a real estate education businesses improve its organic SEO strategy. The client sells online
real estate courses and needed to rank in search results to be found by potential customers. Their main challenge was marketing their courses across states since real estate regulations vary by location. SocialSEO guided the client through launching a new responsive website and blog. As a result, the client saw over
140% growth in its target markets. "SocialSEO was engaged and was one of the few groups who had actually done research about who we were. ... I’ve worked with other SEO people in the past, and there seemed to be a foggy, gray area in which we were never really sure of what was being done. ... I think that
SocialSEO is doing a great job of communicating at different levels of the team." – Marketing Manager, Real Estate Education Business 33 Founded in 2001, Walker Sands is a full-service B2B marketing agency dedicated to each client's unique goals. From their offices in Chicago, San Francisco, or Seattle, Walker
Sands' team of 135 has various areas of expertise, including SEO, web design, PPC, content marketing, and strategy. They also help clients with public relations, demand generation, branding, creative, marketing strategy, and web. Clients GrubHub CloudCraze CurrencyCloud CompTIA Notable Project A SaaS company
wanted to differentiate itself as a modern technology brand, improve web performance, and support demand generation efforts. Walker Sands executed a brand refresh, website redesign, and other digital marketing initiatives, ultimately increasing web traffic and conversions. "Their ability to understand and adapt to their
client is outstanding...they are the whole package—smart, creative, hard-working, technical, strategic, and genuinely nice." – Senior Director of Digital Marketing, SaaS company 34 Clients Bozzuto FIJI Water JUSTIN Vineyards & Winery KARMA Nuts Notable Project Firebelly Marketing curated a brewery's social media
channel to grow their online presence. Their team performed an initial audit of their social media channels and led their engagement strategy. Their work helped expand the company into new mediums and industries. "We’re definitely seeing more brand awareness. There’s been an uptick in the online conversation about
our brand in general, but we're also seeing an increase in those geographic regions where Firebelly focused their efforts." — Director of National Sales, Brewery 35 Clients University of Maryland MillerCoors Czech Board of Tourism The Hawthorn Group Notable Project PBJ Marketing was hired by an astrology website
for help with their SEO and marketing strategies. Through doing a deep analysis, PBJ was able to come up with a strategy to increase the website's ranking. Traffic has increased immensely on the website.   "[PBJ Marketing] really understands the digital marketing aspect that goes into having a website. They really
know what’s going on with digital strategy, media, and technology." – Owner, Astrology Site 36 Clients GEICO Marriott International The New York Times Survey Monkey Notable Project Go Fish Digital was hired by an ERP solutions firm to shore up its SEO. They provided SEO services that helped the client to gain
visibility on core keywords, resulting in traffic and lead growth. The client was most impressed by their knowledge of SEO.  "Our SEO results are now among the best in are core keywords. Go Fish literally put us on the map helping us to generate traffic and leads in our space." – Director of Marketing, ERP Solutions Firm
37 Clients Entrepreneur Marriott Beaches and Sandals Resorts Anthem Blue Cross Notable Project A cigar retailer hired SEO Inc. to increase organic traffic to its website and improve new customer acquisition and retention. The cigar retailer wanted to accomplish this goal organically, instead of using paid search. The
partnership is ongoing and the Director of Sales appreciated SEO Inc.’s communication, expertise, and tailored research and approach. “They're not a typical robot client company. We've dealt with many vendors, and one of the things that distinguish SEO Inc. from others is the fact that they don't simply read answers
out of a book. Instead of telling us what the rest of the world is telling us, SEO Inc. is digging out an actual clientele base.” – Director of Sales Analytics, Cigar Retailer 38 Clients Mattel Geats POP! Sony Television Notable Project GameChangerSF recently worked on a marketing campaign for a TV network. They
advertised the launch of a mobile game while focusing on paid acquisition for that client. “They did a great job and delivered on what they promised. ” — Director, TV Network 39 Clients bwired Dara Join-A-Ride Grande Bay Resort & Spa Notable Project Dot Com Infoway was hired by a comprehensive platform for fitness
enthusiasts to interact, share knowledge, track personal performance, set fitness goals and stay motivated by sharing workout pictures. Dot Com Infoway marketed and branded all the aspects of the app. Dot Com Infoway was instrumental in taking the app to the masses through an end-to-end marketing campaign that
included ASO optimization, keyword analysis, multi-channel strategies, country targeting, A/B testing of creative assets, KPI-based campaigns. As a result, the recorded significant growth and success.  “Dot Com Infoway has taken the time to understand our requirements and has delivered beyond our expectations.” –
Owner, Fitness App Startup 40 Headquartered in Needham, Massachusetts and London, United Kingdom, Acceleration Partners is an affiliate marketing company. The midsize firm was launched in 2007. Their services include affiliate marketing. Notable Project Acceleration Partners provides affiliate marketing services
for a healthcare company. The team is responsible for fraud auditing, payment processing, analysis, and partnership management. “Acceleration Partners really feels like an extension of our own team.” 41 Clients Marley Dean & Deluca Astera TradeKing Notable Project A software company hired Metric Theory to build
out long-tail keyword campaigns. Metric Theory expanded their campaigns on a global scale by creating keyword lists in Spanish, German, Italian, and French. They've also adjusted their landing pages, copy, and keyword negatives to drive higher-quality leads.  "They're constantly coming up with ideas for new keywords
and new campaigns as if they were looking at our website every day and trying to figure out what we could be ranking for but aren't. I haven't seen this constant focus and analysis from other agencies." – Senior Director of Digital Marketing and Operations, Software Company 42 Clients US Department of Energy City of
Ontario National Corporate Housing American Golf Notable Project Fruition partnered with an eye care center to create marketing campaigns, rebrand the center's the website, and help with search engine optimization. The eye care center was very impressed with Fruition's skillset. "Over time, Fruition has become an
important partner for us. They have helped us in all facets of marketing, elevating our brand and positioning as well as strengthening our digital presence." – Director of Marketing, EyeCare Center 43 Clients AirAsia Santa Monica Tourism & Travel Century 21 University of California Notable Project Noble Studios built and
redesigned a nonprofit's website and mobile development. More recently, they handle SEO, SEM, digital media buys, and other strategic marketing resources. Thanks to their efforts, one of the client's studies garnered 10,000 participant signups within 48 hours. "Noble [...] treats you like your needs are unique, and I feel
like their solutions are tailored to our market and our region." – Director of Communications & New Media, Nonprofit 44 Clients Touch of Modern San Diego University License Locators Notable Project Inseev Interactive created an SEO campaign to help a startup raise awareness of its brand. Inseev Interactive's team
updated the startup's website and used SEO outreach marketing. Inseev Interactive implemented these changes over a 12-month campaign. The startup has reportedly doubled its organic visibility since partnering with Inseev Interactive. "They find opportunities that are right for your business and the quality they deliver
is un-matched." — Co-Founder, Residential Moving Company 45 Clients Innovate UK Weldricks Pharmacy St. James Place Management Atlantic Pumps Notable Project A pharmaceutical e-commerce company hired The SEO Works to manage its SEO and Google AdWords campaigns. The SEO Works developed
SEO-optimized content for the pharmaceutical company’s blog to help rank for specific terms and made the website mobile compatible. “Since we started working with them, they’ve optimized our site for both regular SEO and mobile compatibility. We’ve seen around 50-60% year-on-year growth in our turnover. We’ve
seen conversions, on mobile devices in particular, double during that period.” –Head of E-Commerce, Online Pharmacy 46 Clients AccuRadio Kendall College Chicago Line Cruises Envista Forensics Notable Project A local Chicago pizza chain needed SEO for their new website. Digital Third Coast Marketing helped
them with their SEO, link-building, and digital advertising to attract more visitors to the new website. Because of the new and optimized target key phrases, the client reported incredible results. “Our online traffic and interactions have increased, and online ordering rates are the highest we’ve ever seen.” – Digital
Manager, Pizza Chain 47 Clients YMCA Goodwill The National Museum of World War II Aviation Notable Project A local PR firm hired Infront Webworks to optimize its website with organic SEO and paid media. The campaign helped the PR firm increase its ranking in Google search results, and the partnership is
ongoing. The President of the PR firm lauded Infront Webworks for its flexibility, relationship-building, and SEO knowledge. “They had a whole team meet with us in-person, via conference calls, or in our office. They are very professional.” – President, PR Firm 48 Clients Nissan StubHub White Castle Bai Notable Project
A large technology company wanted to improve its organic search results and hired BFO to help. BFO mainly worked on the company's SEO, including keywords and analytics, and helped out which web pages provided the highest value to the company. "The results speak for themselves. Our total traffic for all regions
increased by 33% month over month with the help of BFO. We've gone up by 44% on a yearly basis, according to our June 2016 data." - Digital Manager, Technology Company 49 Clients Serac Inc American Vacuum Company Metal Coatings Corporation Regal Plastics Notable Project In 2014, an industrial engineering
company hired TopSpot Internet Marketing to improve the quantity and quality of traffic to its website. The project focused on paid search for Google and Bing. TopSpot Internet Marketing developed, executed, and managed all paid search campaigns. The client was impressed with the number of new leads that resulted
from the more informed and strategic paid search campaigns. “We've seen the number of leads increase, and I'd say even the quality of those leads has increased as well.” – Director, Industrial Engineering Company 50 Clients Aston Martin 1-800-Got-Junk? Lana Furniture WholeSale Patio Store Notable Project A home
decor retailer hired JumpFly to manage its paid search advertising strategy in the hopes of getting its products in front of a larger audience. The project focused on Google AdWords. The client was impressed with JumpFly’s communication and ability to handle any problems that arose quickly. “When we were with the
other companies, we were spending a lot more, and we were getting less results. After a few months with them, they basically drove our costs down and our results up. It was incredible, and we were very happy.” – Web Development Manager, Home Decor Retailer 51 Tinuiti (formerly Elite SEM) is a digital and search
marketing agency based in New York and founded in 2004. With over 400 employees, they have additional offices in Philadelphia, Atlanta, Los Angeles, Boston, San Francisco, Fort Lauderdale, Fla., Chattanooga, Tenn., and San Rafael, Calif.  They specialize in conversion optimization, media planning and buying, and
SEO.  Clients Etsy Tommy Bahama NFL Solstice Sunglasses Notable Project A clothing retailer went to Elite SEM for advertising help. The project included an AdWords campaign, paid search strategy, and conversion rate optimization. The client experienced an increase in engagement online, which has helped them
compete in a competitive market. “They are forward-thinking both in our advertising with them and how they treat their employees.” – VP of E-Commerce, Clothing Retailer 52 Clients Paragon Security OrthFeet Signature Auto Group Veeco Notable Project OpenMoves helped a higher education group create a digital
strategy. The agency worked on social media marketing, SEO, and AdWords. The education market in New York is extremely competitive, but OpenMoves' work helped the group generate lots of leads on different platforms.  53 Nottingham United Kingdom Clients Abigail Ahern John Pye Richard Nelson LLP Weber
Notable Project Impression worked with a Retail Company to develop and deliver a strategy to drive sales during Black Friday. Adopting an integrated approach, Impression's SEO, CRO and paid media teams worked together to meet one common goal: to drive traffic from high-intent audiences to increase revenue. The
Retail Company enjoyed great success over Black Friday with a considerable increase in revenue and ROAS year on year. "Impression feels like a true extension of our own team, and we thoroughly enjoy our working relationship together." - Director & Owner, Retail Company 54 Clients Maybelline Patagonia Dole Nike
Notable Project A medical protective wear company hired AMP Agency to create a media campaign targeted toward a college-aged demographic. The partnership has continued for more than nine years. "They’re very good...Things are on time, on budget, and they’re very flexible. We have had to change in the middle of
a project or we have had to freeze our spending very often, and they have worked very well with us." – VP of Sales and Marketing, Protective Wear Company 55 Clients Notable Project An emergency water damage and disaster response company hired Search Engine People Inc. to provide PPC services to help grow
their brand in their competitive market. Search Engine People worked closely with the company to ensure that the latter has the needed digital structure to promote both organic search and PPC. Based on what they found in the company's digital structure, Search Engine People also refined key words and spending, and
continuously analyze data to determine best practices and execute them. The ongoing engagement generated an approximately eight-to-one ROI on web marketing spending. "They are very proactive in their approach, reviewing data and presenting new ideas to test, learn and roll out." - President, Emergency Water
Damage and Disaster Response Company 56 Clients Picodi Morizon.pl Openeo.co.uk Notable Project Elephate worked with a jet charter firm to recover its position in the digital marketplace. An SEO audit found flawed and faulty backlinks from unreliable sites, which Elephate eliminated to boost brand perception.
Elephate then performed a structural audit on the site, and updated its information architecture to work with contemporary search. The partnership resulted in a 195% organic traffic boost . 57 Clients SAP Autodesk Deloitte eBay Notable Project The Content Bureau produces content to help drive interest for a security
company. They create content like eBooks, infographics, write papers, promotional articles, and ad copy for the client. "Our objective was to generate demand. We've definitely seen more qualified leads after we started working with The Content Bureau, so they’re helping us accomplish our goals." – Global Marketing
Lead, Security Company 58 Clients Vitamin World Dillards Little Tikes Backcountry Notable Project Volume Nine created brand awareness and reach by optimizing a large apparel company's organic social media efforts. They manage the client's Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn accounts and provide SEO and
content services. As a result of their work, the client's conversions from social went from zero to over 20,000 a month.  "Every time we’ve approached them with a problem, they’ve hit it out of the park. We’re a small team, so it makes it a lot easier having a group we can count on." Digital Senior Art Director, Large
Apparel Company 59 Clients The Home Depot NPR Shoe Carnival UGG Notable Project An automotive equipment manufacturer hired Hanapin Marketing to develop their marketing strategy, including PPC and Google AdWords research. Hanapin Marketing was also responsible for all analytics, including managing
Google AdWords and lead management through HubSpot and Salesforce. "Our staff suspects that we’ve generated an incremental $4 million in sales since the deployment of our lead generation and management program." - E-Commerce Marketing Manager, Automotive Equipment Manufacturer 60 Clients AARP
Levinson Law Group Blackhawk Supply Zen Supplies Notable Project A translation company hired Comrade Web Agency to develop a new website and provide SEO and content marketing support. The translation company's goal was to win new business by refreshing their website and improving their search result
ranking. The client appreciated that Comrade Web Agency was both affordable and proactive throughout the project. "They’re also friendly and have good project management skills, and after working with them on this project. I worked with them on a few other projects. I referred [Comrade Web Agency] to other people
because they’re reliable." – Co-Founder, Translation Company  Page 3 61 Clients Super Lawn Trucks STIRR Agency Home Team Apparel Cardinal Group Management Notable Project When an indoor trampoline park needed a social media campaign to market its grand opening, they hired LYFE Marketing to
create Facebook and Instagram profiles and a business website. LYFE Marketing not only developed a social media strategy for the trampoline park but also set up and managed social advertising. These efforts helped the trampoline park attract over 500,000 visitors to their social media profiles. “I was blown away by
the level of effort that each person devoted. They really cared about the work they were doing and were truly invested in the results. The team seems to get along well, which created a great experience for us.” – Co-Founder, Indoor Trampoline Park Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build
a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 62 Clients SUMO Logic Betterment Sendoso New Relic Notable Project Directive worked with a cloud-based software management service to increase ROI and site traffic. They communicated with the
client through weekly meetings and regular reports.  “Directive is recommended to clients of all sizes that need to grow qualified leads aggressively.” – Marketing Director, Software Management Service 63 Notable Project Phiture provided CRM installation services for a health and fitness company. Their team created a
strategy and participated in negotiations for a CRM vendor. Their work has helped to increase the client’s revenue. “Phiture has experience with holistic retention and technical strategies. Their team provides helpful advice on all aspects.” – Re-Engagement Manager, Health & Fitness Company 64 Clients Dr.Irena Eris
MUGGA Best Western Hotels & Resorts Notino Notable Project Delante developed and implemented SEO strategies for an online furniture store. They performed a website audit, conducted keyword analysis, and executed link-building initiatives to increase brand awareness, organic traffic, and sales. Delante identified
valuable keywords and augmented organic traffic by 200%.  "Since the cooperation with Delante started, the organic traffic is steadily growing. " — Owner, Online Furniture Company 65 Clients Yahoo Uber Amazon Sony Pictures Notable Project A publishing company hired Single Grain for marketing help when they had
a big media launch coming up. Single Grain helped with social media and paid advertising. Single Grain's campaigns dramatically increased the number of registrants and they earned over a million in 10 days. "[Single Grain] really had a vested interest in the outcome and just in the overall success of the project. I think
that’s the most important thing; you really knew that they wanted to be there and that they wanted to make it happen." – CTO, Publishing Company  66 Clients Chobani Galls Lashbrook Jitterbug Notable Project A vaping e-commerce company hired Searchbloom to optimize its organic search results. They brainstormed
and engineered the client's SEO strategy that included backlink building, outreach, and on-site SEO. They provided technical SEO support. As a result, the client's organic traffic has nearly doubled.  "Over the course of 2017, our organic search traffic increased by 70%–80%...Searchbloom delivers high-quality results on
time with no need for correction or fixes after the fact." – Online Marketing Manager, Vaping E-Commerce Company 67 Clients Sportiqe Apparel TruPath Pearl Harbor Warbirds McFate Brewing Company Notable Project An executive search firm hired Markitors prior to their launch for market research and retained them a
brand awareness campaign. Markitors designed the search firm's website and brand from scratch, then provided SEO services to drive organic traffic to the site. The product launch went smoothly, and the client now has a longstanding relationship with Markitors based on consistent results. "[Markitors] work as partners
with a willingness to co-create and collaborate. The team continues to bring a fresh perspective to our industry that has resulted in innovative solutions." – Co-founder, Executive Search Firm 68 Clients Jonzara Autoline Insurance Group Kular;Fashion Titanic Belfast Notable Project Loud Mouth Media worked with a
safety training company to boost its site traffic, generate leads, and increase revenue through a PPC campaign. A month after Loud Mouth Media started the projects, the client's web bookings doubled and month-over-month site traffic and conversions have steadily risen.  "They [Loud Mouth Media] are always happy to
assist throughout the project and are proactive in developing new ideas to maximize results and ROI." – Director, Safety Training Company 69 Clients Vital Source Karrass Negotiating The International Culinary Center GlobalTranz Notable Project An online parenting course hired AdVenture Media Group to increase
website traffic. AdVenture Media Group designed and implemented Facebook advertising and PPC campaigns to accomplish this goal. They continue to monitor the advertising campaigns and make updates. The online parenting course was impressed with AdVenture Media Group’s ability to understand its needs and
complete the project successfully. “Even though they’re primarily in charge of our ads, I’ve found it impressive that they strive to understand more about my business, what we’re looking to achieve, and with whom we’re looking to achieve it.” – Founder, Online Parenting Course 70 Clients Tagpop Artsy Chase WeWork
Notable Project A pre-owned clothing retailer hired Taktical to increase sales. Taktical managed the client’s Facebook and PPC accounts and ran retargeting ads. The project also included SEO, email marketing, and influencer outreach. Notably, Taktical helped train the client’s in-house team to manage these marketing
services going forward. “Taktical has a very personable team with a hands-on approach and good, regular contact that is often lacking in larger agencies.” – CEO, Clothing Marketplace 71 Clients Bud Light Calm Crayola Cabeau Notable Project A technology company hired Viral Nation to create influencer marketing
campaigns for multiple AI-based products. They contacted influencers and helped create content such as theme pages. The project's success exceeded the client's expectations. "The team was responsive, available, and always willing to help us." – Senior Product Marketing Manager, Technology Company 72 Clients
Sears Payless Omaha Steaks Bowflex Notable Project A furniture retailer hired CPC Strategy to manage its paid search campaigns on Google Shopping, Google AdWords, Bing, and YouTube. The partnership has lasted 7+ years, and the furniture retailer praises CPC Strategy’s team for its personability and



responsiveness. “They actually have a human touch on campaigns. If I call, my guy answers the phone. If I email him, he emails me back. I can get in touch with him easily, and I love that.” – Director of E-Commerce, Furniture Retailer 73 Clients PAC Atlas Workbase Aldaris CPA Group Hobanco Notable Project A dental
products company hired Logic Inbound to provide SEO services. These services include optimizing the company's website by implementing Google Analytics, Google Search Console, Google Tag Manager, FB Pixel, and other tools; laying out SEO improvements and content recommendations; and executing these
improvements at proper times. This engagement resulted in improvements in organic search rankings for their specified keywords. "I enjoyed how everyone on the team, from the founders to my POC, were personally involved and willing to help out." - E-Commerce General Manager, Dental Products Company 74 Clients
Wargaming AliExpress Gameloft Publicis Groupe Notable Project Zorka.Agency produced an influencer marketing campaign to increase the visibility of a mobile browser app. Zorka.Agency hired prominent YouTube vloggers to market the app in their videos. The campaign drove over 50,000 installs of the app at an
incredibly low cost per install.  "I had the whole campaign plan in advance and it began on time as planned. During the process, the project manager would send me updates and material for my approval, and all my questions were answered even late in the evening." – Founder & CEO, Mobile Browser App  75 Clients
Goodyear US Acute Care Solutions Slick Woody's Cornhole United Way of Greater Stark County Notable Project The Karcher Group developed a website for a healthcare solutions provider. After building two websites for the clients, the team provided SEO and content creation services. "They continue to expand and
evolve as an agency to meet their client’s demands." – Director of Marketing, Healthcare Solutions Provider 76 Clients KPMG Music Together Serta Notable Project Digital Brand Expressions handled digital marketing for a restaurant. They created an entire digital marketing campain including both Google and social
media advertising. "We had a massive year over year succes rate. We kept the relativly same budget- but the quick thinking & FULL understanding of not only our brand but digital marketing in general- DBE kept us infront of scrolling eyes!" - Partner, Restaurant 77 Clients Serenity Lane Galahad Oregon State University
Mindtree Notable Project Anvil Media provided digital marketing services for a chocolate company. The company wanted to build their business around the country. Tasks involved managing pay-per-click campaigns and creating banner ads. Their conversion rate has nearly doubled. The client prides Anvil Media on their
openness and experience.   "If you’re looking for someone who specializes in digital marketing who’s got a lot of experience and done it for a long time, Anvil Media is about as good as you’re going to get."- Director of Online Sales, Chocolate Company 78 Clients Clarity MedSpa Caledon Treeland Synergy Rehab Notable
Project A dental practice in Toronto hired Local SEO Search to update their digital presence. Local SEO Search provided a comprehensive redesign of the client's website that featured stronger content and user experience. The SEO services provided brought the client to the first page of Google results for relevant
keywords in the greater Toronto area. "My satisfaction is very important to them. John [Owner, Local SEO Search] sends me activity reports from the website. He always stays in touch with me. I’m very happy." — Owner, Dental Practice 79 Clients Vision Hair Extensions Jerome's Furniture Worthington Tractor Parts, Inc.
Notable Project Radd Interactive provided SEO services for a safety equipment company. They began the project by analyzing the client's existing search engine rankings and then formulated an SEO campaign and strategy to improve those rankings. The client reported a major increase in rankings and site traffic. "We
were ranking on page 6-10 on various key terms, and now we are ranking on page 1. Traffic to our site has increased overall. There has also been a lot more engagement with our blogs and an increase in the number of our social media followers." President, Safety Equipment Company 80 Clients issuu Janet, Janet &
Suggs, LLC Taylored Systems Notable Project Neon Ambition was hired by a general contractor to provide SEO strategy services as well as the implementation of improvements in line with their provided strategies. Since the start of the engagement, the client has seen a significant increase in website traffic and
conversions. "We used to have zero conversions and now we receive between 50–60 per month." - Business Manager, General Contractor 81 Clients BBVA Compass Batteries Plus Sam Ash Notable Project A large travel agency wanted to grow their business online. Rocket Clicks helped develop a targeted strategy
utilizing Google, Bing and Facebook Ads, helped optimize landing pages and created an ongoing content road map. "Our cost per click, total impressions, keywords, and number of conversations are all better [since partnering with them]” – VP of Digital Strategy, Travel Agency 82 Clients VivoBarefoot Barker Evans á
BLOC Movember Notable Project Spin Brands provides social media management for a healthy food company in the UK. Using content from the client's marketing department, they started with an Instagram campaign, maximizing its reach and engagement. Spin Brands grew the client's following to the right scale for
Instagram's advanced features, which they used to further boost impressions. The client praised Spin Brands' ability to execute and provide numerical deliverables. "They offer a lot of added value by making sure they're involved with the brand, such as coming to trade shows. They've gone the extra mile." — Founder,
Healthy Food Company 83 Clients Squeak Alias Mae Hydrodol Notable Project Megaphone Marketing created targeted ad campaigns for a hospitality and wedding company. The client wanted to maximize social media and Google Ads, and optimize their landing page. Additionally, they wanted to decrease their cost-per-
lead. Megaphone Marketing identified the client’s target audience and developed digital marketing materials accordingly. Since working with the company, the client has experienced more visibility. “We initially increased leads so dramatically that we had to pause the campaign and hire additional staff to handle the
increased workload. Megaphone Marketing’s campaigns have enabled us to put our brands in front of our target audiences.” — Founder & Managing Director, Hospitality and Wedding Company 84 Clients Eventbrite Walmart ModCloth SurveyMonkey Notable Project A retail chain hired 3Q Digital to help with its paid
search and social media marketing. From this partnership, the chain's conversion rates improved over 30%, and the ROI for search campaigns improved by 40%. “I’m most impressed with 3Q Digital's knowledge of all the advanced and best tactics, features, and betas. They’re always much farther ahead, and they’ve
actually got experience doing them. A lot of agencies don’t have the experience.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Retail Chain 85 Clients Enterprise General Electric ESPN Johnson&Johnson Notable Project IGW developed a full-service marketing strategy for a tech solutions company that included supporting web design
and maintenance, content creation, and search engine marketing. Their SEO and paid ad services were complemented by visual content and included CRO. As a result of their services, the client's organic traffic jumped and leads nearly tripled.  "We basically tripled our leads from empty wells. Also, organic traffic to the
website went way up. We had a significant increase in the number of followers of our LinkedIn page too." – VP of Marketing, Tech Solutions Company 86 Clients Google Electronic Arts Linkedin Coca Cola Notable Project Globant was hired by a Software Company to provide .NET development for various projects and to
develop iOS and Android mobile apps. The engagement allowed the client to scale up quickly for a project when needed. "With very little ramp-up time, we can extend our development team quickly especially when we have time restraints for certain projects." - Director of Product Development, Software Company 87
Clients CityMD Scholastic WWE Zagat Notable Project Path Interactive provided organic SEO services and search engine marketing to a professional development company. They audited the client’s website, improved PPC bidding processes, and fixed any errors that inhibited search rankings. The client was pleased
with all the help and resources that Path Interactive provided. “We like them both for their professional knowledge and the culture they seem to engender in their company.” – VP of Digital Marketing, Professional Development Company 88 Clients Viva Physiology Leading Teams Sims Sports High Street Northcote
Notable Project OnQ Marketing managed social media marketing services for a retail marketing service. The agency implemented several targeted strategies and created content. The client's digital presence and client base have grown since OnQ Marketing joined their team. "The whole process was seamless. They
deliver and implement their work on time." — Principal Consultant, Retail Marketing Service 89 Clients ExecTable Chicago Food Festival Notable Project The founder of a social networking service for executives wanted the company to have a compelling brand along with its compelling product. VisualFizz created a brand
structure and helped guide the company through the process.  "Their responsiveness, attentiveness, and great sense of creativity are very impressive...Regarding the experience I had with them, there’s nothing to improve." - Founder, Social Network for Executives 90 Clients AIRC Etain;Energy Mitchell & Ness Notable
Project DMi Partners redesigned and relaunched an outdated website for an arts preschool. The site that DMi Partners designed includes a custom portal that enabled access to certain documents and forms, parallax video, and ambient scrolling into the new website. Parents and school officials gave the school positive
feedback when they saw the new site. The client was impressed with how creative and professional the team at DMi Partners was.  "The team is able to combine creativity with functionality to deliver an impressive website. DMi really took the time to learn about the school and make its mission central to the project." –
Director, Arts Preschool  Page 4 91 Clients Marriott International Penguin Random House Rosetta Stone Squarespace Notable Project Five paired with a prominent language app to revamp their mobile user experience, from back to frontend. Thanks to the team’s customer-centric design approach, mobile downloads
have more than doubled since the app’s relaunch. Five also delivered their work ahead of schedule and under budget, surpassing all expectations. "They’re a lot more than a vendor; Five truly is a partner." – Head of Consumer Division, Language App Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you
build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 92 Clients Tampa Bay Lightning Tampa Bay Buccaneers Taco Bus Florida Holocaust Museum Notable Project A beer distributor hired Absolute to provide web design and development, along
with digital marketing services, which included consumer-facing sponsorship campaigns to drive event attendance. The beer distributor experienced higher SEO rankings and higher engagement with the new website. "Our users have expressed that they like the new site much better. We've even received compliments
on our site from other distributors." – Marketing Manager, Beer Distributor 93 Clients Calvin Klein Fujitsu Winc (aka Staples Tommy Hilfiger Notable Project Online Marketing Gurus improved organic traffic to an activewear brand through content marketing-based SEO campaign. They managed the campaign end to end
– providing a full technical audit, performing competitor analysis, and keyword research to start and following through on implementing a content calendar and link-building tactics. As a result, the client's keyword performance has improved markedly.  "Our domain rating has considerably improved and more recently, we
have started ranking at #1 for some of our targeted keywords entirely through organic SEO efforts." – Marketing & ECommerce Specialist, Activewear Brand  94 Clients Inspire Lifestyle Wordify Pulse Pixel Notable Project Pearl Lemon partnered with a staffing firm where they implemented a digital strategy campaign for
their client. They used SEO tools to help increase the search results and generate more organic leads.  “Google Analytics shows both rankings and traffic improvements, and we’ve seen it ourselves, too.“ – President, Staffing Firm   95 Clients Domain Kelly Services Optus Business NSW Public Service Commission
Notable Project Editor Group provided a global consulting firm with corporate communications copy during an overhaul of its website. The client wanted to condense 10,000 distinct pages to 1,000, and to increase its engagement and customer retention. Editor Group was able to improve the content's quality, increasing
shares and interaction while reducing the overall length. The client was pleased with the value of Editor Group's services, as well as the quality of its work. "It definitely improved our website. There’s 300 pages that are an extraordinary amount more appealing than they were before. The content is dynamic and it’s
sharable." – Director of Corporate Communications, Consulting Firm 96 Clients Expedia AutoTrader River Island WorldRemit Notable Project Re:signal provided SEO support, restructuring and optimizing existing content. They develop content and work on refining backlink opportunities. The work helped the business
rank on the first page for their desired keywords. "Kevin's insights are amazing and the work ethic of the team is excellent." – Commercial Director, Interior Design Business 97 Clients Notable Project TopLine Comms managed full scale production of an explainer video to communicate a value proposition for a social
network. They developed a script and created a storyboard as well as animations. The video received positive feedback from viewers and generated a sense of legitimacy for the platform. "TopLine felt like an extension of my own company..."—CEO, Social Network 98 Clients Hermès Starbucks Intel Panasonic Notable
Project Art & Science redesigned and launched their website on WordPress. The client had an outdated .NET platform as their flagship consumer-facing site, and needed to update their digital brand. The website had complex CMS integration, was relatively feature-dense, and they delivered the platform within schedule
and under budget. The client has seen nearly a 40% increase in traffic with a similar boost in conversions. "The website is unwavering, and we receive a lot of compliments on it. There were many complex integrations involved which they did a great job with." – Executive Vice President, CRM Firm 99 Clients TripAdvisor
Eurocar LG Cupli 100 Clients Gorilla Accounting European Springs & Pressings Lyon Jewellers Notable Project SQ Digital conducted SEO for a stone import company. They audited the client's digital content to make it SEO-friendly. Thanks to their audit and content generation, the client is ranking highly for their
important keywords.  "The employees are generally very knowledgeable in their field, and explain things in simple terms." — Internal Sales Executive, Stone Import Company 101 Clients National Geographic University of Bristol Tipico Notable Project Accelerate Agency provided end-to-end SEO and content marketing
services to an IT company. They targeted select keywords and wrote content aimed at developing thought leadership. The SEO work by Accelerate Agency increased traffic by 25 percent and improved incoming leads and keyword performance, exceeding the client’s expectations. “They do a really good job of sticking to
the schedules we agree to and keeping us up to date on when any new content is ready for us to share. I think one of the best things they’ve done is taken an interest in our metrics and really looked at things as holistically as possible.” – Senior Manager Web Optimization, IT Company 102 Clients Ford Taco Bell Cadillac
Wyndham TRYP Hotels Notable Project A cosmetics manufacturer was interested in working with SGM to get a better ROAS on Google, improve their SEO efforts, and drive more social media conversions. SGM created email copy, implemented social media marketing campaigns, and augmented the backend of the
client's website following SEO best practices. SGM was able to generate a much better ROAS within the first 45 days and have been able to triple their sales team in the first 6 months. "Savage Global Marketing’s dedication to our account has made them a pleasure to work with." – Marketing Director, Cosmetics
Manufacturer 103 Clients ghd Dixons Carphone New Balance Notable Project Greenlight Digital implemented a custom, comprehensive SEO campaign for a transportation services company wanted to make their brand more visible online. "They’ve had a significant impact on our rankings, leading to an increase of over
300% in organic traffic within the first six months." – Owner, Transportation Company 104 Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Clients Color Powder Australia RSN Property Group First Class Autoland Men's Premier Bags Notable Project IndeedSeo created an SEO and Google AdWords campaign to improve traffic.
They developed a list of 30 keywords, most of which ranked in the top 5 pages, and a majority on the first page.  “They’ve always offered the support we needed and the results they promised.” – Manager, Hotel 105 Clients Porsche Harvard University Rakuten Poker Stars Notable Project A carpet cleaning company
hired SmartSites to garner more referral website traffic and increase touchpoints with customers online. They managed the carpet cleaning company's Google AdWords account and provided advice on budgeting. The client saw an increase in referral traffic and conversion rates as a result of SmartSites's work. “They
struck a good balance of expertise and drew upon different resources to meet our needs.” – Vice President, Carpet Cleaning Company 106 Clients Leroy Merlin Karcher Georgia National Tourism Administration MacPaw Notable Project A fantasy football company hired Promodo to analyze its website and audit SEO
efforts before conducting a website redesign. Promodo provided detailed notes and suggestions that were extremely helpful to the company. “Promodo was great. It was a small project, but they delivered more than expected.” – Owner, Fantasy Football Company 107 Zero Gravity Marketing is a full-service marketing
agency located in Madison, Conn. Founded in 2013, they have 55 employees specializing in digital marketing, SEO, PPC campaign management, website design, email marketing, brand development, and social media. They work with clients in advertising, consumer products, hospitality, arts and entertainment,
education, IT, and automotive. Clients Clean Cut Landscaping Lyric Strong Training & Coaching Notable Project Zero Gravity Marketing provided ongoing branding services to a landscaping company. They created the logo, built and managed the website, and led PPC/SEO efforts. The client attributed its consistent
uptick in site traffic and profits to Zero Gravity Marketing's work. “We have an ongoing relationship with Zero Gravity Marketing, because our profits continue to increase every year. We believe a large part of that increase is because of the work ZGM does for us, as they are responsible for traffic being driven to our
website.” – Owner & Founder, Landscaping Company 108 Clients HP Honeywell Lincoln Electric Epicor Notable Project A large telecommunications provider hired BusinessOnline to increase market presence, improve search rankings, and expose more people to its brand. Working with BusinessOnline helped double
traffic to the telecommunication provider’s website. “They [BusinessOnline] have this very positive attitude and a fantastic work ethic. They know a lot of people sitting on the client side. They understand that we can’t always do things at the turn of a dime, but they’re always generating new ideas and new approaches to
our challenges.” – Manager, Commercial Marketing 109 Clients The Levin Firm Greene Broillette & Wheeler Notable Project A personal injury law firm wanted to increase their online presence and organic search rankings. Rankings.io achieves these goals by utilizing SEO, backlinks, content development, and website
modifications across the firm's 9 different sites. "We have a handful of articles that bring in around $200,000 worth or organic revenue each month. Even though we only work in the state of Florida, we hold the top national search ranking for the term “car accident attorney,” which is a huge testament to their work." —
Marketing Manager, Law Firm 110 Clients EstateGuru Helmes Comedy Estonia Kingspoint Notable Project A photography company hired Blu Mint Digital to manage their social media channels. Blu Mint Digital was responsible for crafting and scheduling posts, as well as posting daily photos and linking content. "Our
work with Blu Mint Digital doubled our inbound engagement from potential customers." - CEO, Digital Photo Company 111 Clients Petland F45 Training Cali Tan Notable Project Digital Resource filmed and produced a set of high-quality multimedia promotional videos for an advertising and marketing company. Their
videos were presented across various digital platforms, including a website and social media accounts. Digital Resource supplied high-quality video that worked with all of the client's digital marketing needs. “We not only got high-quality video that was multi-purpose for all aspect of our digital marketing, but we had a
great response from our online community. All questions were answered and edits were made with ease. We were able to relay all of our thoughts without any trouble.” – Content Marketer, Advertising & Marketing Company 112 Clients UK Bathroom Store MTCS New Image Consultants Notable Project A commercial
coffee company hired Novi.Digital to execute a tailored search marketing campaign for their specific client base in B2B services. After failing to improve the performance of the site in-house, they partnered with Novi.Digital to increase their presence. Novi.Digital developed a well-researched strategy and executed it using
on-page and off-page SEO, PPC, and other key strategies. "Their expertise and advice have been most impressive and useful. As a small business, it’s reassuring to know that you can trust the people working for you in the background, especially when it comes to SEO." - Director, Coffee Company 113 Clients
DoubleDutch Rosetta Stone ABM Jive Software Notable Project Obility replaced an inefficient agency for an electrical manufacturing company. The agency worked on generating leads and running an SEO campaign. There haven't been major results yet, but Obility reduced site errors. The client prides Obility on
their availability, communication, and personal touch they add to projects.  "Obility feels like an extension of our team. They're always seeking to understand our business and keep up with the rapidly changing pace of development within our project." – Senior Marketing Analyst, Manufacturing Company 114 Clients Wells
Fargo Advisors Charles Schwab Transamerica Investors Powershares Notable Project A retirement company partnered with Communications Strategy Group to gain support various public relations activities and inquiries from the media. CSG provided research, writing, and additional media training.  “The CSG team was
generally very responsive and worked with internal stakeholders to deliver what we needed in proper the timeframe.”— VP & Head of Marketing, Retirement Company 115 Clients Lending Tree Lowe's StubHub Decor Planet Notable Project A tea retailer hired Digital Current to boost their rankings for over 100 keywords
relevant to their products. As part of this work, Digital Current implemented link building strategies with high profile publications, blogs, and universities. The tea retailer appreciated their account manager's communication and approach. "We went from not even being included in search results, to having 90% of our
products within the first 2-3 pages. Our sales went from around $200 per week, to $1,500 per day." – IT Director, Tea Retailer  116 Gummicube, Inc. Is a mobile & app marketing company founded in 2010. They are based in San Jose, California and have a small team. Their services include mobile & app marketing. 117
Clients Mid-Nebraska Foot Clinic Checkmate Moving & Storage EXIT Realty Craftsman Electric Notable Project Vivial leveraged its marketing platform for a coffee company that wanted to open new retail stores and increase sales. SEO enhanced the client's social media presence. "With Vivial’s help, we have a strategy,
we know what to execute, we know the results that we expect, and most importantly we have a very consistent tone of voice in the social arena.  Vivial has been our partner in our geographic expansion." – CMO, Coffee Company 118 Clients Orkin Amazon Overstock Avery Notable Project When they were in the need of
marketing help, a creative agency hired Inflow. The work included aiding its marketing strategy, PPC and SEO campaigns for the agency and its clients, and site migrations. Because of Inflow's assistance, websites have moved up in rankings and conversion rates have increased.  "Inflow doesn’t simply aim to send
monthly invoices. They stay up-to-date on current trends." – Brand Consultant & Designer, Creative Agency  119 Clients Verizon Marriot Toyota Shutterstock Notable Project Wpromote worked with a healthcare company to increase patient appointments at clinics. Using Google AdWords, Wpromote boosted the
healthcare company’s presence in search results. They also made the website more user-friendly. "Wpromote has been phenomenal, and I'm really glad that I went through that whole process. You can just let them do their work and not worry about it because they have very good capabilities. " – Director of Paid Search,
Healthcare System 120 Clients American Red Cross Samsung Embark TechStars Notable Project BERK Labs built a marketing infrastructure for a platform for ESL teachers. They implemented strategies across various departments, which improved company culture and increased leads.  "This was a transformative hire
that's streamlined our processes and made us more efficient as a company." – Co-founder, Your Agora  Page 5 121 SGK is a global packaging and brand experience company based in London with offices in Amsterdam, Paris, Munich, and Chennai, India. The company, founded in 1953, has more than 5,800 employees
and provides content marketing, branding, email marketing, event marketing & planning, packaging design, social media marketing, and video production services. SGK serves midmarket and other-sized companies in the consumer products & services, retail, financial services, and medical industries. Clients Nike
Unilever Coca-Cola P&G Notable Project A food & beverage company hired SGK to do packaging architecture and design work. SGK did prototyping, provided strategies and insights, and designed concepts. They also worked with the company's internal teams to explore different packaging ideas that would excite
consumers and enhance consumer experience. SGK has been meeting the company's expectations in this ongoing engagement. "They’re very transparent regarding delivery time and have never gone past a deadline." - Innovation Manager, Food & Beverage Company Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications
we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 122 Clients Sleepwell Property Management Orbcomm JNCO Assante Wealth Management Notable Project A counseling service hired seoplus+ for a number of online marketing
services. The service wanted to increase their online presence. The work included creating blog content and SEO services focused on WordPress.  "seoplus+ understands problems and knows how to solve them." — President, Counseling & Therapy Firm 123 Clients Costco Wholesale Intermedia Boyd Gaming Amazon
Web Services Notable Project Add3 was hired by a restaurant chain seeking new customers for its restaurant, online ordering system, and catering, as well as updated branding. Add3 optimized the client's website for local SEO, provided UX/UI recommendations, and added engaging video content. Through its
partnership with Add3, the reservations increased 42%, reservation conversion rates improved 25%, and online orders increased 183%. 124 Notable Project Hedges & Company created marketing materials for an auto parts dealer to buff up their online presence. Their team helped them increase their social media
influence and establish a brand identity using PPC campaigns, Google AdWords, Yahoo, and Bing. Their work increased sales and leads by double. "Over the course of our engagement, our business has doubled. I don’t know the specifics around our rankings, but we’ve consistently met the goals we’ve set throughout
the engagement." — Marketing Manager, Auto Parts Dealer 125 Clients Papa John's Cox Media Group Hilton Hotels Holiday Inn Express Notable Project Cardinal Digital Marketing partnered with another full-service agency in need of SEO, web design, web development, and digital marketing support. They assisted the
full-service agency's clients with a range of services, including social media marketing, web design, reputation management, and analytics. Their work has allowed the full-service agency to serve more clients and achieve significant growth. "[Cardinal Digital Marketing has] been extremely influential in increasing many of
our clients’ lead bases or new patient bases, whatever their industry may be. They’ve managed to garner a strong ROI for every client they’ve worked with for us." – Owner and CEO, Full-Service Agency 126 Clients Smoky Trout Farm Insight Psychological Liu & Associates Notable Project A beer festival in Edmonton
hired Adster Creative to perform their digital marketing campaign. The event had historically been successful, but the owner wanted to boost performance with targeted marketing. Adster Creative delivered a highly customized AdWords PPC solution, as well as social media management and SEO focused on backlinking.
Their efforts were a success, with a 67% lower bounce rate and 39% longer average session duration. "Their approach makes the whole relationship very easy. I have a lot of confidence in their team's ability to deliver results through their proven experience and expertise." - Owner, Edmonton Beer Festival 127 Clients
Fresh Wave Gobi Heat Protein2o Zadro Notable Project A privately-held group of consumer, commercial, and industrial brands needed comprehensive digital marketing services, including paid search, paid social, SEO, Amazon Advertising, email production, and some design services for their four very different
brands. Logical Media Group significantly grew the client's performance in each channel, especially through their SEO and Amazon Advertising initiatives.  "We've had remarkable success growing our performance on each channel, but especially through SEO and Amazon ads. Amazon has become a whole new
business unit for our company, with paid advertising managed by Logical a big contributor to that growth." – Marketing Manager, Privately Held Brands Group 128 Clients Appboy Heritage Hotels Microsoft Notable Project Codedesign.org was hired by an international food company to improve the SEO and content for their
local website. Codedesign.org developed content of good quality that generated a large number of visits to the site. "They're very flexible and adaptable to our requests." - eBusiness Manager, International Food Company 129 Clients Verizon Marriott Nintendo Holiday Inn Notable Project A content creation consulting
company was faced with overwhelming demand and needed to outsource some of their work. EnVeritas Group writes blogs and other website content that draws traffic. "It’s been very good. We’ve been very pleased with it. We have tried them across various lines of business, various types of writing projects. EnVeritas
Group has met our needs." – Senior Manager, Consulting Company 130 Clients Samsung Costco Sears Kmart Notable Project A small flooring company tried SEO before with discouraging results, but OneIMS completely changed the company's strategy, increasing results with PPC campaigns, social media marketing,
copywriting, and blog posts.  "They have brought us from zero inbound marketing through our website to beating all of our competition in terms of keyword searches and website traffic and just about every metric you can imagine." - Marketing Associate, Flooring Company 131 Clients Pitney Bowes Ladbrokes Santa Fe
Group National Childbirth Trust Notable Project Absolute Digital Media provided performance marketing services to a travel firm. The main task on the project was SEO, which was performed using backlinking and optimized content strategy to boost site rankings. Absolute Digital provides monthly site performance audits,
performance consulting and other solutions. The client's web presence has considerably increased.  "They've [Absolute Digital Media] exceeded all of my expectations and their own initial projections. Our conversion rate has increased tenfold and our financial records show that our £300,000 investment has generated
over £4 million." – CEO, Travel Insurance Firm 132 Basingstoke United Kingdom Clients Deloitte Copart MRI Real Estate Software Notable Project Front Page Advantage provided content creation services for a commercial finance brokerage. Their team primarily wrote blogs on a variety of topics and subjects. The blogs
were well-received by the partner's target audience. "They were flexible in working around my own time scales." –Owner & CEO, Commercial Finance Brokerage 133 Clients ACT Pearson Allsteel Livability.com Notable Project Sculpt did video production, social media advertising, and email campaigns as part of a digital
marketing partnership with an economic development organization. They wrote, directed, and filmed videos and ran Facebook ads. Their campaigns helped the client pass their 6-month goal in 3 months. "Since we launched our first video, we've seen an over 200% increase in lead capture. Additionally, the leads that
we're getting are more qualified than ever before. They've been able to capture our humor and laid-back approach to communication, and they're really funny." – Director of Talent Attraction, Economic Development Organization   134 Clients Vancouver Fringe Telus The Vancouver Club EA Sports Notable Project The
Status Bureau worked with a tourism group to assist in expanding its brand awareness and increase website traffic. They took charge of the website's redesign, which included a log-in portal for shareholders to keep up to date with the performance of the firm. It also helped with search marketing and executed a
Facebook campaign. "We saw increases in site traffic every year, as well as an increase in followers and engagement rates on Facebook." — Marketing Manager, Tourism Group 135 Clients John Deere HP DesignJet Cisco-Eagle Neolane Notable Project This warehouse distribution company used KoMarketing to
increase their visibility by growing their online presence. KoMarketing did this by improving their search engine optimization.   "KoMarketing was active in blogging, articles, and communicating their expertise. They defined their niche, and they said we are B2B SEO firm, which was one of the things I was looking for."-
Director of Marketing, Material Handling System Provider 136 Clients Steve Lane, Attorney at Law Phil Harding, Attorney Vital Dental Group Notable Project Dot Com Media provides ongoing SEO services to a music production company. They focus on backlinking and blogging. Their work helped the client get on the
first page for Google search results.  "Their flexibility is impressive." – Music Producer, Production Company  137 Clients Dexter Law Artbeats Alegria Shoes JD Power Notable Project After working with a company with developing their website that they weren’t happy with, this charity donation service went to Boostability.
The company updated their website by moving it to Wordpress and using search engine optimization to bring more clients to the organization. “I would recommend them to anybody, especially a small business, that is looking for a good SEO company. Their service is personalized. They attempt to do anything reasonable
I ask for.”-National Director of Client Charity Development, Charity Donation Service 138 Clients PBS Ebay OrangeTheory Fitness Aarons Notable Project HigherVisibility helped a recruitment startup build an online audience. They provided SEO and graphic design to update the startup’s website to make it more
appealing to customers. The client described HigherVisibility’s approach as innovative and collaborative. “The project had a strong collaborative aspect, with their team offering advice but no pressure.” – Co-Founder, Recruitment Startup 139 Clients Instore The Atlantic Colby College Notable Project Eucalypt Media
developed branded content and copy for a software consultancy based in California. The client wanted to increase their content marketing activity with e-books, blogs, and media integration, but needed to outsource it for efficiency. They chose Eucalypt for their transparent pricing of services and experience with the B2B
technology sector. Since the relationship began, Eucalypt's content has consistently generated leads and remained high in search rankings. "Their overall responsiveness and communication are fantastic. I've worked with a lot of agencies, but Eucalypt stands out. They process requests thoughtfully and prioritize follow
through on our concerns." — Head of Marketing, Software Consultancy 140 Clients InXpress Masshousing Helmerich & Payne Notable Project Soffront Corporation developed and implemented SEO strategies for a web design company. The client required SEO for a range of different sites in order to raise their search
engine rankings. The targeted pages are now on the first page of Google search results.  "Now ranking on page 1 of Google." - Project Manager, Web Design Company 141 Clients Dick’s Sporting Goods Patel Restaurant Group Alfa Insurance Boys & Girls Club of America Notable Project A wine business
hired SociallyIN to help boost customer engagement. They created software that connects wine drinkers with wineries by marking corks with unique identifiers. The software reads the markings on the corks and provides customers with information about the wine. “They [SociallyIN] can deliver on their promises. Despite
the level of complexity and novelty of this project, they were able to complete the task within the constraints, which is a difficult thing to do.” – Co-Owner, Wine Business 142 Clients Intel MasterCard Williams Sonoma General Mills Notable Project Since 2007, Movable Media has been helping a Fortune 500 company
boost its engagement through content marketing. Movable Media developed a marketing campaign and redid a blog to help engage clients for the company. "Movable Media created the content for our blogs and boosted the engagement by astronomical numbers. It was a 10-to-1 ratio in terms of engagement from before
and after. The people at Movable Media are just really great people to work with." – Senior Content Marketing Director, Fortune 500 Company 143 Clients HSBC Toni Malt Nissan Damac Notable Project A healthcare company hired SEO Sherpa to provide SEO services to double their organic leads. In the process, SEO
Sherpa took a truly holistic view of the project and integrated seamlessly with the company's internal marketing team and developers. The engagement enabled the company to grow. "The work they do is very extensive. They set realistic goals and never over-promise." - Digital Marketing Head, Healthcare Company 144
Clients Microsoft National Geographic Netgear Notable Project NowSourcing, Inc. led demand generation efforts for a software company. From research and execution to distribution, they focused on raising the brand's authority, which included creating an infographic. Their awareness and demand gen strategies
resulted in approximately 100 publications, which effectively established the client’s brand in its field. “They did all of the research, planning and then art/edit graphics and layout. Then, they worked directly with hundreds of publications and websites to get our infographic published and out into the market. After two
months, we had about 100 publications, 150 leads and thousands of new website visitors.” – CMO, Software Company 145 Clients CAPX Solutions Limitless Paving Sig Cox Augusta Notable Project Direction carried out a targeted digital campaign for a luxury apartment building in Washington, DC. The building had just
transferred ownership, and the new owners were stuck with negative reviews due to past management's failures. The Direction team provided robust on- and off-page SEO to elevate more relevant results above old reviews, and launched a new flagship review site to gain reviews of the new management.  "Our organic
rankings began to significantly increase almost immediately, and our rankings have already improved because of the blog. Because it’s so content-rich, it will continue to improve our online presence and rankings." —Owner, Rental Property Management Firm 146 Clients Notable Project First Page Digital Singapore
provided SEO and PPC services to a flooring provider. The team worked to increase the provider's search engine ranking. Their efforts noticeably boosted rankings, with five keywords placing on the first page.  "Although we have only reached the first quarter of the campaign overall we are satisfied on the progress." —
Account Assitant, Flooring Provider 147 Clients Landis Communications American Heating Company Aries Chemical Atherton Painting and Renovations Notable Project Mannix Marketing was hired by a digital marketing consulting firm to provide SEO and PPC services, create landing pages, oversee display
retargeting and manage organic B2B demand growth. "A lot of people 'do SEO' or 'do PPC,' but Mannix Marketing has real data and truly understands." – CEO, Digital Marketing Consulting Firm  148 Clients Merck Group Nature’s Best Health Products Notable Project A shipping company hired Digivate to boost its digital
presence after a rebranding. Digivate created content for the shipping company’s website, offered onsite SEO services, ran social media ads, and managed a PPC campaign. “I’ve worked with many digital agencies throughout my career. I find [Digivate’s] structure unique. I felt that I was receiving double or triple the
value for the money because of the online experts they provided.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Shipping Company 149 Clients BlaBlaCar Gameloft AviaSales Dragon Soul Notable Project Mobio was hired by a leading Russian IT company to generate reliable mobile traffic, attract paying users, and boost app installations
through media-buying strategies and worldwide publishers.  "I love the custom creatives that they make because they take into account the importance of maintaining our brand. The creatives I get from Mobio look like they were made by our own design team." – Mobile Marketing Manager, IT Company  150 Clients
GoWebCanada Nettoyeur Jack Bijoux Eclore R.E.A.L. Bagel Decarie Notable Project A real estate broker was facing stiff competition and needed a way to stand out. Social Media 55 created a comprehensive social media campaign that included visual and written content creation, a company site, and a personal page.
"My sales have gone up because of Social Media 55. They constantly send me reports that show where my business and industry as a whole are going. These metrics are broken down to indicate which parts of that growth are attributed to the social media aspect." — Real Estate Broker Page 6 Based on your budget,
timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 152 Clients Mellow Mushroom Pizza Pitchfork Corcoran Realtors Toshiba Notable Project An outdoor recreation company in Phoenix hired Egochi to
reestablish a digital presence in order to boost flagging attendance and revenue. The nature of the client made targeting the right audience for marketing essential. Egochi implemented local SEO and social media engagement to increase visibility and outreach. The campaign has been successful thus far, with immediate
impact on sales that enabled the company to extend Egochi's contract. "I would recommend Egochi to others because of their results, their responsiveness, and their professionalism." - Owner, Outdoor Recreation Business 153 Clients Malwarebytes BNP Paribas BudgetBakers Inscape Notable Project AppAgent worked
with this flight booking service to supply mobile marketing strategy help, designing a mobile app campaign, assisting with app store optimization, and performance marketing on Facebook and Google AdWords. The team unearthed and resolved software bugs to improve the overall UX. AppAgent provided a particularly
useful depth of mobile marketing skills and knowledge. "They helped us go from 2,000 downloads a month to around 150,000." –Head of Mobile, Flight Booking Service 154 Clients Nordica PLM Group Beebole DPD Notable Project Holini managed several AdWords accounts for an online beauty outlet. Along with
managing the accounts, the agency provided support and aided the outlet with marketing strategies. The client prides Holini on their exceptional customer service. "Holini's team is wonderful to work with. They have the patience to answer even the simplest of questions with thorough answers and always do it with
a smile." — Head of Marketing, Online Beauty Store 155 Clients Cordoba Nautica Unified Bank Omatic Software Savannah College of Art & Design Notable Project Direct Online Marketing performed a search marketing campaign for a specialty auto parts e-commerce store. They began with on-page content-based SEO,
optimized the client's AdWords settings, and provided comprehensive analytics. The client attributes a large growth in traffic and considerably more conversions thanks to Direct Online Marketing's efforts. "Their personalized service is remarkable. Additionally, their experts have knowledge of other industries and are able
to help us determine what the best solutions are for our company and industry." — Founder, Online Auto Parts Store 156 Clients Google SONY Music Universal Music Warner Music Group Notable Project The Influencer Marketing Factory pinpointed niche and micro influencers who would be relevant contacts for a third
party client. The goal was to help the client branch out with a new approach into the influencer sphere. The client reported that the project was a great success. “[O]ur client has quadrupled their Instagram following. They’ve also created a beautiful content library without paying for costly photo shoots.” –CEO, Digital
Marketing Agency   157 Clients Hallmark Baseball Monkey Mayflower Transit Fiskars Notable Project NextLeft created content and keyword optimization for a transportation company's two brands. They also did promotions for social media. NextLeft was extremely creative and independent. "NextLeft is a trusted
consultant when it comes to planning and making decisions." – Director of Digital Strategy, Transportation Corporation 158 Clients Pivot Point Security Wiese USA Onset Computer Corp Henry Elliot Notable Project NowSpeed Marketing redesigned a legacy website for an insurance firm to reflect its young, vibrant
corporate culture. They tackled development in an iterative fashion, by receiving incremental approvals. The website was well-received all around. "We received positive feedback on the “look” and saw an uptick in new clients visiting the site." –Director of Personal Lines, Insurance Form 159 Twickenham United Kingdom
Clients Subway Papa Johns Craig McConnon Liza Jandolf Notable Project Genie Crawl developed a new website and SEO for a DJ company. The client wanted to grow their brand and improve their presence on Google. Genie Crawl built a website with information about the client and the brand, and helped the client
with their organic search results for SEO. As a result, the client has seen an increase in customer satisfaction and more visibility.  “Customers are very satisfied with the new site. They’re able to use the website extremely efficiently. Genie Crawl has helped us create an online presence and get on the first page of search
results.” — PR Manager, DJ Company   160 Clients Notable Project A bridal retailer hired Kubix Digital for digital marketing services. By targeting a combination of paid Google AdWords and organic SEO strategy, the agency drove up traffic considerably for the e-commerce website in question. Kubix Digital impressed
the client by providing consistently rapid responses.  "Kubix Digital always gets back to us when we ask them a question. They  consult us in useful ways and truly know what they’re doing." –E-Commerce Director, Bridal Retailer 161 Clients Elizabeth Dole Foundation Goodwill Industries International Honda North
America Notable Project Social Driver designed and launched a website for a nonprofit organization. Social Driver worked closely with the organization throughout the project, constantly guiding them during the process. The website has received positive feedback from the community. “They have a very effective in-house
approach to project management, which guided us very well through the process of launching the website.” - Former Director of Communications, Nonprofit Organization 162 Clients SanDisk Tesco Lowepro The Snugg Notable Project A womenswear business hired Red Hot Penny to expand their brand and sales
through a website. Red Hot Penny helped with budgeting and managing SEO and PPC campaigns for the company. "Red Hot Penny manages our projects really well. They are a very professional team." – E-Commerce, Womenswear Brand 163 Clients USA Today Thomson Reuters Habitat for Humanity Gannett
Notable Project A cloud security firm hired SevenAtoms to develop and manage a PPC campaign and create content to attract customers. The project was a collaborative effort, and the client reports a positive return on investment (ROI). “You don’t feel like you’re being confused with AdWords techno-jargon that you
don’t understand. The fact that they’re able to be self-sufficient and provide reporting is great.” – VP of Marketing, Cloud Security Firm 164 Clients Notable Project A digital marketing firm hired AdHawk to manage Google AdWords campaigns. Using the provided keywords, they optimized and implemented PPC
campaigns. The client retains AdHawk’s services on a monthly basis. The client saw an increase in conversion rates by over 200%. “Their team is exceptionally well-organized and productive. AdHawk has enabled us to land larger clients and put out hundreds of ad campaigns on those accounts’ behalf within five days.”
– Co-Founder, Digital Marketing Firm   165 Clients Swiftpage K1 Speed Cyrex Laboratories Notable Project Bastion Elevate managed the social media marketing campaigns of a wealth management firm. The overall goal was to improve the firm’s social media following. Bastion Elevate helped exponentially increase the
following of the firm. “They have great vision, are receptive, responsive and timely.” - Managing Director & Partner, Wealth Management Firm 166 Clients The Cleaning Authority Goodman Acker Pro Power Services Inc. Overett Group Notable Project Scorpion worked on digital marketing for an St. Louis law firm. They



managed several websites for the firm. Their contributions produced a great return of investment and leads for the law firm.  "I went with them as our first and only online marketing partner. I've never heard any negative comments about Scorpion, and I think they have several thousand law firm clients, so clearly, they’ve
happened upon a successful formula." – Managing Partner, Law Firm 167 Clients Casio Lucina Care Coverfox Yatra Notable Project EZ Rankings did SEO to improve Google rankings and website visibility. They created tags, landing pages, and content for the site and social media. They also executed link building. 
“They’re very consistent, reliable, and candid. They don’t make promises that they can’t deliver. If I tell them what I’m looking to achieve, they’ll find a way to do it for me.” – CEO, Real Estate Management Company 168 Clients Coca-Cola Best Buy Macy's Verizon Notable Project Adwizar worked with a revenue-
generating website to grow their social media platform. The partnership resulted in growth and a substantial increase in the company's Facebook engagement. The company is happy with the results thus far. "Our Facebook pages are growing and engagement is really high. They send us weekly reports so we can see
rates of organic growth and organic engagement across our pages." – Director of Monetization, Revenue-Generating Website 169 Clients HVMN Big Chill Mally Mother Dirt Notable Project A product design company initially hired Rejoiner to provide email marketing that reached out to customers who abandoned their
shopping carts but later expanded the task to include post-purchase email campaigns. The projects brought in around $1 million to $2 million in direct sales lift last year. "Our Rejoiner campaigns have extraordinary customer engagement...with AVERAGE open rates of around 70%." - CMO, Product Design Company  170
Clients American Airlines US Business Funding Lyft Colonial Capital LLC Notable Project Flying V Group provided web development and SEO services for a small eCommerce site. The client needed a user-friendly website, and they now work with Flying V Group to help them with their SEO. The company discussed
plans with the client before developing the site; after they finished the site, the client saw drastic changes in sales, cart abandonment, and website traffic.   “Since completion of our new website, overall sales have increased by 52%, cart abandonment has dropped from 32% to 8% and overall website traffic has increased
by 71%.” — CEO, Small eCommerce Business   171 Clients Zoetis Goya Foods Spectrum AkzoNobel Notable Project Flightpath provided SEO and digital marketing strategy services to a medical device company. The team conducted audits and implemented optimizations to drive leads. They reduced the cost per lead
(CPL) by 75% and produced satisfactory work. “Their cost is great for their results — I know I’m always going to get quality work from them.” – Senior Manager of Digital Marketing, Medical Device Company 172 Clients Proven Winners Concorde Send Joe's Uinta Brewing Company Notable Project emfluence Digital
Marketing worked for a manufacturing company where they ran an email marketing campaign for their client. They trained their client's employees on how to use the platform, and were able to effectively increase communication between their client and customers.  "Our customer engagement is growing exponentially." –
VP Marketing, Midland Metal Manufacturing 173 Clients Adobe Dell X-Games Discover Notable Project 97th Floor worked on a digital marketing campaign for a technology solutions company. They developed a content marketing and SEO strategy for the company. The team also offered advice for onpage optimization. “I
like to be as hands off as possible, so 97th Floor allows me to do that. I completely trust that they're doing the job that they say they're doing, and doing it right, which is a great compliment to them.” – Program Manager, Technology Solutions Company 174 Clients Baggage Berni UA Spartan Man Co. Hotspot Notable
Project A tire auto shop hired UAA to attract more customers, increase sales with PPC services, and reduce transaction costs. UAA's work led to a 101% increase in paid traffic, 144% increase in transactions, 21% increase in transaction rate, and 8% increase in average time spent on the website. 175 Clients Heartland
Payment Systems Lexington Square Intrinsics Gantrade Notable Project Following its initial development, Knowmad Digital Marketing provided additional design and development services to update a website for a financing company's product launch. To revamp the website, they built additional product pages,
established pillar pages, and developed a feature that creates emails. Their upgrades facilitated a 5 point increase in the website's domain authority.  "This helped us build on existing relationships and knowledge base which truly helped keep the project moving forward rapidly." — VP of Marketing, Financing Company
176 Clients Integris Health Kirby's Steakhouse Timberline Landscaping Notable Project BigWing carried out a website upgrade and performance marketing campaign for a large Ophthalmology practice in New York. The client had an outdated website, as it was not mobile-responsive and suffered from on an inefficient
back-end. BigWing updated the website's visuals and introduced a functional mobile layout.They then spearheaded a search campaign based on organic SEO and PPC traffic, which the client credits for a considerable increase in web traffic and leads.  "If I call BigWing, they answer me immediately. If a big
problem needs a team approach, we’ll schedule a meeting or discuss it in a phone conference. They’re very good at accommodating changes and updating things quickly." —Director of Marketing, Ophthalmology Practice 177 Birmingham United Kingdom Small pay per click agency Global Search Marketing Ltd, is based
in Birmingham , United Kingdom. They offer pay per click, search engine optimization, content marketing, public relations, and more and were established in 2012. 178 Clients Volkswagen Hendricks Gin TedXSydney Ocean Spray Notable Project L&A Social Media designed a marketing strategy for a beverage company.
After launching presences across various social media platforms, the team managed each of them to accomplish the company’s goals of increasing brand awareness. Within two years, the team’s efforts have dramatically improved engagement. “Within two years, we had over 100,000 followers on Facebook and 20,000
followers on Instagram. It delivered a great channel for us to launch new products, brand initiatives, and also drive sales.” — CEO, Beverage Company 179 Clients Oneida ABB Matco Tools Anchor Hocking Notable Project A manufacturer was shifting all their marketing to digital and needed an agency to help them
throughout the process. OuterBox redesigned their website and now manages their SEO, content marketing, and social media. "Our website content continues to get better because their staff is grasping the knowledge and understanding of our products. Each and every day we have more visitors to the website. Overall,
it has been a good experience." — Director of Sales & Marketing, Boat Docking Company 180 Clients Total Fishing Tackle U+I PLC Cezanne HR Kimbo Coffee Notable Project When a financial consultancy needed help with website design and branding, Bulldog Digital Media redesigned their website and logo and
launched SEO campaigns to boost web traffic. Bulldog Digital Media provided tailored recommendations to the financial consultancy about the type of content they published and where to place contact forms on the site. “They’ve increased the traffic to my site. It’s better than what I anticipated or wanted. … They have
energy and a good attitude. When you ask them if they can do something, no matter how small or big, I sense that they’re smiling when they hear me ask.” – Founder and Managing Director, Financial Consultancy Page 7 181 Manchester United Kingdom Clients Synergist Health Assured Bunzl Glotech Repairs Notable
Project Custard Online Marketing worked with a UK software firm to improve the client's SEO ranking on Google searches, so as to increase its website traffic. The agency also looked to assist with brand awareness through the creation of online content. After one month of analytics collected, the client has already
started to report an increase in non-returning visitors to the website. "They act as an extended marketing team for our company, working closely with our internal staff for different aspects." – Sales and Marketing Director, UK Software Firm Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a
shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 182 Clients Invacare Lawn Dawg iOffice Corp. Blackline Safety Notable Project A safety management software company hired Kuno Creative to create an organic SEO strategy to reduce the amount of
money spent on paid search. Kuno Creative began by improving the software company's website and helping the team transition to HubSpot. Next, they developed content for the software company's website, blogs, and emails. Customers now find the software company organically and visit its website without having to
click on an ad. "Our direct search now far exceeds what our paid search does. That's what we were going for." – Director of Software, Safety Management Software Company 183 Clients Holiday Inn HCL Technologies International Business Times Notable Project A real estate developer wanted to increase its visibility
and reputation in the area. SEOValley Solutions Pvt. Ltd. created and executed an SEO strategy that consisted primarily of link building campaigns.  "The work that SEOValley Solutions did for us has drastically increased our online visibility, especially internationally. We have gotten a lot of clients from the U.S. and
Europe. Before this exposure, we had very few clients there. Our clientele has increased by 50 percent because of SEOValley's work." - CEO, Real Estate Developer  184 Clients Mboosting Felix Killen Law DSK Bank Econt Notable Project A casino review company hired Serpact to provide SEO services for their four
main projects. The services include SEO campaigns, link auditing, SEO content strategy, and marketing management. The engagement resulted in significant increase in organic traffic, growth of their SERP's visibility, and a faster, well-optimized, and user-friendly website. "They give great ideas, the audit is very good
and their main goal is to follow everything that Google is recommending." - CEO and Head, Casino Review Company 185 Clients United Dairy AT&T Pfizer American Health Imaging Notable Project AIS Media helped a construction company improve its web presence and attract customers from across the country. AIS
Media also helped the construction company combine brands with a sister company based in Arizona. The project included a complete rebrand of the website and ongoing SEO. “AIS Media did an excellent job of providing the look and feel we were trying to capture. We’re very proud of the website. Our web traffic has
improved substantially and so has the quality of the leads that we’ve gotten.” – President, Construction Company 186 Clients William Cook Group Tata Steel Unify Business Solutions Siemens Industry Software Notable Project Hydra Creative was hired by an Animal Feed Supplier to provide marketing and SEO services,
including keyword handling, backlink research, and press release distribution. Through these services, the Supplier has seen increased traffic and sales every month. "Their team gets us better results than we’ve seen with past companies." - Marketing Coordinator,  Animal Feed Supplier 187 Clients Samsung New
Balance El Cronista Hertz Notable Project A technology development company hired Punto Rojo for SEO services. They provided content generation and link building, but their specific focus was on relevant keywords. They improved international rankings by focusing on precise, long tail keywords. They exceeded the
client’s expectations with their professionalism and fantastic results. “They are very engaged and provided immediate, often same-day, responses, especially to urgent queries.” – Owner, Technology Development Company   188 Clients Apriorit Yalantis Global Seafoods Getsocio Notable Project A home appliances firm
hired Livepage for SEO and email marketing. The client needed their website to rank higher search engine results. They developed strategies for SEO and PPC marketing campaigns, improving the client’s ranking in organic and paid search results. They also supported email marketing efforts. The client saw an increase
in traffic with each monthly report. “We're receiving many more phone calls and new business than we did before we started working with Livepage. Within a year of working together, our company has already grown four or five times larger.” – Owner, Home Appliances Firm   189 Clients Google Columbia College TopYa!
Notable Project Careful Feet Digital Marketing Agency was responsible for digital marketing campaigns for a wellness client. The campaign grew their social media following by the thousands and positive responses from consumers. "They’d done well in building brand awareness with our target market." –Project
Manager, Wellness Company 190 Clients DTDC Australia Alaska Fishing MediPlus Mobility Notable Project Seotonic Web Solutions Pvt Ltd provides ongoing SEO services and keyword targeting for a printing company. The client reported increased organic search rankings and greater volumes of traffic to their site.
"They are very easy to work with. They are attentive, professional and keep us in the top rankings." Production Manager, Printing Company 191 Clients Poulet Rouge La Grande Roue De Montréal DNE Resources Notable Project TTBA Group recently worked on social media marketing for a creative company. They
worked on outreach and content development to target specific audiences for the client. The project resulted in a higher social media reach and a growth that hit all metrics for the client. “TTBA Group understands how to reach target audiences. They see social media as a process in which they develop the strategy and
focus the message to get the best results.” — President, Creative Company 192 Headquartered in Southbank, Australia, Clickmatix Pty Ltd is a SEO agency. They offer search engine optimization, pay per click, social media marketing, web design, and more and were founded in 2014. Clients Caulfield Family
Chiropractic Omni Airconditioning Intech Institute of Technology The Bunker Notable Project Clickmatix is a growth-centric digital marketing agency based in Melbourne, Australia. The agency, founded in 2014, has more than 15 employees and provides SEO, PPC, web design, and conversion optimization services to
small and midmarket companies. 193 Clients Bentley Lamborghini T Bailey, Inc. 194 Clients The University of Kansas Hospital Lennox International (current client) Interstate Batteries (current client) Palm Harbor Homes Notable Project Vizion Interactive developed and implemented an SEO strategy for a global provider
of climate control products that wanted to improve its visibility online. The SEO plan included both on- and off-site improvements that increased the climate control product provider's total website traffic overall and total organic traffic. The partnership is ongoing, and the climate control product provider has seen a 60%
increase in organic traffic and a 30% increase in lead conversions as a result of Vizion Interactive's work. "All of this success has been driven primarily by consumers being able to find [our company's] content on search engines or via social media channels due to Vizion's work." – eBusiness Manager, Global Provider of
Climate Control Products 195 Insite Advice is a SEO services firm. The small St. Louis, Missouri-based team focuses on search engine optimization, branding, content marketing, conversion optimization, and more. The agency was founded in 2003. Notable Project Insite Advice provides SEO services for a digital
marketing agency to understand and learn about the techniques, tools, and tactics to be used. The team assists the client in improving their services. "Insite Advice is very focused on innovation and always improving their services." 196 Clients Erie Insurance Wadsworth Communications Homestead Gardens Plow &
Hearth Notable Project Working with a consulting group to act as an extension of its marketing team, Brandpoint provided a series of blog posts, white papers, and case studies, in addition to supplying strategic consulting for content marketing. Thanks to Brandpoint's efficiency, the client has a cost-effective and time-
saving new business strategy. "They have a vested interest in our success." – Marketing Lead, Consulting Group 197 Clients Boy Scouts of America Toyology Toys Great Lakes Wine and Spirits Notable Project A police officers association has worked with Trademark Productions since 2008 for digital asset management
and digital marketing. Over this time period, Trademark Productions started, and has since managed, social channels and designed a new website for the organization.  198 Clients Dargey Development Firm Evolution CRD Design Build Kitsap Transit Notable Project To expand their reach and garner more resulting
leads, a food & beverage company hired Efelle Creative for web design and development. The team built a mobile responsive e-commerce website. The modern platform features custom add-ons, login and account management, shipping integration, a company blog, newsletter signup prompts, and customer
testimonials. 199 Clients Mercedes-Benz United Van Lines American Red Cross Milk Bar Notable Project An IT company subcontracted Sure Oak to assist with their SEO, content and link building efforts. Sure Oak built the site's reputation, traffic and rankings through assistance in the campaign, and managed to reach
the company's goals. "Good online traction. Very happy with the services and input carried out by Sure Oak. Very effective. No complaints whatsoever. They had very clear communication, at all times." – CEO, IT Company 200 Clients Pacific Outdoor Fabrics At A Glance Productions Bristolite Daylighting Systems
Notable Project Bliss Drive assisted an e-commerce store in regaining its organic traffic after a Google update caused it to lose its high ranking. Bliss Drive implemented an affiliate program that ensured that the client would not solely rely on Google for traffic and was able to get 250 bloggers/social media influencers to
join the program to boost the client's rank and site traffic. "Communication was very clear, and while working on one task, they’d start prepping the next." — Marketing Manager, E-Commerce Store 201 Clients Stealth Gaming Happy Beds Northcote Group Notable Project eBusiness UK developed an e-commerce
website based in Magento to grow a digital footprint for a security systems company. They managed link-building efforts and supported SEO and PPC initiatives. eBusiness UK delivered a successful website and iterations on time that supported growth by generating more sales for the client. “When we started in 2015,
our website was generating zero sales. This year, we’re on target to make just over £350,000 (approximately 457,700 USD) in sales, so growth has gone really well. This year the site has performed way above other channels.” – Marketing Manager, Security Systems Company 202 Clients ExtraHop Informatica
NETGEAR Proofpoint Notable Project MKG Marketing worked with a tax company that produces SaaS to increase its online presence and enhance its brand recognition. Through its partnership with MKG Marketing, the tax company achieved all of its initial campaign goals.  "They communicated everything well, and
[MGK Marketing] delivered within our budget. They took the time to understand the services and products we offer. Their background work and research allowed us to create a successful campaign." – Senior Director, Tax Company  203 Clients EPA Animal League United Way Starlight Children’s Foundation Notable
Project HelpGood is a long-term partner with a New York-based nonprofit. Its work included managing social media accounts and campaigns, as well as creating content for those social accounts. Since it became involved, the channels have seen a strong growth.  "There are a lot of unknowns in our campaigns, but they
[HelpGood] find opportunities for real-time activation and messaging and are attuned to popular culture and possible tie-ins." - SVP of PR and Social Media, Nonprofit Advertising Organization 204 Clients Nulogy CoreSolutions Fleetmatics Trane Notable Project A medical practice management firm hired MultiView to help
market their services to doctors, especially anesthesiologists. Because the audience was highly specific, MultiView launched a targeted marketing campaign that focused on corporate briefs and industry publications and conducted PPC and remarketing ads. The firm picked up a number of new clients from areas covered
by the campaigns and experienced an increase in web traffic. "Our campaign has always run above industry average, so I definitely attribute that to the account management oversight that’s been provided to by MultiView." – Director of Marketing, Medical Management Firm 205 Clients Hartford Fence Company Colchin
Automotive Inc. Garner Communications Notable Project A law firm hired Main Street ROI to conduct its PPC and SEO campaigns. As a result of the PPC campaigns, the client’s search ranking rose from page 11 on Google to page 1. They also experienced an increase in clients. “Since I started working with Main Street
ROI, there has been a noticeable and drastic increase in the number of incoming calls, inquiries, and business.” – Partner, Law Firm 206 Clients Dell Grassroots.org ZAGG AlphaGraphics Notable Project A large home construction firm hired SEO.com to adjust their website and boost their rankings. SEO.com built the
company a new website from scratch to achieve their search goals. SEO.com's work has boosted traffic 20% and brought in higher quality leads.  "We are getting more traffic, but it's also better-quality traffic, compared to what we used to have. People are staying on our site longer, and they're filling lead submissions.
SEO.com did a great job on our website development. We've seen a jump in mobile and organic traffic since it was launched." – Director of Marketing, Home Construction Firm 207 Clients CafePress Employee Car Rental Epic Games Franklin Covey Notable Project A software provider hired Hive Digital to increase their
organic and paid traffic. Following an audit, they optimized a Google Ads account and executed superior PPC campaigns. A creative team, Hive Digital delivered valuable solutions that improved user engagement and produced a significant increase in traffic. "Hive Digital is phenomenal, and it is clear that they are
experts at what they do." — Marketing Manager, Software Provider 208 Clients Ayala Malls PLDT Uni Qlo Unilab Notable Project A real estate firm hired Optimind Technology Solutions to increase conversion by running PPC campaigns, as well as help it rank high in searches with keywords related to affordability.
Because of these, the company's website leads and sales have been consistently high. "Many years have gone by and we're still working with them due to their work efficiency and their services are cost-efficient." - Digital Marketing Expert, Real Estate Firm  209 Clients Wiredtree Atlantic.net Cyber wurx Servermania
Notable Project A cloud infrastructure as a service (IaaS) company wanted to tap into the U.S. market and Northcutt stepped in to help. They provided online marketing services such as SEO and social media marketing and managed the client’s blog through HubSpot. “The results of their work are very impressive. Our
website traffic increased by almost 6,000%. ... Our social media followers grew by almost 1,200%, and our social media impressions increased by 260%.” – VP, Cloud IaaS Company 210 Clients Scout Boats Huk Gear Vintage 1946 Nectar Sunglasses Notable Project ClickGiant worked with a jeweler to help it grow its
customer base by establishing itself as a competitive online presence in its industry. ClickGiant supplied organic search assistance, restructured the client's website for better search performance, compiled competition research, and created keywords lists. As a result, the client's organic search traffic increase by a factor
of 90.  "“Their efforts have taken my organic search from around 100 to 9,000 per month.”  – Owner, Jewelry Business Page 8 211 Clients Legal Vision Fred Hollows Foundation Livewire Markets Notable Project One Egg designed and implemented PPC advertising for a commercial legal services firm. They provided
support for the client's paid ad efforts across its entire digital portfolio, including Google, Bing, Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin. Their efforts have resulted in increased leads for the firm.  "Our CPL has improved by 60% over four years while lead volume has doubled. We now hold a search impression of over 80%."
– Head of Marketing, Commercial Legal Services Firm Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 212 Clients Halogen Roy Barber Shop Printwell Hooters Notable Project
Mediaforce helped a health clinic create and execute a digital marketing strategy. They assisted with SEO and social media marketing, as well as redesigned the clinic’s website. Mediaforce also trained the clinic's staff so they knew how to maintain the website. After working with Mediaforce for two years, the health clinic
has seen a high return on investment (ROI). “Mediaforce is local and has experience in our area. I find them easily accessible. I can get in touch with them anytime I want. We talk in-person or via teleconference. They follow through with any campaigns they’ve run for me.” – Owner of Health Clinic  213 Clients ParketMe
YouDo Hello Baby Afisha Notable Project Qmobi managed a market research organization's user acquisition campaign. They evaluated and identified new ways to develop innovative content. As a result, the client's social media traffic increased.  "Qmobi is willing to do whatever it takes to make a campaign successful
even when others say it's impossible." — Senior Panel Development Analyst, Market Research Organization  214 Clients Pioneer Pacific College Oregon Culinary Institute Cascade Forest Conservancy University of Oregon Notable Project A remodeling company hired Intuitive Digital for digital marketing help. Their work
included building a website, running an SEO campaign, writing blogs, and curating social media accounts. The client felt that Intuitive Digital did an amazing job of teaching the company skills. They also pride the agency on their responsiveness and enthusiasm.  "Intuitive Digital keeps our company current and up to date
with best practice. They proactively push our SEO efforts to make us competitive with larger companies." – Owner of Remodeling Company 215 Clients Atkins Pandora TransUnion Ulta Beauty Notable Project An insurance and financial services company hired Rise Interactive to help attract new customers. The
insurance company worked with a traditional marketing agency previously but was unhappy with the results. Rise Interactive created a paid search campaign and tracked progress for the insurance company. These efforts improved the insurance company's bidding process for paid search campaigns to ensure that
results were getting better commensurate with budget increases. "Communication is very open, which benefits all sides. There’s a lot of trust in the relationship. They have a strong acumen and skill set for search, analytics, and measurement." – Integrated Media Manager, Insurance and Financial Services Company 216
Clients Notable Project Joseph Studios partnered with a consulting firm where they helped update their client's website and implemented a digital marketing strategy to increase customer retention and organic traffic.  "I’ve been working with them for around 90 days, and we’ve seen positive results in every area. All of the
materials they’ve developed for us have been functional and helped my company take advantage of the avenues available to us." – Senior Consultant and Managing Partner, Consulting Firm 217 Clients California State University Vitamin Talent Josie Maran Cosmetics Hyatt Hotels Notable Project A resort management
group hired WEBITMD for digital marketing and web development. WEBITMD optimized the resort management group's website for SEO, conducted PPC campaigns, and overhauled their site's design and development. Since working with WEBITMD, the group's web traffic has tripled.  "Before working with WEBITMD,
our website was esthetically-pleasing, but in terms of functionality and SEO, it was lacking. WEBITMD came in, and while maintaining our vision and aesthetic, made modifications which had a huge impact." – Director of New Business Development, Resort Management Group 218 Notable Project RevLocal provided
web optimization services for a custom PC company. The team continues to monitor the client's website and its growing local search marketing, brand awareness, and client base. "Honestly, we appreciate how open and professional they are." 219 Clients Susquehanna Growth Equity Agamerica Direct Marketing
Association Notable Project Creative MMS provides ongoing web development services for an energy supplier. They redeveloped and redesigned the client's website, allowing customers to sign up for services online. They also integrated a new data transfer feature to aggregate new signups on a daily basis, as well as
providing routine maintenance and management services for the site. "In the beginning, we had fantastic traction to the website. They were running SEO and different things to track people to the website. For about one month, we were getting 50–100 customers daily from the website." - VP, Energy Supplier 220 Clients
IFGM Qube Events DSX Exchange Virtual Vision Finance Notable Project A marketing & business services company hired Contentworks to help with the content of their website, articles, and daily social media posts. Contentworks also manages the company's social media platforms. Because of this engagement, the
company is attracting more followers on social media and get more leads. "The responsiveness and quality of content provided were impressive." - Co-Founder & CEO, Marketing & Business Services Company 221 West Bloomfield Township MI Clients Zoup! ADAM Divorce Law RAM Construction Romeo Rim Notable
Project High Level Marketing worked with a tea company whose goal was to increase its brand recognition and drive online traffic. High Level Marketing created the tea company's website, and now manages its social media accounts and digital marketing. "Our job now is promoting the brand. Brand recognition has
improved substantially." – COO, Tea Company  222 Clients Sports Unlimited Costa Rica Escapes Inflow SEER Interactive Notable Project Kern Media took over management of SEO and content for a content strategy provider. The client felt Kern Media was extremely organized and helpful. "I pull in Kern Media
whenever I’m overwhelmed by my current workload... He’s extremely organized and that’s why I like working with him."- Founder, Content Strategy Provider 223 Notable Project Gusarov Group handled advertising for an educational summer camp to spur cost-effective lead generation. They obtained the desired number
of leaves under budget, which gave the client the confidence to trust them with a project that had a larger budget.  224 Clients Preventure Tanury Industries NetCenergy Notable Project TribalVision serves as the marketing department of an IT company. TribalVision offers website re-design and maintenance for the
company along with branding, content creation, and social media. "Their team is results-driven, and their strength comes from having professional people who are knowledgeable about all aspects of marketing; they understand that marketing requires a multi-tiered approach." – VP of Finance, IT Company 225
Gentlemen Marketing Agency, a branding firm, was founded in 2012. Their midsize team is located in Shanghai, China. Their services include branding, digital strategy, marketing strategy, search engine optimization, and more. 226 Clients Notable Project A local steakhouse wanted to increase their exposure in the area.
VELOX Media manages their PPC and social media campaigns. In addition, they work with an advertising/PR team to improve their SEO by optimizing keywords and content. "Currently, we rank in the top positions for all of our targeted keywords. As a result of the visibility, our restaurants are consistently full, and we've
increased our budget." – Founder, Steakhouse 227 Clients Notable Project Amplitude Digital Inc. provided digital marketing services for a culinary clothing brand. The client wanted to grow their eCommerce business by 25%, and wanted a high ROI for their marketing. The company started with a discovery meeting,
found broken links, did SEO, and they now continuously run search engine marketing (SEM) and PPC ads. They also provide social media marketing for the client. Since working with Amplitude Digital Inc., the client has seen significant results.  “Amplitude Digital Inc. grew our e-commerce business by 43% within our
designated period. They also achieved first ranking in search results for many of our target keywords.”  — Former Senior Marketing Manager, Culinary Clothing Brand  228 Birmingham United Kingdom Clients CityTalk Midlands Develo Design Bernard Reilly Marval Notable Project A web design company hired Odyssey
New Media to provide marketing services that included an advanced SEO audit, onsite fixes, and a technical analysis.  "Since the start of the SEO optimization, we've increased our visitors from organic searches each month." – Owner, Web Design Company  229 Clients Mastercard Hershey’s Microsoft Atlantic Health
Notable Project A Maryland credit union hired R2integrated for their digital marketing expertise. The work included content development and a SEO/PPC campaign. While the credit union didn’t have previous experience with monitoring search and digital strategy, they reported an increase in social media traffic and
progress from the campaigns. “We feel extremely justified in the number of resources we invest in their services. They add considerable value to our business.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Credit Union 230 Clients EFI University Kelly Williams Implants Progressive Notable Project An air conditioning company hired
Websites Depot Inc. to develop and maintain their website. Websites Depot Inc. also provided assistance with social media marketing. "They really took care of us and studied which approach would suit our company the best. They don't sell any cookie-cutter solutions." – Business Owner, Air Conditioning Services
Company 231 Clients DoubleDown Casino The Gottman Relationship Institute Film.com Notable Project Seattle Organic SEO provides ongoing SEO and PPC services for a real estate brokerage. They helped to improve the brokerage's online presence via various SEO and PPC marketing campaigns, making use of
keywords and site management to draw more traffic to the client's site. The client has reported more leads as a result of working with Seattle Organic SEO.  "We usually ask how new clients found out about us, and the clients who find us online significantly improve our bottom line. Our organic result placement has
improved." - Owner, Real Estate Brokerage 232 Clients Oracle Disney Ford New Roads Notable Project Marketing Hy has provided a full marketing campaign, including SEO, social media advertising, and website optimization. Their services led to the business earning the #1 spot on Google for several keywords and
more incoming customers.  "We went from having nothing to being everywhere on the web." – Founder, Equipment Rental Company  233 Founded in 2006, OOm Pte Ltd is a midsize pay per click company based in Singapore, Singapore and Quezon City, Philippines. Their services include pay per click, search engine
optimization, content marketing, digital strategy, and more. Notable Project OOm Pte Ltd is managing the SEO & PPC efforts of an IT support company. Their goal is to increase inquiries directly from the client's website "They explain well and suggest actions to be made so we can improve our website." 234 Clients
Advanced Communities BSG.World Orca App Testelium Notable Project A window restoration company hired Idea Digital Agency to provide SEO services. As part of the engagement, Idea Digital Agency optimized the company's website and did outreach and other types of link building. The engagement attracted an
increased number of organic leads. "They are well organized and always willing to help and go the extra mile for us." - Marketing Manager, Window Restoration Company 235 Clients ASDA Money Miele Super Casino Vernons Bingo Notable Project A car classifieds website hired Circus for PPC services to generate more
leads for their customers. The strategies they implemented increased the client's volume of leads and lowered their CPC. The client was very impressed with their work ethic and professionalism.   "Circus PPC Agency is open to any challenges and rises above those, whether they are strategic or budgetary. They are
professional, but easy to work with." - Manager, Car Classifieds Website 236 Clients Mercedes Benz Dairy Queen Sun Trust ABC News Notable Project Propellant Media provided geofencing services as a third-party vendor for a gym. The campaign converted patrons of a nearby competitor by sending discount offers to
targets within the geofence. The client was pleased with the outcome. "My client saw an increase in foot traffic at their gym. Propellant Media provides detailed reporting and analytics on how many impressions were served." –Senior Vice President, Marketing Company 237 Rocket55 is an Eden Prairie, Minnesota-based
e-commerce development firm. The midsize team focuses on e-commerce development, pay per click, search engine optimization, web design, and more and was launched in 2008. 238 Clients Notable Project HIPB2B ran multiple marketing campaigns for a facility management software company. They used the client’s
parameters, including industry, business scale, and market segment, to create an outbound email marketing campaign, along with corresponding landing pages. The client says that they have always been happy with the quality of the marketing and that they are especially impressed with the speed at which the
campaigns are put into action. “They’ve proven to be a trustworthy and reliable vendor. They are timely and accurate in their work, and they are quick to respond to all of our issues.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Facility Management Software Company   239 Clients Sierra Instruments DC Mentors Patriot Software
Gervasi Vineyard Notable Project Pole Position Marketing helped an e-commerce company improve its online presence. The project included SEO, PPC, and email marketing. The client said that it experienced a boost in search rankings. “I really like their team because they have subject matter experts in every digital
marketing area and have a deep team.” – Manager, E-Commerce Website 240 Clients Konica Minolta Beem It Insport Notable Project Local Digital provided digital marketing assistance for an air conditioning brand. The brand needed to improve the returns that they generated from search expenditure. Local Digital has
helped provided consistent, improving results each year. “The thing that jumps out most to me is their genuine passion for what they do.” - Marketing Manager, Air Conditioning Brand Page 9 241 Clients Blink Health SAP Eli Lilly Verizon Notable Project Firestorm SEM worked with a new-to-market online mattress seller to
increase traffic to its website and improve its online presence. Firestorm SEM began by auditing the mattress company's competitors and Google AdWords account and competitors. Then, they updated the client's marketing materials, advertisements, and creatives for its Google AdWords campaigns. Because of its
partnership with Firestorm SEM, the mattress company lowered its cost per acquisition and began to compete in search results with its competitors. "Firestorm SEM helped put us on the map in terms of having an AdWords presence and increasing our impression share with competitors." – Head of Marketing, Mattress
Seller  Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 242 Clients Kaspersky Labs Arbor Networks CyberArk Technologies Harvard University Alumni Association Notable
Project A local credit union based in Mass. needed to increase traffic to its website to maintain growth. They went to inSegment for a complete digital marketing strategy. inSegment redesigned the credit union's website and continued to manage its web hosting and optimize its search presence. Members and employees
of the credit union found the new website more pleasant and easier to use, and their search appearance has grown steadily. "The biggest thing that stands out is inSegment's knowledge of SEO. They know how to help grow websites within the search engines." – Gary Carlson, IT Manager, Credit Union 243 Clients
Shuttercraft Lillicoco Compton House of Fashion Notable Project Superb Digital supported a regional law firm’s SEO efforts. After conducting a review of the firm’s website, the team provided keyword consultation and other guidance. Their efforts substantially improved a variety of key metrics.  “We saw a major
improvement across a range of key areas of site performance including: keyword rankings, backlink quantity and quality, organic traffic, time spent on page, bounce rate, mobile traffic, and click-through rate.” —Director of Business Development & Marketing, Law Firm 244 Clients E.ON Font Bundles Sailthru Notable
Project Viden managed Google ads for a wedding events company. The goal was to lower the company’s current CPA. Viden’s work ended up cutting the company’s CPA in half. “Viden goes above and beyond, with an extreme attention to detail, and a pursuit of excellence.” - Founder and CEO, Wedding Events
Company 245 Clients Edge Electronics National Business Capital Talon Air Jets Invite Health Notable Project A health company hired Active Web Group to rebuild their website, and the agency took on PPC, SEO and content marketing for the health company as well. Active Web Group's work led to an increase in traffic,
which in turn increased the health company's revenue. "I would recommend [Active Web Group] to my family; that’s how good I think they are relative to what they’ve done for us."- Director of Information Systems, Health Company   246 Clients Rategain Edynamic RR Donnelley Knack Technologies Notable Project
SeeResponse provided lead lists to boost the exposure of a college tutoring service. SeeResponse researched and compile contact information for leads based on industry to enhance the client's outbound marketing. "They are fast at delivering their work." – CEO, College Tutoring Business 247 Clients Autodesk
Foundation Federal Pumps Updater Mottoguzzi Notable Project Responsify developed a content strategy and produced content that targeted valuable keywords to generate traffic and leads for an SEO agency’s client. They acquired knowledge of the clients’ audience personas to create targeted content. They provided
deliverables that increased organic traffic, lead volume, and conversion rates. "Responsify has a well-organized team and solid processes to ensure the success of their projects." – CEO, SEO Firm 248 Clients Angie's List Manitoba Hemp Foods Hatch Collection Yummie Notable Project A footwear company hired OAK
Digital to audit, set up, grow, and manage its affiliate partership marketing program and report on its progress. Because of these services, traffic and sales have increased, with the company seeing a five-fold return on its investment.  "They’ve increased our overall revenue by 300% on average, and we’ve seen a 400%
increase in traffic because of their efforts." - Director of Marketing, Footwear Company 249 Clients Hello Mary Leroy Merlin Rondell Notable Project iPapus Agency provided digital marketing solutions for a cannabis company. The company wanted to advertise their company while adhering to the local regulations. The
marketing campaign was successful. “Ivan has done some really interesting ideas and he has changed many things in my business.” - CEO, Cannabis Company 250 Clients Ace It Polish Upshow TV Sportmania Cell Salts Tissue Salts Notable Project JDM Web Technologies provides SEO efforts for a women's clothing
manufacturer. They conducted keyword analysis and website analysis as well as fixed SEO-related errors. Their work contributed to an improvement of keywords and an increase in traffic. "I saw keywords were moving towards the top page of google hence the organic traffic was increasing." –Assistant Manager,
Women's Clothing Manufacturer 251 Bournemouth United Kingdom E Direct is a digital marketing agency of 150 employees. They are headquartered in Bournemouth, United Kingdom, with secondary locations in Leeds, United Kingdom, Vancouver, Canada, and Dubai, UAE. Founded in 2001, they offer services in web
design, SEO, PPC, and web development. They primarily serve small business clients in the IT, media, and advertising industries.   Clients NBA Europe D&D Restaurants BRE Bomb Cosmetics Notable Project E Direct provided web design and SEO for a marketing consultancy. The client was pleased with their
professionalism and organization. “I have the most amazing website and generate an enormous amount of business from it.” – Owner, Marketing Consultancy   252 Clients Best Western Carlton Pools Direct Deposit Solar Sphere Notable Project An art studio hired 1SEO IT & Digital Marketing to redesign its website.
They focused on usability, site speed, and SEO. The client reports that 1SEO IT & Digital Marketing went above and beyond, creating an amazing product. “1SEO got us off the ground and running faster than we even knew we could go. We had people calling us from all over the country. They had our name on the front
page so fast that we couldn't even handle all the calls. It was amazing.” – Partner, Art Studio 253 Clients Clevergreen Cleaners North Massachusetts Chamber of Congress Colonial Candies Notable Project An ADHD coaching organized hired Ladybugz Interactive Agency to redesign its WordPress website. The client
realized that having a strong online presence is key to business growth and hoped the updated website would help. Besides the redesign, Ladybugz Interactive Agency took care of SEO and created a landing page for an ebook. "I’ve gone to their office whenever I had a question, and I find Ladybugz’ team phenomenal
as people. It’s clear that everyone enjoys each other’s company and that they like working there. They’re welcoming and interested in talking about my ideas." -Founder, ADHD Coaching Organization 254 Clients Unicef Canada ATB Financial Walton Shaw Notable Project Bluetrain Inc. developed a digital marketing
strategy for an artisan chocolate company. Their services included SEO, social media, and content curation. They also provided reporting and analytics for the client, who was impressed by the results of the project. “They encouraged me to use Instagram stories when that feature was still relatively new. It's grown our
business tremendously so that was one of our big learnings. They also provided a lot of value in our product offerings.” – Owner, Artisan Chocolate Company 255 Clients American Migraine Foundation World Federation of Neurology Global Patient Advocacy Coalition Notable Project Yakkety Yak partnered with a non-
profit organization to run a national campaign and manage the client’s digital presence. They provided content for all marketing initiatives, preformed A/B testing on advertisements, and executed the campaign. The project was successful and the client is now receiving over 600,000 hits monthly.  “I thoroughly enjoyed
working with the entire Yakkety Yak team. They deliver on time, under budget and as promised. Their level of professionalism made the entire project a very pleasant experience.” –– CEO, Public Relations Firm 256 Clients Xavier University of Louisiana One Main St. Thomas Community Health Center Superior Seafood
Notable Project A car dealership had unsatisfactory experiences with other digital marketing agencies and wanted to try a new approach. Online Optimism created a comprehensive digital marketing strategy that included SEM search, display, and mobile advertising as well as video content. 257 Clients Sports Illustrated
Intercontinental Hotels Group and Signs.com Notable Project Stryde increased the online presence of an events business by building a new website. The project also included creating and managing the events business’ social media accounts, SEO, and PPC. “They’re so easy to work with. They’re just wonderful. I have
used other marketing groups before, and even paid less, but Stryde’s product is superior to what I’ve seen from anybody else.” – Owner, Events Business 258 Clients Lorenz & Lorenz Mirman, Markovits & Landau Lavent Law Notable Project LawRank provides ongoing SEO and content generation for a legal practice.
They have helped the client raise search engine rankings in three geographic locations through link-building, content creation, and SEO marketing techniques. The client reports a spike in phone calls and quality leads, adding that their company now appears on the first page for many searches.  "We are really pleased
with their efforts and knowledge of marketing strategies. They go above and beyond and are willing to work with us on pretty much anything. The communication is very important." Marketing Director, Legal Practice 259 Clients DKHardware Srijan Sheroes Qualtech Notable Project Niswey provided digital marketing
services for a web development company that was looking to raise brand awareness and increase sales. The team at Niswey implemented social media marketing, targeted ads, and persona validation in order to meet the client's needs. The firm also provided graphic design and marketing collateral for the client,
who's now generating about 30 new sales a month. The campaigns yielded a 90% conversion rate overall. "Before we might have gotten one decent lead a month, if we were lucky. Now, we’re receiving around 20-30 leads per month, and we’re having a couple of positive conversations at least once a week." – Chief
Revenue Officer, Web Development Company  260 Clients Pizza Hut Estee Lauder Proctor & Gamble Marriott Notable Project GobySavvy created a prototype of an e-commerce application for a popular beauty brand. This partnership brought a fresh perspective to the client's company and elevated the quality of work
they produced. The client prides GobySavvy on their reliability, honesty, and drive.  "GobySavvy has helped my team rethink our process and how we create our products." – Senior UX Designer, Fortune 500 Beauty Retailer 261 Clients Goldsmiths Lloyds Pharmacy Skipton Building Society Engie Notable Project
Prohibition executed a branding campaign for a photo printing company. They also conducted a PR project, allowing customers to participate in a sponsored photo company. The team’s work resulted in over 50 features across a range of media.  “We were thrilled with that result because it got us in front of over 120
million people.” — Marketing Manager, Photo Printing Company 262 Clients Elvie The Run To Grace & Green Notable Project Favoured was subcontracted by an obstacle event company to create digital campaigns in an effort to boost their online presence. Favoured first assessed the best paths to take, then started



working on the campaigns, constantly holding meetings every week with the company. ROI has increased by 25% and Favoured now has ownership of all campaigns for the company. "I was very impressed by their 'tech stack'. Novel use of systems and platforms working in sync with each other to create automated yet
personalised messaging, with vast scope and far greater results than we've seen through more traditional means. The senior level of contact, and out of normal hours attention is also a complete revelation." - Director, Obstacle Course Company 263 Clients Searchbloom Orangetheory Hyundai Hyatt Notable Project
Social Vantage helped an e-learning company build its social media footprint. They created content, set up social media profiles, and researched the industry to ensure the content and social branding aligned with the company's target audience. “Social Vantage provides more of a personal touch. They're just really great
guys, and communication between us has been effortless. They're willing to adapt and be there when I need them.” – Owner, E-Learning Company 264 Clients Meineke Umami Burger NowLive California Closets Notable Project An entrepreneur had an idea for a digital marketplace for airline seat swaps, enabling
passengers to trade seats at the gate or after purchasing the ticket without an expensive fee. Xivic developed a mobile application that made the process of doing so simple, user-friendly, and engaging. 265 Claybrooke Parva United Kingdom Clients LifeSearch Santander UK CIA Landlord Insurance Notable Project
ASSISTED. provides digital consulting services for a financial services company with a focus on generating leads. They've consulted on web development and SEO, and they've also created content for digital platforms. The CTR, site traffic, and cost-per-click have all been improved since the engagement began. "Their
attitude is winning. They're flexible and agile, and they're never bound by process or the clock. They go over and above to get the job done correctly." – Head of Customer Marketing, Financial Services Company 266 Notable Project Newage. digital solutions partnered with a mobile phone line to design, develop, and
execute a promotion campaign for their new phone models. The campaign resulted in an increased ROI and a drop in user acquisition cost.  “The team was very responsive and agile. We were supplied with the weekly status files and reports, so we could track the progress of the campaign ad see how adjustments and
tweaks that newage. implemented were affecting the performance of the campaign.” –– CMO, Mobile Phone Line 267 Clients Maid Brigade Arch Auto Parts Four Seasons Plumbing Notable Project Hughes Media rebuilt a website for a software consulting firm. While upgrading the client’s website they also incorporated
SEO best practices, and began a Google AdWords campaign, making the new website easier to find online. The client was very happy with the new site and noted that half of their new clients now come from the SEO and Google Ads efforts.  “Every client they’ve generated is an ideal match and is highly valuable.” –
President & Founder, Software Consulting Firm   268 Clients Humane Society of Macomb Detroit Corridor Initiative Stikwood Stone Soap Company Notable Project SS Digital Media worked with a senior living community to improve SEO and online marketing. The client had previously found that it had trouble reaching
its target audience. Nevertheless, the team understood the client’s needs and helped it do significantly more business.   “There's a difference between a vendor and a partner, and SS Digital is definitely the latter. They invest the time to understand our industry and have been able to completely integrate themselves into
our company.” – VP, Senior Living Community 269 Clients Styloko Extole G1X Cleartrip Notable Project Webmaxed provided digital marketing support for a development company. They developed digital marketing, social media, and SEO keyword strategies. They also built PPC and email marketing campaigns. The
client was impressed with the increase in website traffic as a result of the project. “They’ve improved our keyword rankings a lot, which has ultimately increased traffic. Before the engagement, we had 100–200 website visitors. After I hired Webmaxed, the numbers increased to 350–400 on average, and rose beyond that
during special events.” – CEO, Development Company 270 Headquartered in Kingston, Canada, okwrite is a content marketing company. The small firm was launched in 2016. Their services include content marketing, digital strategy, and search engine optimization. Notable Project Okwrite provides ongoing content
marketing support for the client to improve web traffic. They utilize keyword generation tools to optimize their efforts.  "They’re quick to accommodate us and work around our needs." Page 10 271 Clients Notable Project Custom Creatives designed and developed a website for a software company. They also created
content, optimized the website for SEO, and set up email campaigns to boost site traffic. “They [Custom Creatives] did what they said they would do, and the project was finished within budget. Communicating with them was really easy.” – VP of Operations, Software Company Based on your budget, timeline, and
specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 272 Clients The Camouflage Company Disrepair Helpline Proline Skates Notable Project The Good Marketer handled Facebook advertising for a storage product
company. Their team also managed Google Ads and other campaign efforts. The advertising efforts have tripled the client’s sales and improved their Google Analytics. “The transparency is something I find incredibly helpful with Tom. It is something I haven’t found with anybody else.” – Director, Storage Product
Company 273 Manceshter United Kingdom Clients Femme Luxe Koi Footwear Totaljobs Notable Project One Day Agency provided ad and PPC solutions for a vegan footwear company. The goal was to improve traffic and sales for the company online. The company has seen a substantial uptick in metrics since working
with One Day Agency. “It’s great to have two account managers with separate responsibilities so we don’t have to worry anything is overlooked.” - PR & Marketing Manager, Vegan Footwear Company 274 Clients April Tax Solutions King Home Inspections CIBN Clickside Digital Communications Notable Project A
farmers market needed guidance in social media and crisis management, so they hired Viral In Nature. They helped the farmer's market attract more visitors through an awareness campaign on social media. The project included daily management of the farmers market's social media channels, including responding to
both positive and negative reviews. “Viral in Nature's team is proactive. After four years, they’ve developed a very good feel for how our business works and what makes it tick.” – Managing Director, Canadian Farmers Market 275 Clients Jiffy Lube Civeo Sentinel Storage Melcor Notable Project Top Draw to built their
client-facing website. They delivered an engaging, responsive solution that helped the client generate leads through digital channels, and shifted the relationship to SEO and other marketing services. Top Draw now provides consistent site improvements and search marketing efforts, and the client has seen a continual
improvement in digital leads. "They will always advise me on what direction to take, but are also quick to retract if I don't agree with them. Top Draw is tuned in to their client." - Owner, Canadian Construction Company 276 Clients Mattress HQ Metroplex Allergy Bone Daddy's House of Smoke Timpa Law Office Notable
Project Atomic Design & Consulting refreshed an air conditioning company's web design while working with the client's in-house SEO team. Atomic Design & Consulting also created new website content and implemented a responsive design to improve mobility. The client experienced a significant increase in traffic.  277
A leading digital marketing and brand management company, REQ outpaces changes in today’s rapidly evolving media landscape by bringing reputation, advocacy, brand, and business results to new heights. Offering a comprehensive suite of solutions and technologies that define, connect, and protect brands, REQ
serves global brands and leaders in technology, real estate, entertainment, government, hospitality, retail, and finance. The company has been named to both the Inc. 500 and Deloitte Fast 500 lists as one of the fastest growing companies in America, as well as Inc.’s Best Workplaces. Founded in Washington, DC in
2008, REQ has offices and employees in New York, Boston, and San Francisco.  Clients Notable Project A broadcasting trade association hired REQ to drive awareness and engagement for a grassroots campaign meant to enact policy changes for one of its 2 major groups of users. REQ designed a digital strategy that
included building and designing a website in addition to promoting the campaign across social and community channels.  “They've transformed our website, making it much more modern, user-friendly, and appealing overall. Encouraging us to think more creatively, they've also helped us reach new audiences.”  – VP of
Marketing, Broadcasting Trade Association 278 Clients King's College London Capitol Law Cambridge Audio Notable Project Move Digital Ltd developed a website for a legal practitioner. The team went on to provide SEO optimization as well.  "The work is ongoing, but I’ve seen positive results thus far." – Owner, Legal
Firm 279 Clients Dell Discover Financial Services The University of Chicago Level Office Notable Project A jewelry company hired Arcalea to help with its rebranding efforts. Arcalea helped the company find its target audience by helping with A/B testing, digital marketing, and PPC management. The company's total user
count has gone up by more than 200%. "I found their depth of knowledge about how customers approach products to be enlightening. I was impressed with the overall professionalism and responsiveness of the team. If they didn’t have an answer immediately, they made sure to deliver one later on." - President, Jewelry
Company 280 Clients REX Fabrics Motorcycle World Miami Real Estate Eureka Software Notable Project Link2CITY partnered with an advertising agency to provide digital marketing for a shared project. Link2CITY helped strengthen the client's online presence and reach a larger audience by overseeing all digital
marketing work for the project. As a result, the client experienced an increase in the number of satisfied customers and received positive feedback.  "They know what they're doing. They're one of the oldest online companies in the U.S. You don't last 16, 17 years making mistakes. The integrity and who they are as
people and the way they manage the company is second to none." – President & Founder, Advertising Agency  281 Clients Samsung KFC Viber Robb Report Notable Project Rioks used a custom CMS to redesign the existing website of a medical tourism facilitator. The team integrated login features and user
functionalities to improve the platform's UX and modular scalability. "The best testament was that we didn't find the need to change what they created over the last three years." 282 Clients Molly B. Kenny Keller & Keller Cardoza Law Corporation Cuddigan Law Notable Project Foster Web Marketing worked with a law
firm to revitalize its website. Foster Web Marketing provided web design and development, including improved mobile responsiveness. Once the website was complete, Foster Web Marketing stayed on to provide 20 hours of support every month.   "We’ve had great success with the site; it’s increased over 19% in organic
traffic since October 2016." – Director of Marketing, Legal Firm  283 Clients Amazon Just Eat IG Markets Rosetta Stone Notable Project the tree created a microsite based on a report to make the data comprehensible to a wide audience for a specialist recruiting company. They repurposed the report’s content to expand
upon the initial print version. The microsite improved the data’s accessibility and facilitated a 40% year-over-year increase in traffic. "By incorporating interactive elements into their work, they set themselves apart from others.” – Communications Manager, Specialist Recruiting Company 284 Clients Kia Motors Pioneer
UFC Gym Hyper X 285 Clients Notable Project Colorado SEO Pros provided SEO services for an internet and phone provider. They created content for briefs, identified the need for technical fixes, and created an overall strategy. The client saw an increase in organic rankings and conversion rates. "I had a basic
understanding of SEO before working with them but they truly understand all of the ins and outs of the SEO landscape - better than anyone I've ever worked with before!" – Digital Innovation Coordination, Internet & Phone Provider 286 Clients Modern;Male Barbershop Parkwood Street Road Pharmacy Notable Project
SEO Locale partnered with a furniture business to develop and optimize its website. Through its work, SEO Locale was able to drive actual foot traffic to the furniture business. SEO Locale continues to maintain and update the website,  and the client was impressed with the team's devotion to the project and
understanding of digital marketing.  "I am impressed by the personal attention they give us. They actually take the time to listen about my store, which really makes all the difference." – Owner, Furniture Business  287 Clients Three Forks Ranch Schutt Sports RotoMetrics John Boos Notable Project Timmermann Group
provided social media marketing to run a strategic paid management campaign. The team managed the client’s social media accounts as well as generated ad copy. The campaign increased traffic, lead generation, and tripled the client’s ad spend. “It's very difficult to find high-quality copywriting *and* graphic design, but
Timmermann Group has a great mixture of both.” – CEO & President, SEO Firm 288 Clients The Yinova Center Peach & Lily Panera Bread SignTalk Notable Project Break The Web provided SEO strategy and training sessions to a bedding manufacturer. They improved the client’s Google ranking for major keywords and
marketing team’s knowledge of best SEO techniques. The client was pleased with their professionalism and organization. “Their training taught our team valuable insights into approaching and executing SEO campaigns in the future. They delivered valuable services at excellent rates.” – CEO, Bedding Manufacturer  
289 Clients South Florida Events Hype Online Marketing Sawgrass Recreation Park Prodigy Med Spa Notable Project An orthodontic practice hired SEO Smooth to redesign their website. They implemented SEO strategies, including posting blogs and developing keywords to boost search result visibility. The client is
pleased with the growth in search result rankings. “Their efforts resulted in consistent improvements in online visibility and social media activity.” – Marketing Director, Orthodontic Practice   290 Clients Yoast Disney Interactive The Commonwealth Medical College Allied Services SleepPhones Notable Project A medical
university hired LSEO to promote a new program through a Google AdWords advertising campaign. LSEO also helped the university advertise to target audiences on Facebook and LinkedIn.The client complimented LSEO for its fresh ideas, weekly calls, and regular data reports. “The knowledge that LSEO brings in
terms of digital advertising, along with the personal attention that they've given to the project, sets them apart. – Associate Dean of Admissions, Medical University 291 Clients Ashley Furniture Wine Riot Ink + Alloy Tupelo Honey Notable Project A restaurant chain hired Imagine Media Consulting for their social media
marketing services. Imagine Media Consulting managed the client's social media posting schedule and their e-blast programs. The restaurant chain's social media followers and engagement increased due to Imagine Media Consulting's work. The client felt that their team was easy to work with and appreciated their
sense of humor. "They've helped grow our Instagram following by the thousands. Engagement and post likes on Facebook and Twitter are significantly up. Their team knows how to reach younger demographics and truly understands our brand." - Director of Brand Marketing, Regional Restaurant Chain 292 Notable
Project Konstruct Digital enhanced a WordPress website to improve the platform's functionality for an ethanol fireplace manufacturer and distributor. They also updated the site's content to support SEO initiatives. Their efforts increased the website's ranking to the first page for numerous keywords and grew site traffic
month-over-month.  "They respond to me within thirty minutes at any given time, which is great."— Owner, Ethanol Fireplace Manufacturer and Distributor  293 Clients Expedia Enova International Budget Direct Compare The Market Notable Project NeoMam Studios generated content and supported outreach for a car
loan company. The site has seen an increase in traffic because of these efforts. The team knows the bests practices of content creation well. “Their team also had great ideas and a collaborative approach.” – Former SEO Lead, Car Loan Company 295 Clients Kramer Beverage Gauze US Sedan Notable Project Miles
Technology built a website for a private career school. They created and implemented a functional website from scratch, and then proceeded to provide SEO, Google Ads, and Facebook management for the client. This raised awareness for the career school and boosted traffic on their website. “Results started to build
over a six-month period, and we met our end-of-year goals. In the second year, we started to exceed our first year goals and pinpoint our target market.” – CEO, Private Career School   296 Clients Valvoline Auburn University Red Diamond Tea Notable Project Flagstone Search Marketing provided web development and
digital presence services to a law firm. The firm needed to develop an online presence, and they wanted to attract new clients. Flagstone Search Marketing created websites for the client, and they continuously provide SEO and PPC services. The client is happy with the company’s services, and states that they have
helped their business grow.   “Flagstone Search Marketing's web development and SEO support have definitely helped grow our business over the years. After establishing our online presence, they've also steadily improved our performance year over year.” — Partner, Law Firm   297 Clients Massage Envy Amazing
Lash Studio CertaPro Painters Notable Project LSM provided website and rankings optimization for a health, wellness and fitness company. They focused on social media management, SEO, blog content, and general marketing consultation. With LSM’s assistance, scheduled consultations, traffic, and leads have
increased for the client, attracting greater revenue and growing brand awareness. “Their suggestions led to greater recognition and more scheduled consultations. I applied to win a local quality care award and was selected as a finalist. They’ve helped us book more clients and gain more revenue through a solid increase
in traffic and leads generated.” – Owner, Health, Wellness & Fitness Company 298 Clients Noodles & Company Smashburger Color Club Heinz Notable Project A food chain knew that Blue Bear Creative was the company to hire when they wanted to target millennials. Blue Bear Creative helped the chain build a website,
integrate social media platforms, brainstorm campaigns, and see the project through. As a result, the food chain witnessed an impressive increase in social media engagement. “If there’s something that’s not in their wheelhouse, they [Blue Bear Creative] find a way to make it happen. There’s nothing they can’t do from a
social media and digital standpoint.” – Social Media and Marketing Coordinator, Restaurant Chain 299 Clients Helpful Jobber Burt’s Bee Nickelodeon Notable Project Abacus developed social media ads for a popular entertainment brand. The company wanted to extend the life of its shows by selling show-related
products to its target audience. Abacus created and tested ads to help the company gain a better understanding of their different audiences and what they respond to. “They [Abacus] were very communicative and responsive. They demonstrated great turnaround on campaigns – both from a creative production and
media buying perspective.” – Assistant Marketing Manager, Entertainment Brand 300 Clients Wise Tea Patch V3 London Drugs Kristian Domingo Foundation Notable Project Forge & Spark Media Ltd. documented a production company’s set experience via static content and video. The team then transformed these into
Instagram Stories content to increase engagement and views. The team’s workflow was effective, and their efforts helped the business achieve its goals. “[We gained] 10k new followers and 500k views over a 3 month period on our Youtube Channel.” – Director, Production Company Page 11 301 Clients Notable Project
Division of Labor ran a brand awareness campaign for a streaming device. They ran a campaign of outdoor, radio, and digital advertisements for two years. They also created the overall marketing strategy and taglines for the campaign. The client was very happy with the results of the campaign and said that their sales
and brand awareness increased as a result.   “I loved their passion for creativity. They cared about my personal success and the success of my company.” – Former Director of Marketing, Streaming Device Company   Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that
perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 302 Clients L'oreal National Bank of Canada Air Transat Radio-Canada Notable Project Toast Studios partnered with a men's clothing manufacturer to launch a social media marketing campaign. Specifically, they appealed to the
client's target audiences through Facebook and Instagram to help increase online traffic.  "I appreciated the quality of their work in general. Toast Studio is highly creative throughout their processes, from development to execution. Their content is rich and meaningful to our target consumers." – Designer, Men's Clothing
Manufacturer 303 Clients SAFE Credit Union TeamRide Magilla Instagram Notable Project Three29 partnered with a solar installation company to create and design a mobile app that would enhance and support the client's referral program. As they mapped out the customer journey and referral process, Three29 was
able to create a simple app that accompanied users through the referral process with illustrations and minimalistic story book characters. 304 Clients Kickstarter Monster Allstate Expedia Notable Project A printing company hired fishbat Media to help raise their brand awareness. The agency also helped the printing
company with managing SEO and social media accounts. The work helped them gain a stronger reputation in their field.  "[fishbat Media] has top-notch people. They execute properly and take really good care of their customers." – Co-Owner, Printing Company 305 Clients Impos Point of Sale Golf Clearance Outlet
Damoli Forklifts Jefferson Automotive Group Notable Project Digital Eagles Marketing Agency provided brand-building services to a video production house. Their efforts included UX design services. The production house was pleased with the team’s efforts. “[Digital Eagles Marketing Agency is] very effective and highly
efficient.” — Director, Video Production House 306 Clients Montessori Kids Universe Mike Staff Productions Detroit Bold Coffee Company Notable Project KARMA jack provided web development services for a veteran non-profit. A graphic designer previously created their branding, and they wanted to integrate the
branding into their site along with a blog and an online store. KARMA jack created a WordPress site for the client, and added the features the client wanted. Additionally, they created a Google business site for the client and taught them how to increase traffic. Since launching the website, the client has received positive
feedback and has seen an increase in traffic.  “Traffic to our website has been growing since our launch. Everyone who has viewed our website, from colleagues to other military organizations, has been telling us how awesome the website looks—I even get texts and emails about it.” — Executive Director, Veteran
Nonprofit    307 Clients Salvi Homes Grove RV EmpoweredMe Notable Project BubbleUP Marketing once worked with a transportation company to provide SEO and marketing services. BubbleUP Marketing created print advertisements and helped manage all content meant for Google Ads. BubbleUP Marketing's work
has resulted in the platform seeing clients commenting on the new content. "BubbleUP showed a deep interest in our company as a whole. Unlike competitors, they got into the heart of what our company is. They’re not only skilled in advertising, but also mindful of company culture." - Manager, Transportation Company
308 Clients The Millennium Alliance Dominique Cosmetics Muses on Demand Notable Project SeedX Inc. redesigned a website for an event planning firm. They were tasked with creating a website with enhanced functionality and a modern look and feel. To do this, they worked on both the frontend and backend to create
a new website that was both sleek and user-friendly. “Our site traffic has increased and we've taken our site design to the next level.” – Marketing Executive, Event Planning Firm   310 Clients Bahama Beach Club National Laser Institute Attorney Davis Ketchmark Notable Project Webrageous provides ongoing digital
marketing and Google Ads services for a disability insurance law firm. They are responsible for directing Google Ads and keyword strategies, implementing tracking tools to monitor the effectiveness of each PPC campaign, and redesigning the client's site to support SEO campaigns. The client has reported an increase in
web traffic, leads, and conversions.  "Not only have leads, conversions & traffic increased, but the leads are relevant!" - Managing Partner & Vice President, Law Firm 311 Clients Wainwright Beronia Oxford Street Lights by Tena Notable Project Media Bounty manages all digital marketing efforts for a health and hygiene
company. The team focuses on staying ahead of industry competition through a major focus on social media outreach, content production, and customer engagement. "Moreover, nothing is ever too much trouble for them. Regardless of the time of day, evening, or even on weekends, if we need to get something done I
know that somebody will always be there to do it." — Marketing Manager, Health and Hygiene Company 312 Clients Illinois Technology Association (ITA) Opus Consulting MerchACT Notable Project Content Rewired provided content writing and marketing services for a financial firm. The financial firm needed an expert
in their field who could develop content every week to help them reach their clients. Content Rewired develops the content using the topics that the firm provides. Since working with the company, the firm has seen an increase in engagement.   “Engagement with our content has increased, including more opens and
clicks on our informational newsletter.” — Vice President of Client Success, Financial Firm  313 Clients Ritz Carlton Travelocity American Heart Association Leapfrog Notable Project WrightIMC provided digital marketing services for a law firm. They helped the client with SEO, PPC, and public relations. As a result of the
work, the law firm experienced an increase in clientele and lead generation. “Anytime we’ve had to make a change, they have done it instantaneously, especially if it was something broken or a bad link, it would be fixed within just a few hours.” – President, Law Firm 314 Clients Village of Lyons Hundman Wealth Phantom
Weights Dressander Notable Project A health insurance company hired Youtech & Associates to build and host their websites and to facilitate the creation of its new website after it renamed the company. Youtech & Associates also helped the company with SEO. The client has experienced increases in their site traffic
and its domain authority since Youtech & Associates worked with the website's layout and design. "They are excellent. Youtech has been good at communicating with us consistently each week. This keeps us on track as far as a schedule goes. They make sure we’re getting things done when they need to be finished." –
Manager, Health Insurance Company 315 Clients Rolls Royce Subway BMW Pizza Hut Notable Project Sweans Technologies launched a marketing campaign for a media production house in India that wanted to compete with a popular classifieds site. The campaign targeted a younger audience and included PPC,
display ads, and a social media campaign. The client noticed an increase in website users – about 15,000 in one month. “They understand your product and they’ll devise ideas that would work for you. Others were just like the common, general things that they do, but these people can give you a solution that will work
for your product.” – Brand Manager, Media Production Company 316 Clients Coca Cola Credit Union Great Expressions Singh Garr Tool Notable Project Basso Design Group did a brand overhaul for a touring company. They also updated their site to streamline the booking process. Their work contributed to twice the
number of agent traffic on the site. “Their project management style is amazing.” – Owner, Tour Company 317 Clients ESPN Verizon Microsoft Kay Jewelers Notable Project Fuel Online did a full-scale rebranding for a digital company, in order to increase engagement. Along with daily communication efforts, the agency
worked with social media and media buying. The client was impressed with how seamless the process was. "Since the start of our partnership, we have experienced a drastic increase in our following and our geo-targeted traffic rates, improvements in geographic retention on our website, higher social media numbers,
and an all-around positive sentiment towards our brand." – Director of Marketing, Digital Company 318 Clients In-N-Out Burger Wyndham Worldwide US Airways Edward Jones Notable Project Location3 created a digital marketing strategy for a hotel chain. They developed and oversaw the entire project, from social
media to metrics to SEO and PPC. They also helped enhance the hotel’s website. “Location3 seems very savvy on the metrics, SEO, and PPC. They look at the big picture and analytics of things in order to make very smart decisions. They also have an eye for detail.” – Assistant Vice President of Corporate E-
Commerce, Hotel Chain 319 Clients Sharp Electronics Virtua Health Acts Retirement Communities Oxford Immunotec Notable Project A medical lab guidelines organization hired Arc Intermedia for help with SEO and digital marketing. Arc Intermedia played an instrumental role in helping the client improve its online
presence and increase sales. They designed the client's website, including wireframes and documentation. Once the site launched, they audited it for keywords and implemented a new marketing automation solution. Because of its partnership with Arc Intermedia, the client saw an increase in digital transactions, and its
website now ranks on the first page of Google.  "Arc has a very good understanding of what their customers need once they really get involved. If vendor resources are needed for particular work, Arc will help us validate potential vendors to make sure that they are the right partner to help us with a particular project." –
Director, Medical Lab Guidelines  320 Clients Notable Project Fractional CMO developed a growth strategy for an IT and services company’s SEO SaaS product. They devised an innovative method for gaining quality leads and traffic. The client was satisfied with the steady increase in traffic and conversions thanks to
Fractional CMO. “Their amazing knowledge of growth hacking, technical skills, and marketing automation setup on different products was impressive. After a couple of months, we have seen a steady increase in website traffic. We also saw a steady increase in our social media followers.” – CEO & Founder, IT & Services
Company 321 Clients Pennsylvania Wines Bayer YMCA University of Florida Notable Project A marketing agency hired i76 Solutions for help with multiple website development projects. i76 Solutions built custom websites that included e-commerce capabilities, software integration, database management, and API
integration. The client appreciated i76 Solutions' transparency and attention to detail. "We've won multiple awards for the website projects we've conducted with i76 Solutions. ... They offer technical expertise in so many areas." – President, Marketing Agency 322 Covent Garden United Kingdom Clients Foreign &
Commonwealth Office Coverderm Cosmetics Grosvenor Workspace Solutions Notable Project Shape The Market recently worked on web design for a real estate company. They renovated the company’s existing site, providing enhanced SEO to that client. This project resulted in an improved SEO ranking and an
increase in site visitors. “Their knowledge and attitude. No task was too big for Shape The Market—they did exactly what I wanted and more. They provided advice and took the page to another level.”  – Founder, Real Estate Company 323 Clients The Alexandrian Fontainebleau Miami Beach DoubleTree by Hilton
Destination Hotels Notable Project Incite Response Inc. worked with a hotel management company to improve website ROI and increase its digital presence. Incite Response, Inc. built the company's website, provided social media marketing services, SEO, PPC, and directed email campaigns. Through its partnership
with Incite Response Inc., the company has experienced an ROI of 6:1.  "They've been great. I'm very happy with their work, which is why I've been working with them for years. There's nothing I would do differently." – President, Hotel Management Group 324 Clients BMW Intuit Pearson American Express Notable
Project Encircl provided branding services to a self-employed consultant. They focused on the website and content creation, particularly blog entries. Leads increased as a result.  "There were times that having certain information from me would probably have made things easier, but they were able to finish the project
regardless." — Self-Employed Consultant 325 Notable Project Hall Analysis performed an SEO audit for a data recovery firm. Their work completed helped the client's search rankings improve as a result of their work, which included establishing the client's website as HTTPS. The client lauded Hall Analysis for their
knowledge.  "Even though he worked by himself, it’s been very impressive." — Director of Business Administration, Data Recovery Firm   326 Clients Everline Investec Market Invoice Thru. Notable Project A data company hired Kurve to help with marketing growth, user aquisition, and PPC campaignsto reduce cost-per-
acquisition and increase the pipeline to their sales teams. The Kurve team worked to understand the company's product, their ideal customer profile, their competitors, and the challenges they face in the market. From what they found, Kurve developed a multi-channel advertising plan, working with the company's team on
creative concepts and the execution of the campaigns. The engagement resulted in a highly significant increase in MQL velocity. "They were open and innovative partners." - VP Growth, Data Company 327 Clients Stay Digital SEO Skyscanner Talk to Bec Notable Project Civic Web Media provided web content writing
solutions for an SEO agency. The agency was in need of high-quality content for their clients’ websites. The clients of the agency were satisfied with Civic Web Media’s work. “I expected to have to provide more clarification and possibly some edits to the content to ensure our clients were happy with it, but we didn't need
to, which was great.” - Director, SEO Agency 328 Clients Bellybuds Kingston Technology Reebok Microsoft Notable Project Marketing Maven worked with a Los Angeles-based production company to elevate its social media presence on Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest. Marketing Maven designed social media ads
and shared relevant content to increase the production company's followers and engagement across all three social channels. After about 12 months, the production company had 17,000 followers on Facebook and its Instagram ads garnered 1.5 million impressions. “Marketing Maven created our entire social media
presence. They had nothing to start out with, and they built everything from scratch. We were really pleased with what they did for us.” – Managing Partner, Wedding Media  329 Clients Rubicon Kelzyme Cellutrak Lamour Notable Project Kika executed a comprehensive digital marketing strategy for an office design firm.
After the initial discovery phase, they mapped out a business plan for the content strategy, email, social, and SEO/PPC. There have been and increase in sales and ROI. "We have seen ROI very quickly. We have received some large sales since working with Kika." –Brand Ambassador, Office Design Firm 330 Clients
Naqvi Law Photo Pie Backdrops Rove Pest Control Notable Project Nifty Marketing provided digital marketing and web development for a law firm. They created a website for the client in order to increase traffic and grow the business. The client was able to see constant growth in both revenue and consumer base in the
years after the project ended. “Our website and business have grown each year we have worked with Nifty Marketing. We currently receive about 14,000 visitors to our site per month. We have grown from three offices to five offices during this time, and have seen our revenue grow tremendously.” – Marketing Partner,
Law Firm   Page 12 331 Clients MemSQL InfluxData Impact Fund SFGMC Notable Project Uprgrow provides pay-per click ad management services culinary experience marketplace. They managed ads on Google, YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram. Their work yielded a 33% increase in orders in just one month.
“Communication with the agency is easy and quick.” - CEO,Culinary Marketplace Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 332 Clients Salvi, Schostok & Pritchard P.C.
Charles R. Ullman & Associates Notable Project Consultwebs did an SEO campaign for a legal services provider. The client wanted to be in the local 3-pack in Google, and they wanted to be in the top 3 in organic searches. The company works closely with the client, and updates their site, keeps their team on track, and
develops reports. Since working with the company, the client has seen tremendous growth. “We are now in the local three-pack for various key terms for multiple locations. Our firm has continued to grow over the years and we continue to expand into other locations confidently. Our traffic driven to our site has increased
since the start of or campaign. Our leads and conversions continue to exceed our previous goals as well.” — Intake Manager, Legal Services Provider    333 Clients KFC Belarus Russian Railways Panasonic Notable Project Webernetic Family developed an SEO marketing strategy for a media company. The company
wanted to improve their search rankings and organic search. Thanks to Webernetic Family’s efforts, the company now ranks higher in search results and has higher-quality traffic. “They have high expertise and attention to detail.” - CEO, Media Company 334 Clients Windrose Massage Heights Charming Charlie Sun &
Ski Notable Project Versa Creative has been working with a cosmetic company for several years. The company is known for its style, so Versa Creative expanded on that by creating design products with unique texts and vibrant colors. 335 Clients NorthStar Medical Latin American Language Center Cocoa Bakery Cafe
Notable Project Operation Technology assisted a marketing consultancy seeking a new WordPress website. After providing a website template and SEO assistance, Operation Technology trained the client to maintain and customize the website.  "They’re very flexible and easy. They give good directions. They know how
to work with small to medium-sized companies really well." - CEO of Marketing Consultancy 336 Clients Jobassigner Sentrien Systems Thought Industries Voxsmart Notable Project Incredo developed a website for a sports platform that is used in over 25 countries. They continue to provide support for the website. The
client prides the team on their responsiveness and reliability.  "We've received many compliments on our website during our time working with them..." – Founder, Sports Organization 337 Clients National Food Service Franchise National Litigation Firm National Online Education Company Notable Project SCUBE
Marketing began working with a marketing communications firm to create client-focused PPC campaigns. The project involved creating ad copy, researching keywords, and collaborating with the client’s in-house marketing team on SEO initiatives. “Most of our clients are in a niche market, so it’s not something that comes
naturally without being engaged in their industry. SCUBE wasn’t afraid to learn the vocabulary and lingo of various industrial industries, and they immersed themselves and approached the project as experts.” – Director of Digital Marketing, Marketing Communications Firm 338 Clients Biotium Modern Ceramics Earthcare
Landscaping Sun Enterprise Notable Project A company that manufactures window shutters hired Motava to refresh their website design, optimize their website for mobile, and manage their digital marketing, including a blog and social media. Motava also provided assistance with improving the client's SEO. "From a
project management perspective, [Motava] allows me to focus on my business and grow it. They're also very proactive in probing potential opportunities and meeting with us to discuss."- CFO & Vice President of Window Shutters Manufacturer 339 Clients Herbalife Johns Hopkins Medical Center Lennox HUB
International Notable Project A clothing manufacturer hired Marcel Digital with the goal of increasing organic traffic to their website. improved the SEO for a clothing manufacturer based in Milwaukee. The agency audited their website to help them find ways to increase their traffic. "They [Marcel Digital] are well versed in
weekly changes with Google, which I think provides a great advantage." - Director of Digital and Web, Clothing Manufacturer and Marketer 340 Clients Unsit Babyscripts Stackup Tarantas Notable Project Red Cup Agency created a content strategy to help a wholesale fashion retailer drive traffic to their website. The
team identified distribution channels, researched key demographics, and created a podcast to help the client establish their digital presence. "Within a month of producing our podcast, we had over 1,000 views and listens. We had actual sales and conversions from those podcast engagements as well." – COO, Fashion
Retailer 341 Clients Le Boutique Skill Up Plastics Notable Project Site24 developed a step by step plan and business model for a medical tourism company to create a new platform. They were very experienced. "[Their team] has a great experience to promote websites in the USA and Europe." –Business Development
Manager, Medical Tourism Company 342 Clients Chico's Optymyze CBC Settlement Funding Country Club Prep Notable Project Knucklepuck worked with a health resource website seeking to grow its online audience and attract more web traffic. Knucklepuck helped the client implement PPC, created social media
advertisements, created website content, and updated the client's website.   "Since we’ve been working with Knucklepuck, we’ve grown at about a rate of 30% every month and continued since then in organic traffic. We also have been able to quadruple all our qualified lead opportunities." – Director of Marketing, Health
Resource Site  343 Clients Avitela Skrendu Skytech Jaukurai Notable Project The vendor offered digital marketing services with the aim of strengthening the digital presence of a sports club. This involved identifying the target market and adjusting the client's digital positioning accordingly. The well-managed team met all
deadlines throughout the timeline. "The competence, knowledge, and experience of the people who work at the company stand out." – CEO, Sports Club 344 Clients Made in Tuscany InfinityPro Swagger Inc Notable Project Oxedent provided social media management and PPC services for an EduTech startup. They
were responsible for managing the client's Google Ads account and implementing social media marketing strategies.  "Their skill set, professionalism, and knowledge are second to none." - Digital Content Manager, EduTech Startup. 345 Clients Toeppen & Grevious Track 7 Brewing Delta Charter Bus West Coast
Motorcycle Tours Notable Project Post Modern Marketing developed a WordPress site for a product review firm. Their team optimized the backend to easily manage content, implemented SEO, and further improved digital marketing capabilities. The work increased traffic from 5,000-10,000 a month to half a million. "As a
result of their work, the number of page views per month skyrocketed." — CEO, Product Review Firm 346 Clients Chase Medical Research Poly Processing Curtis Barry & Co. Notable Project Whittington Consulting worked with a data analytics firm to modernize its website, including improving mobility. Once the new
website was implemented, Whittington Consulting stayed on to maintain the client's website.  "Before the launch of the new website, we had about 90 to 100 website visitors a day. Now, we're ranging anywhere from 300–500 a day." – Director of Marketing, Data Analytics Firm  347 Clients Belgard WIFH Goodwill of
North Georgia Navicent Health Notable Project Captivate Search Marketing created a new website for a high school scholars foundation. The team also provided various digital marketing services, including SEO, PPC and social media efforts. Overall, the client is impressed with the team's work and helpful advice. 
"Captivate Search Marketing’s main strength is their ability to understand our brand, model, and ways to effectively blend digital marketing—mainly social, SEO/SEM, and content—to our goals." – Director of Marketing and Digital Strategy, High School Scholars Foundation 348 Notable Project BluShark Digital LLC
provided SEO efforts for a criminal defense law firm. They were responsible for a website buildout, content development, SEO management, and PPC management. They had fantastic communication and abided to timelines. "Fantastic communication and production timelines." –Managing Partner, Criminal Defense Law
Firm 349 Clients Lasting Impressions JendCo Safety Dermwarehouse MALTA DYNAMICS Notable Project The Media Captain created a website and managed SEO and PPC campaigns for a law firm. The new site has received numerous compliments on the site’s design. “Whenever we noticed a small issue, we would
reach out and receive an immediate reply.” – Partner, Law Firm 350 Clients PVE Apparel Zoo Mischief International Dadvocacy Notable Project A consulting business hired LAD Solutions to design and develop a WordPress site. LAD Solutions also helped with SEO marketing and managed their Google AdWords
campaign. While the website was completed in 2017, LAD Solutions continues to help the client with their marketing campaigns. As a result of LAD Solutions' work, the website has gained a significant increase in traffic. "Their responsiveness and efficiency, along with the quality of their work, has been very impressive."
– Head of Operations, Certification and Consultancy Business  351 Clients Unilever Lafarge Guinness Notable Project Wild Fusion recently worked on social media marketing, SEO, web design and development for an oil and gas company. They created a user-friendly blog that hosts multiple videos and a blog, among
providing other services along the way. This client has seen a growth from 0 to 6,000 followers on Twitter in just four months from this partnership. “Wild Fusion has pioneered our online presence. It’s clear that they've had a huge impact, and their work has generated organic growth.” - Corporate Communications
Associate, Gas & Oil Company 352 Clients Notable Project Mobupps recently worked on an ad campaign for a mobile game development company. They delivered video and banner ads to drive a user acquisition campaign for that client. “We track the success of their work by using a formula that calculates the return on
investment for our advertising budget. Mobupps has been successful so far.” — Developer, Mobile Game Development Company 353 Established in 2010, Intesols is a SEO services firm. Located in Hampton East, Australia and Sydney, Australia, their midsize team provides search engine optimization, pay per click, and
web design. 354 Clients Tesco Zurich J2 Global Dublin Airport Notable Project Wolfgang Digital came aboard to perform an SEO audit for an eatery. Now, they continue to perform SEO and PPC services. As results come in, the team monitors analytics.  "We've seen an increase in the efficiency of our PPC account – a
reduction in cost per conversion. We’ve also seen an increase in organic traffic year on year."–Digital Performance Manager, Eatery  355 Clients Microsoft DirecTV Siemens Mighty Leaf Tea Notable Project After being disappointed with their paid search results, a West Coast public university hired HawkSEM to boost its
paid advertising game. The project is ongoing and includes Google AdWords and retargeting campaigns that aim to attract students to programs within the university such as master's or business certificate opportunities. HawkSEM takes a hands-on approach, developing the paid advertising strategy, creating ad copy,
managing the university's bids, and tracking progress. The results? Forty-percent more leads at half the cost. "They hit the ground running, learning what our programs are, and fine-tuning the strategy around the keywords in the ad copy. ... Having the same account managers has been tremendously helpful because
they know how we are and what our programs are about. They’re constantly refining our strategy and our messaging, and that wouldn’t be possible if we were constantly being shuffled around." – Director of Marketing, Public University 356 Clients Catch Temple & Webster Webjet Domino's Pizza Notable Project Sparro
handled SEO and PPC efforts for a logistics company. Their team also managed the client’s social media marketing. The work has had a positive impact on the client’s business and has received positive feedback. “The team genuinely cares about the business.” – Head of Digital, Logistics Company 357 Clients ESCO
Technologies Blue Onion Media TransAct Gilmore Services Notable Project SPROUT Content provided web development and other services for a lawn service client. SPROUT Content now works on social media channels, manages email campaigns, and develops content for blogs. The work has received positive
feedback. The client praised SPROUT Content as extremely flexible and creative. "Throughout the whole process, SPROUT Content has been very timely in getting me information. They are thorough and responsive, so I’d say their project management is great." – Vice President, Lawn Company 358 Clients Longos
Desjardins Wind Mobile Liquid Communications Notable Project Awkward Media worked with a building maintenance company to redesign its website, assist with SEO implementation and optimization of keywords, and develop the client's online presence. Thanks to Awkward Media's work, the client reported seeing their
revenue increase by 20-25% over the last year. "We’ve had a steady stream of online leads over the last 6–7 months since they enhanced our SEO." – President, Building Maintenance Company 359 Clients Epam Joon TikTok WorkFusion Notable Project A Swiss software development start-up needed to showcase their



technology and development software, but there wasn’t a user interface to “show” them their technology. Slon Media stepped in and created videos explaining what they developed in a way for consumers to understand the scope of their project. The client was impressed with the analogy they brought into the video
production for people to understand the client’s business.  “The most impressive is the combination of very fast production, absolute flexibility and conforming to the client's comments, reliable process and the price: the production cost is incredibly low.” –– Marketing & Communications Director, Software Development
Start Up 360 Clients Firgelli Automations Thomson Industries Jury Notaris Imbueapp Notable Project Optimized Webmedia Marketing created branded advertising campaigns for an Apparel Retailer, as well as optimized their website and conducted SEO and keyword research to boost their rankings in online searches
after migrating their e-commerce platform. The client's requirements were met to the satisfaction of the internal team.   "Their team was easy to work with. Always very polite and quick to respond." - Director of IT and E-Commerce, Apparel Retailer Page 13 361 Clients Allbirds Harvard Business Review IKEA Pantone
Notable Project Silk Software rebranded a luxury ceramics company to support alignment with consumer expectations. They conducted interviews with stakeholders and customers, developed a new brand identity and collateral, and redesigned a website. Their extensive research resulted in the development of a
superior brand identity. "I really appreciated how they interviewed and interacted with my clients." — CEO and Creative Director, Luxury Ceramics Company Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free
consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 362 Clients Reologie S.W. Anderson Vokal Fruition Partners Notable Project Symbiont Group specializes in combining the sales and marketing process, so when a holdings firm needed to integrate these areas, it reached out to Symbiont. Symbiont developed an entire inside sales
team for the company to make the marketing and outside sales units more effective, boosting the company's revenue. "They are experienced professionals. I can’t say enough about the types of relationships they’ve built within our organization - leveraging that experience to make impactful change. They’re fantastic." -
Director of Marketing, Holdings Firm 363 Manchester United Kingdom Clients American Golf Merlin Entertainment Redrow Homes TheAA Notable Project Soap Media created an advertising agency's website, handling all tasks from design, to development, to launch, all the way through to current maintenance. As well as
developing the website, Soap Media took on CMS implementation and hosting. Soap Media's work led to a 500% increase in qualified leads. The advertising agency appreciated Soap Media's honesty, quality of work, and professionalism. "Their [Soap Media's] balance of design, technical ability, and professionalism was
really impressive." – Marketing Manager, Advertising Agency 364 Clients I Love Fancy Dress Maze Rattan Regis Mutual Management Moda Minx Notable Project Bird Marketing Limited worked with a fashion brand to build a new website. Brand Marketing Limited transitioned the site from WooCommerce to Magento. The
project is ongoing, as Bird Marketing Limited handles the client's social media, Google Analytics and SEO. "Everything they [Bird Marketing Limited] do is impressive. Phil [Managing Direction, Bird Marketing] continuously suggests improvements to everything." - Director, Fashion Brand 365 Clients Minus 9 to 5 The Paw
Patch Promenade Dental Care Atlanta Commercial Cleaning Services Notable Project Atlanta Digital Studio performed marketing services and built a WordPress site for a hair and makeup artist. The client was impressed with the website's features. "The team built the WordPress site from scratch based on my images
and brand. The site enabled users to email me for scheduling and inquiries." –Owner, Hair and Makeup Stylist 366 Notable Project Inbound.bg managed PPC initiatives including Google Ads for a microcredit company. They also supported commercial efforts. They delivered impressive results that facilitated a
lasting engagement. "Their flexibility and understanding of our business needs are impressive." — Marketing Manager, Microcredit Company 367 Clients The Sales Consultancy Revolut Skona Styliff Notable Project  Kas Andz Marketing Group supported a marketing firm with conversion rate optimization, on-page SEO,
and email marketing. The project resulted in increased traffic and a higher conversion rate. The collaboration went smoothly. The team was enthusiastic and engaged throughout the project. “[They] went above and beyond not only with their service, but also with advice they gave on marketing in general.” – Founder,
Marketing Firm 368 Clients 8tracks Los Angeles Times Facebook FitJoy Notable Project Ladder.io helped implement a strategy to launch a new banking product for a financial services firm. Their marketing efforts included designing strategies for the firm's SEO, Google AdWords, and Facebook ads.  Ladder.io exceeded
the client's expectations, and now runs all of the companies marketing operations.  "Ladder.io always bases decisions on measured data. This approach is why we’ve extended their contract for so long and why we plan to extend it further." – Digital Coordinator, Financial Services Company 369 Clients Rule One Investing
Brian Tracy Jack Canfield Fenix Space Notable Project A business training and development firm partnered with Brandetize two decades ago to record audio and video projects for the client’s advertising. They have been partnering since working on different projects that have all been profitable to the client. “This is
probably the best business relationship I’ve had in my life. In my many businesses, I have earned several hundred million dollars for myself and my partners. My relationship with Brandetize is easily among the most profitable of all my partnerships.” – CEO, Business Training & Development Company 370 Clients Datev
SMT Software Divante Kontakt.io Notable Project RightHello was hired by a software firm to expand outreach efforts and generate leads via email marketing. The team was responsible for creating and implementing the core campaign. They also provided assistance in restructuring the client's email outreach strategy,
which led to a high number of replies and a corresponding increase in network growth. "Sometimes, things go wrong; sometimes, things go right, but they're always very responsive. They help you and they try to fix things." – CTO, Software Firm 371 Clients Team Automotive Group Hendrick Automotive Group Gordon
McKernan Injury Attorneys Notable Project Click Here Digital provides PPC and SEO services to an automotive company. The client needed help creating an advertising initiative, so Click Here Digital currently oversees the client’s paid advertising campaign and Google Ads account; the client designs the ads, and the
company does the placement. Additionally, the company provides SEO services. Since working with the company, the client has experienced an increase in traffic, leads, and sales.    “We’ve experienced an increase in referral traffic, lead generation, and sales conversions. Our business has grown as a result of their
work.” — Marketing Director, Automotive Company   372 Clients Maxim Modell's Sporting Goods 20th Century Fox Vera Bradley Notable Project Socialfly helped a gardening company increase user engagement by creating a customized marketing program focused on Facebook, Instagram, and paid advertisements.
Socialfly found the best-fit influencers on both Facebook and Instagram to help the gardening company boost its presence online. They reported an increase in engagement and responses to social media posts. "They're passionate about what they do, which was clear from our first conversation with them. They enjoy
doing quality work for their clients, and we appreciate them for that." – Marketing Director, Hawthorne Gardening Company  373 Clients The Advocacy for Consumer Rights Golden Meadows Retrievers IMI Data Search Notable Project A rehabilitation center hired Sachs Marketing Group to boost their search engine
ranking, with the goal of landing on the first page of search results for their relevant keywords and generating more leads. "They’ve been incredible. I’ve been doing this for a long time, and I’ve never had a better experience with an SEO company." - Co-Founder of Rehabilitation Center 374 Clients Suddenlink
Communications United Airlines Business Outfitters by Lands' End Blackhawk Network Notable Project True Interactive helped a home improvement company engage more consumers, drive sales and generate traffic by managing advertisements and content creation on Facebook and targetting Google, Yahoo, and Bing
for SEM campaigns. As a result of its partnership with True Interactive, the home improvement company's website leads nearly doubled.  "It's been nice to know that we can have a partner that will adapt to us and not charge extra for every little item." - Director of Digital Marketing, Home Improvement Company  375
Clients Radius Payment Solutions Everymundo JW Surety Bonds Taroko Software Notable Project Hop Online executed an SEO audit for a music software provider's website. Now, they managed PPC and Facebook ad campaigns. Their work has improved the client's web presence.  "They've helped us feel more
confident in our approach to advertising, so we know we're making the best moves we can to reach potential customers." — General Manager, Music Software Provider 376 Clients Hamilton Beach Leather Honey Allen & Allen The Growers Exchange Notable Project Big Oak Studios worked with a rubber manufacturer to
drive site traffic and engage new customers by managing PPC campaigns via Google AdWords and SEO. Through its partnership with Big Oak Studios, the manufacturer's site traffic has increased by 20%. "They are focused on providing custom tailored solutions for each individual business they work with." – Accounting
and HR Manager, Rubber Manufacturer 377 Clients Hubspot Wealthsimple Health Insurance Innovations Notable Project JungleTopp Media provided SEO optimization solutions for a security training company. The goal was to improve the company’s visibility online to make it easier for their target audience to find them.
JungleTopp Media increased the site’s organic traffic by 20%. “They have deep technical knowledge and understand content structuring to help with SEO performance.” - Director of Demand Generation, Security Training Company 378 Clients Lennar Homes Bed Bath and Beyond Harley-Davidson Rockwell Collins
Notable Project Chatter Buzz Media was hired by a skin care company to handle the company's social media marketing strategy. Though the client is relatively small in the industry, many big names follow it on social media for the skin care company's unique content and digital artwork. "Our headquarters in the
Netherlands even steals our stuff because they love the work we’re doing with Chatter Buzz." – Sales Coordinator, Skin Care Company 379 Clients Sandals KicksUSA Philadelphia Magazine Beachbikes Notable Project From the Future worked with an automation business to revitalize its brand identity and attract a larger
audience by consolidating 4 existing websites. Through its partnership with From the Future, the company has tripled its revenue and experienced a 7x increase in search data.  "[The project] was done quickly, but more importantly, it was done well. I can’t understate how important a strong technical foundation is to
digital marketing. We never had to worry about the tech side of things, which allowed us to refocus on other aspects of the project." – Senior Manager of Digital Marketing, Automation Company 380 Clients Turner Pest Control Space Coast Credit Union McGowan's Heating and Air Contractor Connection Notable Project
DAGMAR Marketing helped a pest control company increase its client base. The agency performed SEO, PPC and AdWords campaigns, as well as social media content creation. Organic rankings have improved for the pest control company.  "Dagmar is definitely not a set-it-and-forget-it type of firm, as opposed to our
previous agency." – Director of Marketing, Pest Control Company 381 Clients Rejuvimed Wellness Center Infinite Water Solutions Hillcowan Legal Notable Project An e-commerce website hired ClientFlo as it was preparing to launch. The company needed advice on what keywords to target, so ClientFlo’s PPC expertise
proved helpful. The project culminated in a PPC marketing campaign that helped the e-commerce website expand into the U.S. market. “ClientFlo has been willing to make changes when something isn’t working and will make further reviews a week later. We have continuous improvements, which is great.” – Operations
Manager, E-Commerce Site 382 Clients Macrogen Lab Signs Now Liberty Tax (corporate) Blackford & Flohr, LLC Notable Project Dragonfly Digital Marketing provided SEO consultation and management service for an auto services company. As a result, their clients have brought in three times the business. “I directly
give him credit for most of our progress in digital marketing.” – Auto Services Company 383 Clients Home Utensils MammaCult AlaskaGlacial Mud The Cake Nest Notable Project MakeWebBetter provided e-commerce development for a marketing and advertising firm. Their team worked on a plugin in efforts to create a
modern, online shop. The project management process for the engagement was effective. “Very good Plugin and Support.” – CEO, Marketing and Advertising Firm 384 Clients ESET Hisense Cape Town City Pass Sage Pay Notable Project Web SEO Online provided SEO and e-commerce development services to a
retail company. The team also consulted on digital strategy to improve the site’s UX. Their efforts improved leads and sales.  “Our Google rankings have improved significantly. Since the website was redeveloped, sales have increased.” — CEO, Retail Company 385 Clients Mohnacky Animal Hospital Morrisville Cat
Hospital DC Ranch Animal Hospital Las Vegas Veterinary Specialty Center Notable Project Doctor Multimedia partnered with a large veterinary practice to supply social media marketing efforts and SEO. The agency also produced a new website to showcase the practice's services. "They are always there to answer
phone calls and any question that I have. If one of them cannot figure it out, they have got a whole crew of people that they can go to and find the answer. I haven't been able to stump them yet." - Owner, Veterinary Practice 386 Clients KB Home Think Brands Yum! Brands Greyhound Notable Project A retailer hired Belo
+ Company for its social media services. The brand wanted to shift from traditional advertising to more of an online presence. Belo + Company's work helped the company attract a younger audience and increase its web traffic.  "They [Belo + Company] know how to engage users on different platforms." – Vice President
& Owner, Retailer 387 Clients Vera Chiropractic FASTCHECK Criminal Records & Fingerprint Specialists Powertec Electric Inc/Powertec Solar Inc Notable Project First Rank provided SEO to an accounting firm. The client wanted to see improvement in their Google rank in order to increase visibility and improve sales.
After this project was finished, the client saw a positive impact on both client and stakeholder engagement.  “We’ve seen great revenue growth. In my business, referrals matter. So, when we start with new clients that come from Google, we usually get spin-off to other new clients.” – Principal, Accounting Firm   388
Clients Elite Heating Cooling & Plumbing Las Colinas Centre for Plastic Surgery Universal Garage Door Services Notable Project 1 Source Media Group worked with a marketing firm to better meet a third party client's needs by creating original content for its website. By writing pages for the client's site, 1 Source Media
Group greatly improved its SEO.  "We can always rely on them for excellent deliverables on every project we partner with them on." – CEO, OnTarget Media Group 389 Clients Walsh Law Firm Mission Art Center SleepGauge Notable Project Search Engine Projects worked on SEO for a management consulting firm. They
integrated social media pages and a keyword-filled blog with the site. They also provided SEO support for the website. The client was impressed with the results of the project. “After Search Engine Projects made SEO changes to our site, we’ve been receiving outreach from multiple potential clients. Our company has
seen conversions from those who contact us about our services.” – Principal Owner, Management Consulting Firm 390 Clients Redding Communications Express Graphics Handyman Pro K & V Limousine Service Notable Project A dental practice wanted to bring in more patients through online traffic and hired
SEOFIED IT Services to achieve this goal. SEOFIED IT Services originally created 2 websites for the client and then expanded into providing SEO and social media marketing services. "When looking for dentists...my name will come up...their efforts have worked. SEOFIED has brought me to the first page of Google
results." - Owner, Dental Practice Page 14 391 Clients Orcades Marine Management Consultants Copper Point Resort Notable Project Marwick partnered with a marine consultancy to design a new website and gain lead generation for the site from Google. The site’s objective was to portray the entire company’s
experience and highlight each consultant individually. The project was successful and the client was able to generate 6 clients from the work Marwick executed. ”Excellent communication and quick response. Although we are a fairly specialist traditional business, Marwick were intuitive to our requirements, and provide
value for money. “ –Managing Director, Marine Management Consultants Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 392 Notable Project IOGOOS Solution worked for a
digital wallet platform where they designed and implemented a website and mobile app for their client. The website and mobile app were developed to allow customers to conduct B2B activities and earn money through the platforms. Overall, the client was pleased with the results. "This project was our dream and it’s now
complete." – Director, Digital Wallet Platform 393 Clients TPM American Bedding Manufacturers Notable Project When a legal firm realized it wasn’t attracting customers online, it hired Waypost Marketing for its marketing expertise. Waypost Marketing audited the client’s website to identify areas to improve SEO such as
adding meta tags and image alt text. They also created content for the legal firm’s blog and social profiles on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Google Plus. The next stage of the project included developing and maintaining Google AdWords campaigns to direct more traffic to the client’s website. The client
reported that online referrals and website traffic increased; however, blog and social media visitors stagnated. “I was impressed by how professional they were in the proposal, and their project management has been just as professional. … I appreciate the personalized plan they developed.” – Attorney and Marketing
Director, Legal Firm 394 Clients Hair Restoration Specialists Karpstein & Verhulst P.C Rothman & Associates Notable Project On The Map, Inc. serves as a Shopify web development partner to a diamond and mineral wholesaler and retailer. They have made modifications to their Shopify platform, amongst other projects.
“They’re willing to go above and beyond to do things, and you can’t find that in any other company.” 395 Clients American Express MoneyGram International Blackston Group MarketWatch Notable Project An e-commerce firm hired Got Legs Digital to help them with their Facebook Ads marketing strategy and run the
advertisements. The engagement included setting up the firm's Facebook Ads account, installing Facebook Pixel, designing and writing the ads, and attracting more people to sign up for further communications, and reporting on the campaign's progress. Got Legs Digital ran the campaign and it was very successful.
"While working with Got Legs they have surpassed our initial target of 27% and we are tracking around about 32% up month on month." - CEO, E-Commerce Firm 396 Manchester United Kingdom Clients Bupa The Odeon Caunce O'Hara Immigration Advice Service Notable Project Red Cow Media improved site
performance and conversion rates on digital leads for a law firm. The services provided centered on SEO, including keyword research, backlinking, and other key site ranking factors. The law firm's online conversion rate has tripled, and Red Cow Media's role has expanded as the partnership has evolved.  "They’ve [Red
Cow Media] gone above and beyond our needs. The team became involved with every aspect of the website, including its relaunch. They provided regular updates, training, and industry insights." – Head of Marketing, UK Law Firm 397 Birmingham United Kingdom Clients Acorns Children's Hospice Practical Action SPI
Lasers Justice Upheld Notable Project A gold investment broker wanted to increase traffic to their site to drive up revenue. Opace Web Design audited their site to create an SEO strategy and has helped increase their speed, improve content, and identify keywords. "Opace Web Design fixed our technical issues, which
increased our visibility. Our daily organic traffic went from about 30 people a day to an average of 150. We even saw the number go above 200 on some days." — Owner, Gold Investment Broker   398 Clients Notable Project JMaverick Studios worked with a documentary film company to promote its films on social media
platforms and gain funding. They managed the client's social media accounts and created video content for Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. “We ran a successful campaign, and a lot of its success can be attributed to JMaverick Studios’ social media posting.” – Founder, Documentary Film Company 399 Clients
Octopus Investments CardConnect Appear Here Notable Project Pandable conducted SEO campaigns for a payment data company. They performed an audit of the client's digital assets before constructing a strategy. Their work contributed to an 80% increase in the client's organic traffic. "Pandable has brought a large
amount of new business to our company." — VP of Marketing, Financial Data Company 400 Clients iHeart Media Asako Global Snowcomparison Genuine Origins Notable Project An audio firm hired Cam Myers Marketing, Inc. for web design and SEO. They redesigned a website from scratch, including wireframes. They
also provided SEO and social media marketing services. The client was impressed with the increase in sales after the project. “Their team consistently delivers on milestones on time and within our budget. They've been great about keeping me in the loop every step of the way.” – Owner, Audio Firm 401 Clients Jetters
Northwest Harvest Timber Pick a Bloom Lilitab Notable Project W3 Affinity provided 360-degree marketing services for an home goods company. Their team developed their e-commerce from scratch using Shopify, supplied branding capabilities, and implemented SEO and advertising resources. Their work significantly
increased product sales to 12 times the allotted advertising budget.  "Our Google Shopping advertising profile increased, which increased our sales." – CEO, E-Commerce Home Goods Company 402 Clients Air France China National Tourism Office Taboola Quizlet Notable Project Sherlock Communications provided
PR, branding, and social media services as part of a strategy to build brand recognition in a new market. The client was impressed by the team's willingness to go above and beyond. “The team goes out of their way to help us, even if the tasks are last-minute or exceed the scope. They know our customer base and do
not shy away from critical feedback.” –Brazil Marketing Manager, Financial Startup 403 Clients BrewDog CosmoProf MediGold Notable Project OppGenetix provided web design and digital marketing services for a weight loss center. They designed and managed the client's website, making use of social media ads to
promote it. The client has reported a large increase in monthly revenue since working with OppGenetix. "I have earned approximately 2k/mo in additional revenue from working with Oppgenetix." - President, Weight Loss Center 404 Clients InjuryCare Pittsburgh Career Institute Xenon Academy North Florida Academy
Notable Project One of Oozle Media's clients is a Salt Lake City-area group of cosmetology schools and training programs. The client's traffic and enrollment had declined, so it hired Oozle Media to grow brand awareness and attract students. Oozle Media has provided the client with social media marketing, PPC, and
SEO support for more than 10 years. "They've done a great job for us and have continued to find new ways of growing our client leads." – Owner, Cosmetology School Group 405 Clients Lincoln Electric Wyndham Hotels and Resorts Cleveland Clinic Penske Notable Project A professional training company hired Lead to
Conversion to consult on SEO and provide marketing suggestions for their two websites. The client wanted to appear on the first page of Google's search results for specific keywords related to the industry. They went from one of the worst performing sites to ranking on the first page, which led to a 400% increase in
sessions for one site and significant revenue growth. "We now come up on Google search for a very difficult keyword. ... Our marketing team has learned from the LTC team. We continue to rely heavily on the LTC team for their expertise on difficult SEO issues." – Marketing Manager, Professional Training Company 406
Clients Crown Plaza Vitality Bowls Yamamay Meridio Notable Project A newly-launched software consultant hired SocialPulsar to beef up their digital marketing and strategy. SocialPulsar's main focus for this client has been on SEO and content generation. SocialPulsar created site content, directed social media
strategy, and design marketing materials.  "SocialPulsar eventually understood what we needed. They've been able to drive prospects to our inquiry form, after which the responsibility is on our sales team. The numbers are increasing because of what SocialPulsar has done. " – President, IT Services Provider 407 Clients
Home Depot Toro Chevrolet Northwestern College Notable Project Lever Interactive handles all the marketing for an airport parking service. Their work includes SEO, PPC, updating their website's user experience and running social media. As a result of their work, online bookings have increased. The client prides Lever
Interactive on their professionalism and responsiveness.  "We’ve seen an increase in online bookings. Our overall experience has been positive and we’re going to continue using their services."- Marketing Officer, Airport Parking Service 408 Clients Sunray Opticals Inc. Way.com RS Creative Technologies HeavyGlare
Eyeware Notable Project ThatWare LLP provided SEO services to company that leads English language courses for non-native speakers. Most of the project was focused on off-page SEO tasks and providing advice about on-site optimization. The team achieved a first-page ranking for the majority of chosen keywords
and was admired for their professionalism. “We value their professionalism and their ability to deliver on their promises. The team stands out compared to past vendors we’ve worked with.” –CEO, Education Company 409 Clients Amazon Private Division Bethesda Softworks Epic Games Notable Project A video game
company uses Fearless Media as its go-to media buying agency. This means Fearless Media helps the company plan advertising campaigns across mediums: print, online, outdoor, TV, and social media. Fearless Media's core responsibility is conducting market research to identify the video game company's target
audience. “The fact that we're still working with Fearless Media, and have expanded their role, speaks to the quality of their work. ... Fearless Media has been instrumental in terms of our ability to market massive hit and niche games.” – General Manager, Versus Evil 410 Manchester United Kingdom Clients eBay Pioneer
Red Bull Co-op Notable Project Social Republic™ handled content creation and paid advertising efforts for an avocado importer. They generated new content and managed all the client’s social media channels. Their efforts exceeded the client’s expectations and made a positive impact. “The content produced matched
our brand pillars and was timely, relevant, and engaging. They have grown our accounts over time and we're really happy to be working with them.” – Buying Manager, Avocado Importer 411 Clients JB Tools Naaz Boutique Everlasting Memories Office Replacement Parts Notable Project 1Digital Agency developed digital
marketing strategies across multiple platforms and performed SEO for four websites for a real estate company. Their optimization and strategy work received positive customer feedback. “I was blown away by their knowledge and the scope of work they completed. The communication between the teams was more than I
anticipated. They handled everything from A to Z.” – Owner, Real Estate Company 412 Clients Arizona Now Grand Canyon Whitewater Lunt Solar Systems callpointe Notable Project One of Nuanced Media's clients is a custom temporary tattoo manufacturer. Since the manufacturer's sales occur mostly online, it relies on
digital marketing more than most firms. Nuanced Media was brought on for a full-scale digital rebrand that focused on a new website. The new site improved client-side functionality and is almost three faster than the old site. "Nuanced Media went above and beyond in order to ensure I met my launch date. There is no
better advertisement for their services than this." - VP of Custom Orders, Temporary Tattoo Firm 413 Clients Diesel Laptops House Buyers of America Quick Cash 4 Test Strips All-Set Rentals Notable Project Ten Thousand Foot View was hired by a Nonprofit Organization to provide marketing services to help bring the
Organization to a positive financial position. These services include ads, SEO, and purchase flow adjustments. This engagement resulted in a 30% increase in leads and a 600% increase in clickthrough rates. "Their flexibility and willingness to understand our industry was impressive." - Executive Director, Nonprofit
Organization  414 Clients Element Wild Friends Foods Kaiser Permanente School House Electric Notable Project Mad Fish Digital partnered with a climate solutions tech company to revitalize their digital marketing campaigns. Their comprehensive SEO strategy targeted an intuitive keyword list. The team's expert
copywriters also created blogs and newsletters. All the time and investment in this a lot of their time in this project, which paid off. It led to an increase in business leads and website traffic.  "Mad Fish’s response time was rapid, and they always provided an answer within the hour." – Director of Marketing, Climate
Solutions Technology Company 415 Clients Notable Project Webtures provided digital marketing services for a web developer. The project included Google Adwords campaigns and social media marketing. The client reported a 40% increase in revenue over the course of four months. "Their experience and helpful
approach set them apart." Web Developer, Development Agency 416 Clients Notable Project Metia has worked with a large computer technology company for years in creating new customer engagement tools that work to refine outreach strategy and improve user insights. “We've worked with Metia for many years and
value their ability to bring new techniques and tools to the task of improving every customer’s experience of engaging with [us]. This is the type of tool that can strengthen our content strategy going forward.” – Director of Content Strategy and Strategic Social Insights, Multinational Technology Company 417 Clients Hello
Pal Kalido Global Dog Fairswap Notable Project Studio Mosaic was hired by a business app offering faxing solutions to act as a virtual CMO and marketing team. They created a high-level marketing strategy and execution plan that would be compatible on iOS, Android, Windows and Web platforms in efforts to acquire
users and ultimately convert them into return customers for the client. The client was impressed with the results of the project and the strategy they used.  "Sales have more than doubled and downloads have increased by 60% since partnering with Studio Mosaic. Great customer service (e.g., responsive, flexible,
friendly, etc.) and high-quality work makes them one of the best agencies in the business." – Founder & CEO, Fax Solutions Business 418 Clients Pepsi Nestle Heinz Gel Communications Notable Project THP worked on video production and photography for marketing a spirits & wine company's drinks. It produced
photos and slow-motion videos. The feedback has been positive.  "We’ve found them [THP] to be an effective tool for communicating our brand message and educating consumers." – Brand Manager, Spirits & Wine Company 419 Clients Simply Business ClickMechanic Lexoo Netmums Notable Project Blue Array was
hired by an insurance company to provide a variety of SEO strategy initiatives that included content creation and keyword ranking.  "They provide us with a variety of options, and we’ve seen success as a result...Our sales are up 21% and our visitor traffic is up 100% in triple figures." — Head of Acquisition, Insurance
Company  420 Clients PlantMiners.com.au Sleepy Sundays Pty Ltd Notable Project Farsiight recently worked on social media marketing for a North American e-commerce food recycling company. They implemented PPC and paid social media campaigns on platforms such as Facebook and Instagram for the client. This
resulted in a steady increase of ROAS. "I am very pleased with the communication between us and Farsiight. We do not micromanage and are kept abreast of all developments on a regular basis.” - CEO, Food Recycling Company Page 15 421 Notable Project WiserBrand worked on digital marketing for a business
services platform. They managed blogging platforms and social media accounts, put out press releases, and worked on SEO. They also delivered progress reports regularly throughout the engagement. The client was impressed with the team's work.  “Our conversion increased by 30% thanks to effective SEO and smart
blog management.” – Marketing Specialist, Business Services Platform Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 422 Clients G2 Telecommunications Creative Arc VMC
Capital Robert Drexler Associates Notable Project Prospectr was hired by a commercial cleaning company to provide a digital approach to prospecting. They helped the client contact potential leads using a follow-up email system. As a result, the client closed on 30–40% of its leads, an extremely satisfying threshold for
the industry. “They’re worth every penny we’ve spent on their services.”  – Regional Manager, Commercial Cleaning Company 423 Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Clients Revint Touch Paul Gorney Masri Orthodontics OS3 Cloud Notable Project WillShall was tasked with managing all aspects of design and
development in building a website for a wedding with an RSVP feature and location/event details. The product that WillShall delivered satisfied every requirement. The website has received praise for its aesthetically pleasing design and ease of use. "They’re extremely professional and creative designers." – Groom,
Wedding  424 Clients Yum! Brands Potbelly Famous Dave's Apollo Education Group Notable Project A dining & entertainment venue needed an agency to guide it through the marketing process. SoMe Connect helped with the company's SEO strategy, reworking content on its website and creating PPC campaigns,
which resulted in a 200% increase in leads and 20% increase in bookings.  "SoMe went far and above any agency I have worked with. They were ready to stop by whenever our owner needed clarification or wanted to meet face to face with them ...They were always willing to do what it took to make our team feel at ease
and help us understand that if you did need to do something last minute, they were always very responsive and on the ball with that." - Marketing Director, Dining & Entertainment Venue 425 Clients EDF Energy Vision Direct Drusillas Park Notable Project Vixen Digital ran SEO and PPC campaigns for a freelance
videographer. The goal of the campaigns was to drive traffic to the videographer’s website. The site has since seen a noticeable increase in traffic since Vixen Digital’s assistance. “Their friendly and professional attitude was made working with them enjoyable.” - Freelance Videographer 426 Clients Amazon Chrome
River KwikBoost NEC Notable Project Idea Grove partnered with an IT consulting firm where they helped redesign their website and implement a digital marketing strategy to improve online traffic for their client. They helped design a new logo for the company and implemented SEO services that helped increase search
results for the companies website.  "The project managers are top notch. They’re always available for calls and local meetings." – Marketing Manager, IT Consulting Firm  427 Clients Everett & Hurite Ophthalmic Associates ActivAided Orthotics Pipitone Group Notable Project Cosmitto provided a women's health
company with blog content. They contributed content for the company's ebook and developed topics relevant to its audience for its newsletter. As a result of the partnership, the company's newsletter open rates have increased by 10%. "Cosmitto's entire team has always been fantastic." – Director of Marketing, Women's
Health Company  428 Clients IrriGators LLC Pruitt Water CF Steel Buildings Clear View Notable Project Easy Street Marketing provided SEO and article writing services for a medical practice. The company promoted the practice's products to the local community and managed its marketing collateral. As a result, the
practice's online presence has improved.  "More and more of our patients are saying they hear about us through the internet; Easy Street Marketing's services have definitely had a positive impact on our business." —Physician, Medical Practice  429 Clients Morro Capital Phillips Auction House MyCloudUnion Notable
Project Socium Media provides ongoing marketing services for a cosmetics company. The project involves paid search and paid social media marketing campaigns on platforms like Facebook and Instagram. They also generated content and offered copywriting support for the client as needed. The client reported
improved CRM and ROAS rates. "Thanks to their efforts, CPCs decreased by at least 66%, while increasing ROAS by the same rate." - Director of E-Commerce, Cosmetics Company 430 Clients Cloud9Skin Solutions CHEFBIBLE Notable Project Breakline Ltd provides SEO expertise for a recruitment company. The
team implements and maintains SEO campaigns, explaining processes to internal employees throughout the engagement. The online presence's Google rankings and traffic have increased.  "They do what they say and ensure that we're 100 percent happy as a customer." – Managing Director, Recruitment Company
431 Notable Project Content Majestic designed and developed an app and a website for an online trucking company. The team also created content and the project goal was to elevate the online presence for trucking services. "They came up with few strategies which got us amazed." 432 Clients Pilot Makers Reveo Bills
Comfort Systems Castle of Chaos Notable Project Linear Design worked on digital strategy for a tourist attraction. They created a new website that integrates a third-party ticketing company for events. The client was impressed with the results of the project. “We’ve focused mostly on our escape rooms in our work with
them. I had two escape rooms up and running when we started and I now have four.” – CEO, Tourist Attraction 433 Clients Business.com Luxury Retreats (acquired by Airbnb) Brainly Bvlgari Hotels Notable Project A photo software company hired Skalski Growth for lead generation and marketing services. They designed
the client's paid search and experimented with new inbound marketing channels, for which they also developed new landing pages. As a result, the client noted an uptick in quality leads to its site.  "We tested campaigns in several social media channels & found one that really increased the number of quality leads and is
still doing so." – PR & Marketing Specialist, Photo Software Company 434 Clients Wine Enthusiast Expedia The 100 Companies Notable Project Inbox Army, LLC created and managed email marketing campaigns to help a dietary supplement brand double their revenue. The team developed brand standards and a set of
automated flow email templates along with promotional templates for one-off campaigns. The client received more email inquiries and revenue as a result. "Their ability to quickly turn around coding projects and simple email designs has been a big plus working with this vendor." – Director of Marketing, Dietary
Supplement Company 435 Clients Royal Highland Show Craigie's Farm The Chippendale International School of Furniture The National Wallace Monument Notable Project Represent provided marketing and PR services for a malting company. The team was responsible for shareholder and crisis communications. "Our
experts within our agricultural division are now regular points of contact for many agricultural media publications which has helped to improve our brand presence and reputation." – Vice Chair, Malting Company 436 Clients Century 21 The Weather Channel L.L Bean Booking.com Notable Project A soundproofing
company hired Bruce Clay for digital marketing help. They helped with SEO and PPC management and worked with their social media pages. Since the help, traffic has increased 35%, which was one of the company's goals. The company felt that Bruce Clay, Inc. was very knowledgeable and easy to work with. "[Bruce
Clay, Inc.] is willing to go the extra mile to give us reports that we need when we ask for them. They come up with additional suggestions that we never thought of, or didn’t talk about in our meetings." – Director of IT and Marketing, Soundproofing Company 437 Johannesburg South Africa Clients African Pegmatite Elingo
Softline VIP Angor properties Notable Project BlueMagnet worked with a manufacturing company to update their outdated website for a fresh, UX/UI friendly platform for consumers.They were able to migrate from an old website to a new one without losing any rankings for the client. Beyond that, the client tripled the
keywords they were ranking on. “They made sure the project went well and the comfort you have knowing that everything is being handled.” – COO, Manufacturing Company 438 Clients Steelcase Yellowstone Capital Coalesse Champion Notable Project Traffic Digital Agency worked with a manufactured home company
whose goal was to strengthen customer engagement and reach new audiences. Traffic Digital Agency redesigned the client's website and provided assistance with SEO and PPC.  "We're way ahead of revenue projections by 100 percent over what we had projected. The only thing we changed in our marketing was
bringing Traffic Digital onboard." – Managing Partner, Manufactured Home Company 439 Clients Maurice’s Furnishings Yacht Tech, Inc. Recon Roofind Lorenzo Law Notable Project Bullseye Marketing Consultants provide website best practices tips and SEO for a family furniture store. Their work has generated more
traffic overall. The team is especially good at communication. “There's definitely been more activity on our social media account, especially in our Facebook account.” – Office Manager, Family Furniture Store 440 Clients Go Boldly Travel Magazine Xome Engel & Völkers Roofstock Notable Project Cave Social worked
with a software development company to create content for their social media channels. Their work increased web traffic and high-quality leads.  "They are willing to dig into the nerdier aspects of coding and translate it into English for the wider audience, and we appreciate those efforts." – Co-Founder, IT Company 441
Clients Unacademy Qualitrix Explara Notable Project First Launch manages digital marketing services for a social networking company. They focus on providing social media and content marketing on Facebook and YouTube, creating reports and content calendars to maximize reach. While the client didn't achieve the
expected results, they were satisfied with First Launch's quality of work and collaboration. "We’ve loved working with them because of their pricing, ownership, and accountability." – Founder, Social Networking Company 442 Clients Notable Project Digitad diagnosed and updated the website for a B2B company to
improve the site's performance in search. The team also analyzed keywords, performed SEO, and developed search campaigns. The client highlighted a large increase in sales since the engagement started.  “In 2017, we made only €1,000 (approximately $1,120 USD) per year in sales, while in 2018, we made eight
times that; an amount we’ve already matched in 2019.” —CEO, B2B Company 443 Clients First National Real Estate Zenitas Healthcare Ettitude HDH Legal Notable Project SearchMax produced a new landing page and directed social media and search efforts for a legal firm. They planned to begin Google Ads and SEO
services. The efforts were productive and helped to yield positive results and inquiries for the client.  "I’m more than satisfied with their team and I’m more than happy to refer clients to them, which I’ve done." – Owner & Principal, Legal Firm 444 Clients National Animal Supplement Council (NASC) Apex International Tom
Brown Notable Project ProFromGo redesigned a chiropractic practice's website in order to boost organic search and online referrals. They created and posted content on the practice's website and managed its social media as part of an SEO strategy. As a result of the partnership, the practice strengthened its online
visibility and improved its brand awareness.  "We're seeing an increase of 900% of people visiting our site and clicking on links." — CEO, Chiropractic Practice  445 Victoria, London United Kingdom Clients Edwardian Hotels London Notable Project CEEK created a brand strategy for a construction company. Their work
included SEO and market position analysis. The team excelled at organizing and structuring the process. “They provided trackers and really detailed the process from start to finish.” – Director, Construction Company 446 Clients Imprint Plus Bells Alaska Travel Guides Sutton West Coast Estates Manning Elliott LLP
Notable Project 1st on the List was hired by a specialty hardware distributor to improve organic SEO.  "1st on the List has very sound strategies and produces real results." – CEO, Specialty Hardware Distributor  447 Clients Limango Wojas Wólczanka Vistula Notable Project A footwear manufacturer hired Insightland to
implement the established SEO strategy for their website. Insightland strengthened the selected key phrases, optimized the website store's content, did a thorough analysis of search results, and provided continuous support. Because of Insightland's work, the rankings of these key phrases improved by 30%.
"Insightland's activities are well-coordinated, creative, and are always delivered on time." - E-Commerce Manager, Footwear Manufacturer 448 Clients American Heart Association Blue Ridge Mountain Resources Brookfield Residential Kissing Tree Notable Project DIGITECH worked with a social media marketing
company to revitalize and strengthen its digital identity and online presence by redesigning its website.  "I think the creative director, Darryl Stevens, took our vision and really turned it into something that's going to be useful for our company going forward." – Founder, Social Media Marketing Company 449 Clients
Quincy.edu Meds & Food For Kids Imperial Des Peres Hospital Notable Project When a fire safety company noticed its website was outdated and had a poor user experience, it hired Matchbox Design Group to redesign and redevelop the site. While the fire safety company's old site focused on relaying information, the
new version was more oriented to attracting new customers and boosting sales. The project included WordPress development, graphic design, and SEO. Everyone in the company is happy with the new site—it represents our company much better. Our customers have also given lots of positive feedback, saying it’s
easier to navigate and find the information they want. .. They met all our deadlines; although we did have some minor communication issues." – Market Development Manager, Fire Safety Company 450 Clients MetLife Estée Lauder Clinique Notable Project Compose[d] provided SMM and content development solutions
for a beauty brand. This included collateral creation and digital assets. The brand was able to reach target engagement levels with their most recent campaign. “They’re attentive to our needs and deliver on them.” - Head of Marketing & Communications, Beauty Brand Page 16 451 Clients Spire Digital Far Niente Winery
Global Travel Destinations Duvine Cycling + Adventure Co. Notable Project A mobile data collection platform needed a larger scale marketing effort and approached AdVision for help. AdVision offered SEO services and provided additional resources to boost the company’s marketing efforts. “One of the biggest things is
that AdVision is very proactive with us in terms of surfacing new ideas – things we might not have thought about. That's a huge sense of appreciation. They're aware of things that I would never be aware of.” – Vice President of Marketing, Data Collection SaaS Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can
help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 452 Clients Real Networks Yakabod, Inc. Swift Systems VPRCloud Notable Project New North worked with a talent company to revitalize its brand by redesigning its website and
developing email templates. The talent company's website is now more professional and user-friendly, and it has experienced an increase in referrals.   "They impressed us with their knowledge of the marketing space and ability to focus the project's most pressing needs. New North immediately saw the need to redesign
our website which has proven to be a great first step in our new marketing strategy." – Digital Marketing Manager, Talent Company  453 Clients HP Redhat Zappos Quantum Digital Notable Project A medical software company hired Volacci to improve the website’s SEO by compiling a list of target keywords. They
provided Salesforce implementations, data analytics and Drupal consulting. In addition, the team calibrated a fully-fledged PPC and SEO campaign and enhanced the website with marketing automation and CRM forms. The client praised their creativity and organization. “They used every innovative way possible to keep
attracting market-qualified leads for our sales team. Their expertise with PPC and use of best-practice methods helped us achieve success.” – Marketing Operations Manager, Medical Software Company   454 Clients Shell Glaxo SmithKline Linkedin British Council Notable Project A Healthcare Company hired Spoon to
develop an online training solution in line with the Company's internal branding, incorporating videos, podcasts, animations, dowloadable infographics, and job aids. Feedback has been positive from users, appreciating the accessibility, the interesting but not overwhelming content, and the interactive features of the



training courses. "The work is very interactive and very creative, and all of the feedback has been really positive." - Capability and QA Manager, Healthcare Company  455 Edinburgh, Scotland United Kingdom Clients Notable Project Adsbalance provided social media marketing solutions for an e-commerce platform.
Adsbalance managed the social media activity of the platform. The platform was satisfied with how Adsbalance worked alongside them and followed the requirements. “Adsbalance is one of the most well-known ones for us and there were good times for them back in 2018 when they were our strongest partner.” - Growth
Manager, E-Commerce Platform 456 Clients Great Wolf Lodge Angie’s List Oracle State of New Jersey Notable Project WebiMax was hired to repair a large company’s online reputation and to help with digital marketing strategy. The process is ongoing. “I am impressed by their persistence and dedication to their clients.”
– Marketing Executive, Public Company 457 Clients Samsung Reader’s Digest Aristocrat CareNow Notable Project Digital Success worked with an air conditioning company to increase organic click-throughs to the website. Improving the air conditioning company’s online presence in organic search results was key for
this project. “They are very service-oriented. It’s not just that their skills and results are impressive, but their consistency and the trust factor.” – Owner, Air Conditioning Company 458 Clients Notable Project SocialSellinator partnered with a marketing agency where they designed various social media marketing
campaigns for their client. They were able to increase customer conversion goals and the level of online traffic for their partner.  "The process has been seamless between our teams." – Head of Marketing, Marketing Agency  459 Clients Lake Houston Area Chamber of Commerce Torocon Pasadena Health Center
Incredible Pizza Conroe Notable Project A home spa company hired IT Vibes to create a new UI that would appear cleaner than their current system, and attract more customers. IT Vibes has also helped the client implement paid advertising campaigns, resulting in a 25% increase in daily traffic and a 19% increase in
leads.  460 Clients Timedix Venera Holiday Inn Notable Project Tendrik provided e-commerce development and digital marketing strategies for an online watch store. They designed and created a brand new online store for the client and then used digital strategies to promote it. The client saw a major boost in sales that
is on a steady incline.  “Most impressive part were dealing with our IT issues and doing changed for very limited amount of time. They were flexible which was very important for our business.” –– CEO, Online Watch Store 461 Clients Oakridge Centre ScotiaBank Farwell Group Sheraton Wall Centre Notable Project
engageQ digital provided social media marketing services for a chiropractic and wellness clinic. The clinic lacked the time to manage their social media channels themselves and hired engageQ digital to support their efforts. engageQ digital has made up to tenfold returns through their social media campaigns for the
clinic. “He treats my business like it’s his own.” - Owner, Chiropractic and Wellness Clinic 462 Clients State and Lake Chicago Tavern Windstar Media Runn Chicago Accident Treatment Centers Notable Project A gaming company was growing and wanted to increase its online presence – starting with its website. 97
Switch built a sleek, modern website that included live social media feeds, a blog, and a news section. "[Our website] is the most visible marker of what our company does and what we stand for and is actually more valuable than some of the web and mobile apps we developed. ... Our website serves as a strong
message and a beacon of hope for the people who come to our page. The website is a great success." – CEO, Game Developer 463 Clients Funky Giraffe LateSail Dunelm Notable Project TrafficSource Uk Ltd. worked on SEO and digital marketing for a wigs and hairpieces retailer. They managed various website
campaigns for organic search and PPC. They researched how to remove a Google penalty, and created content for social media and blog posts. The client was impressed with the instant results of the project. “TrafficSource UK changed our PPC essentially overnight. They secured results within a couple of days.” –
Owner, Wigs and Hairpieces Retailer  464 Clients ING Bank Amber Mattress Hairlocs DreamCatchers Notable Project A fitness and training company hired Startup Masters to develop their branding, their mobile app, and the backend API. Startup Masters used HTML5, CSS, SCSS, JavaScript, iQuery, PHP, Laravel, and
MySQL technologies. Startup Masters completed the projects, which generated increased traffic and app downloads. "Everything was delivered on time and in budget." - Founder and CEO, Fitness and Training Company 465 Clients Qvolta Healthranger Store Bitcomo Probemas Notable Project A media buying company
hired UAWC Agency to optimize its PPC strategy to decrease the cost per action (CPA) of its video views and optimize its Google AdWords campaign by targeting a larger audience. UAWC created around 12 campaigns and decreased the client's CPA from $25-$35 per video view to $7-$10. "I had other vendors working
for some of my companies before, but UAWC Agency has so far delivered the best results." – Director, Media Buying Company 466 Clients Castle Wealth Area9 Learning Allocable.com Notable Project Digital Elevator worked on SEO for a digital product design company. They provided white-label marketing services for
a newly redesigned website. The client was impressed with the increase in traffic that resulted from the project. “Our client was very happy, having experienced a 40% increase in traffic as well as boosts to social traffic, the number of engaged visitors, and content.” – Founder, Digital Product Design Company 467 Clients
Kaspersky Labs Victorinox USA Network Buildium Notable Project Convertiv updated the website of a company that helps real estate agents and brokerage firms create websites. The client needed to improve website performance to increase conversion rates. Convertiv audited the client's existing WordPress website
and implemented the necessary technical fixes. Now, Convertiv works on-retainer, paying special attention to conversion rates and user behavior on key landing pages. "They’re always on time and always prepared for the next step, which I haven’t experienced with other vendors." – Director of Marketing, Real Estate
Web Design Company 468 Clients Dudley Industries Ltd Unily Citron Hygiene Notable Project Innovation Visual provided digital marketing solutions for an industrial engineering company. The company wanted to increase their visibility, target search keywords, and gain more traffic. The company’s website has since
gained 70% in traffic. “The stand out feature for the IV team is their ability to translate and explain the dark art of digital marketing in a way that I understand and can implement.” - Marketing Manager, Industrial Engineering Company 469 Clients Wipro Greenmed Shep Travel Notable Project Brenton Way worked
for a financial technology company to provide SEO services. The client looked to optimize its SEO performance and help with audience perception on LinkedIn and Twitter. Brenton Way made a point of championing human-to-human interactions while appearing as thought leaders on these social channels. The
combinations of SEO and social media led to website visits to last longer, with social media follows increasing. "Before we hired Brenton Way, our Twitter audience was 300-400. Now, we have just under 2,200 followers." – CMO, FinTech Company 470 Clients Gravina's Siding and Windows Filament Notable Project
WideFoc.us Social Media provided social media marketing solutions for a window and siding company. They implemented a strategy to increase leads through digital marketing initiatives. WideFoc.us Social Media helped improve engagement online for the company. “Their team is always on top of things.” - Vice
President, Window and Siding Company 471 Clients Energy Solutions Roseman University Utah Money Center AAA Jewelry Notable Project One of SEO Werkz's clients is a company dedicated to re-enrolling high school students who drop out. SEO Werkz helps the client with its SEO and also redesigned the client's
website. The company's revenue has increased 15-20% monthly because of SEO Werkz. "Overall, I've liked the fact that SEO Werkz is a real partner. They've helped us improve our business, as opposed to most other providers of this kind, who don't deviate from their lane." - CMO, Education Management Firm 472
Clients FinPay Wizard Fit Muller Brazil VTR Learning Notable Project Mole Street conducted a website audit as well as revamped existing and created new content. They also worked on URL structure and webpage optimization. They provided insights and suggestions to help the client change their methods, which
proved to be effective. "They truly have an in-depth understanding of their field." –Managing Partner, Lead Generation Agency  473 Clients Notable Project PageTraffic created Google PPC campaigns for a financial brokerage firm. The client wanted to attract new customers, and PageTraffic created online ads for the
client on Google. Since working with the company, the client has seen an ROI and new leads.  “We were surprised by the 25% ROI we received on the PPC campaign in just one month. We are gaining at least three new leads per day, which is very good for our business.” — Day Trader Strategist, Financial Brokerage
Firm   474 Clients AdBlock Saatva Vaping.com Notable Project CanIRank provided SEO services for a home theater installation company. The project involved a comprehensive SEO campaign incorporating elements of website optimization, digital marketing, and content creation. The client reported an increase in traffic
of 210% over the course of 18 months. "They definitely care about your project and get to know your industry. We’re in a very niche industry and they were able to dig in and figure it out without a ton of handholding." - Marketing Director, Home Theater Installation Company 475 Clients AAA Mercy Corps Ameritech
TigerStop Notable Project Decoder worked on conversion rate optimization for a machine learning company. They built a new website, implementing strategies that focused on improving conversion rates and SEO performance. The client appreciated their project management skills. “Decoder’s project management skills
were perfect. The team stayed on top of their work, approaching each task with organized and clearly defined milestones.” – Former VP of Marketing, Machine Learning Company 476 South Melbourne Australia Clients Notable Project Digital Next AUS managed a digital marketing campaign for an air conditioning
company. They implemented user analytics to track conversions, and they also performed SEO and PPC services. Organic keyword rankings rose and organic traffic increased.  "From start to finish, the Digital Next team did a fantastic job sticking to deadlines and keeping my team updated on changes." – General
Manager, Air Conditioning Company 477 Clients PortalYogi Booksy SignRequest Bluesoft Notable Project Tribe47 did Facebook advertising for a premium jewelry company. They managed account segmentation and analytics. As a result of their work, the client's account reached 90% optimization.  "They’re highly skilled
and engaged professionals." – Marketing Manager, Jewelry Company 478 Clients Christensen Recycling Flick Inglemoor Notable Project Shoreline Media Marketing provided SEO and digital marketing services to an insurance agency. The project involved the creation of marketing campaigns aimed at boosting the
client's search engine rankings and raising brand awareness. The client reported more than 25 new commercial accounts opened as a direct cause of Shoreline Media Marketing's work.  "We did exceed our goal of writing an additional 25 commercial accounts through the Shoreline Media campaigns. We've been able to
enter a few out of state markets and establish a few new footprints for new business." - Sale Manager, Insurance Agency 479 Clients Blue Whale Apps Texas Tech University Payless Doodle Jump Notable Project Appular provided branding services for a software company that develops an in-game mobile community
application platform. Appular collected testimonials, gathered data, and wrote articles for the company. As a result of the partnership, the software company was featured in several major Southeast Asian publications and its brand awareness increased.  "Appular was very gentle, corrected me, and gave me the proper
advice." – General Manager, Software Company  480 Notable Project Pear Analytics collaborated with a gift registry platform to aid them in PPC management. They provided monitoring for the client’s Google Analytics and worked on smaller seasonal campaigns.  “The biggest indicator of our satisfaction is with their
services is our choice to give them more business, putting them in charge of our SEO efforts. They’re here to help us, never doing any tricks or shortcuts in their work.” –– President, Gift Registry Platform Page 17 481 Clients NBC Universal The Economist Group Fujifilm IBM Notable Project Yodel Mobile assisted a
broadcast media company with its mobile needs. They worked on app store optimization and mobile optimization for video on demand. They also conducted paid search and analyses, which the client appreciated. “Yodel Mobile also helped us integrate the right analytics into our mobile app so we can measure our
acquisition and start to understand our long-term value.” – Senior Marketing Manager, Broadcast Media Company  Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 482 Clients
University of Washington SkinSpirit College Hunks Hauling Junk Broadmark Realty Capital Notable Project A top 20 university hired Chair 10 Marketing to increase applicants and enrollment for its degree and certificate programs. Chair 10 Marketing's work has involved defining strategy and doing ongoing management
and optimization of paid advertising across Google, Facebook, LinkedIn, and programmatic platforms. The university has seen an increase in applicants to its programs, and, more importantly, an increase in the quality of applicants, which is a top priority. "The entire team quickly learned our business model and our large
(and growing) portfolio of programs. They understand our brand and the value it has in our region and globally. They truly feel like an extension of our team." – Marketing Manager, World-Renowned Research University 483 Clients AK Interiors Bizop Media Cloudsquare FC Studio Notable Project Bizop Medi
provided SEO and SEM services for a furniture company. Their work yielded significant success, as shown through metrics. The team was very trustworthy. “They established a trusting relationship from the start and didn't push us to explore support we didn't need or weren't ready for.” – Director of Corporate Marketing,
Furniture Company. 484 Clients Range Global Partitions Contracting Centennial Bank Physicians' Alliance of America Notable Project Black Bear Design was hired by a large mortgage firm to help with content marketing, social media, and SEO. Black Bear Design increased the client's exposure online on social media
and in search rankings. The work resulted in 10 new clients, $4 million in loan value, and substantial upticks in website traffic, leads, and social media engagement. "Black Bear Design goes above and beyond to make sure I’m taken care of. ... Everyone at Black Bear Design always responds to my text messages,
emails, calls, and questions. They don’t treat me like I’m a client. They treat me like a relationship they want to see grow. " – Branch Manager, Mortgage Firm 485 Clients Spektrix Modulr Digital Knights BizTalk360 Notable Project Digital Litmus provided an inbound marketing strategy for a fintech company. They were
responsible SEO, keyword research, content creation, PPC campaigns, site improvements, and HubSpot setup. The client saw an increased ROI. "They understood the needs of growth stage B2B businesses like ours." – Co-Founder & COO, FinTech Company 486 Clients Zak Ltd Karcher Kriptomat OU Notable Project
Spletnik provided a currency exchange platform with link building for a new crypto-exchange platform. They focused on different targets countries increasing their ranking; they also provided key work and competitor analysis.  “The straight forward approach I keep mentioning. I can ask them anything and get a direct,
honest response. They all work great as a team and are just as capable as individuals as well.” – Marketing Content Manager, Currency Exchange Platform 487 Clients Alterra Mountain Company Station Mont Tremblant Levenswater Gin Notable Project STRATEGIES provided various web and marketing services for a
car rental company. The overall goal was to drive up sales and improve customer loyalty in Canada. The company won an award for its substantial growth alongside STRATEGIES. “...their creativity and ability to deliver quality work at an affordable price – work that was always on-brand and beautifully engaging.” -
Operations Manager, Car Rental Company 488 Principle Co, Ltd is a data analytics consulting firm based in Chiyoda-ku, Japan, with an office in Chuo-ku, Japan. The firm, founded in 2011, has a team of less than ten that provides BI & big data consulting & SI, digital strategy, PPC, SEO, and social media marketing
services. Principle Co, Ltd serves enterprise and smaller-sized companies in various industries that include advertising & marketing, automotive, and business services. Clients Samsung Honda Deloitte. NTT Docomo Notable Project A digital agency hired Principle Co, Ltd to help with designing and developing a world-
class website for one of their major clients. Principle Co. Ltd.'s part of that project was to capture the key web requirements and current pain points of Japan-based stakeholders through a series of workshops, as well as general stakeholder management. The project is still ongoing but Principle Co, Ltd completed their
part and satisfactorily kept the stakeholders engaged in the project. "The team were very willing, even at short notice, to join sessions which, at local time, started very early or ended very late, and found ways to make things work." - Digital Consultant, Digital Agency 489 Clients HiFix Housing Hand The Webinar Vet
Books2Door Notable Project PPC Geeks Ltd ran PPC campaigns and managed a Google Ads account for a supplier firm. They gave monthly reports and held quarterly strategic sessions. Overall, the client was impressed with the team's work.  "PPC Geeks Ltd always hit their targets and met their performance metrics;
they’ve definitely played a role in our company’s exceptional success this year." — Digital Marketing Manager, Supplier Firm 490 Clients Alamo Drafthouse Spiceworks Dropoff Fat Tire Tours Notable Project Effective Spend handled paid advertising for a bike shop to increase their visibility. The agency manages PPC and
digital strategy for social media platforms and Google AdWords for the client.  "The number of conversions are going up as the cost per conversion is going down, so we’re pleased with the return on investment." — Owner, Bike Shop 491 Clients Airtel Bajaj Finserv Aditya Birla Finance Ltd. Emaar India Notable Project
Techmagnate provided a health and wellness website with SEO services to increase traffic to its website, and augment its subscribed user base. Techmagnate made the URL more SEO-friendly, added title and Meta tags optimization, created content targeted towards certain keywords and built backlinks to the website.
The client reported a 33% improvement in organic traffic in four months.  “We are very pleased with the work that Techmagnate has delivered so far.” - Founder, Health & Wellness Website 492 Clients Capital One USA Canon Princess Auto Nuts.com Notable Project Page Zero Media was hired by a kitchen supplies
company to provide PPC support for Google Adwords, Google Shopping, and Bing Ads. The client wanted to invest more in paid search during the holidays since business tends to be seasonal. The client was impressed with Page Zero Media’s accessibility and responsiveness. “The project manager responds same-day
or at least lets me know within that period if he needs more time for research to answer a question. While I only use them for PPC, I feel that I have access to the whole company.” – E-Commerce Manager, Kitchen Supplies Company 493 Clients Insightguides WayForPay Krauff DNT Group Notable Project Adindex
partnered with a toy company to provide them with SEO strategies, PPC advertisements on Google, and marketing campaigns on Facebook. The project showed successful results in the form of sales and revenue for the company. “Traffic highly increased as well as sales and income. Traffic highly increased as well as
sales and income.” – Marketing Director, Toy Company 494 Clients S-Team LA Healthy1.org Luxe Medical Spa Notable Project SEO American developed a website for a IT solutions and web development firm. They provided the client with WordPress development, custom PHP coding. While this project is currently
ongoing, they’ve successful delivered three main screens of the site that the client is impressed with. “My team and I are very happy. SEO American had much more reasonable prices than the other companies we looked at, and they delivered ahead of the deadline, within 25 days instead of 30. We were very satisfied.”
–– Co-Founder, IT Solutions Company 495 Clients 24HourPayroll Awakenings Treatment Center Notable Project SeoTuners provided SEO services for a business software company. They were responsible for collaborating with a web designer to troubleshoot site-related issues that had led to a decline in search engine
rankings. The client reported that their original search engine rankings were restored due to the work of SeoTuners and then improved from there. "In less than a week our previous rankings were restored. In addition, we continued with a monthly maintenance and our rankings improved dramatically over the next year."
CEO, Business Software Company 496 Clients IBM Hubspot AMP Agency TechTarget Notable Project nDash.co created content for a marketing cloud services company. The work included several writing projects such as white papers, e-books, and blog posts. The client feels that nDash has become a member of their
team.  "We've seen tremendous interest and downloads through our marketing campaigns." – VP of Marketing, Marketing Cloud Services Company 497 Clients Notable Project Authentic Agency generated leads for a real estate product company. The company needed to find more clients in the industry. Authentic
Agency helped increase the company’s ROI from 10% to 48% in a year. “The difference between the other vendors is that they are always here for you, if you need anything or you have any questions, they are always here to help.” - Owner, Real Estate Product Company 498 Clients First Bank Missouri State
Government Lambert International Airport Sunnen Notable Project A St. Louis catering company partnered with Seafoam Media in order to grow its business. Seafoam performed SEO and social media marketing services. The catering company plans to maintain a relationship with Seafoam Media. "Seafoam Media is
personable and extremely knowledgeable. I think that the structure they are building allows their work to be scalable, so you don't have to speak with just one person to answer any question you have." - CEO, Catering Company 499 Clients Disney 21st Century Fox Cambridge University National Geographic Notable
Project An international nonprofit hired email.uplers.com to help out with creating a MailChimp template. email.uplers.com created a user-friendly template that met the requirements of the nonprofit. "I appreciated their excellent work and speedy delivery." - Digital Strategist, International Nonprofit 500 Clients OLX Group
L'Oreal TUI Travel-Center Notable Project DWF provided SEO services for a marketing analytics platform. They were responsible for research and analyzing keywords, creating on and off-site content to improve search engine rankings for the platform's clients. The client reported major improvements in organic search
results.  "They’re always thinking about how they can build the best results for our clients. They often provide suggestions for our clients that are beyond the scope of their job, but really help them achieve the results they want." - Project Manager, Marketing Analytics Platform 501 Clients Notable Project A sales
engagement company hired BDR.ai to provide an automated messaging solution in its outbound account-based marketing campaign to generate leads. The enagement generated the desired increase in leads. "Because of BDR.ai our team increasing our monthly lead generation by 15% to 20%." - Managing Partner,
Sales Engagement Company 502 Clients Classic Turkish Towels Andrew Stevens Toysery Encore Select Notable Project A seller consultants firm hired Sellryt to provide support for their data entry, reporting, and catalog management tasks, as well as provide staff for customer service. The engagement has helped the
firm grow its business. "They’re critical thinkers and problem solvers, which helps us to keep things moving along." - Director of Amazon Accounts, Seller Consultants Firm 503 Clients The Dilawri Group Assiniboine Credit Union Folklorama Notable Project Gustin Quon provided SEO and PPC services to a law firm.
They now handle the client's site maintenance, ad strategies, and analytics. "They’ve substantially improved our rankings organically within Google for a majority of specific keywords. Our local listings have also improved, and we’re better able to track and evaluate how we get leads for potential clients. Since working
with them, we’ve reduced our overall spend, which is great." – Owner, Law Firm 504 Clients Notable Project MiroMind provided SEO services to a business group. They performed a thorough audit of the site, researched keywords, and optimized the site for appearance in those searches. The client reported impressive
results and appreciated their dedication to the project. “MiroMind’s reliable team respected deadlines. They’re excellent about communication, keeping us in the loop throughout the entire process.” – CEO, Business Group   506 Notable Project Swello Marketing provides digital strategy for an online automotive retail parts
company. The team manages Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube channels. They also create videos, creative content, and newsletters.   “They provide a lot for the price.” 507 Clients Fort Knox Home Security Auntie's Beads Disc Golf Station Bost Benefit Auctions Notable Project Wired SEO Company developed a
website and implemented for an electronic components store. They managed their social media, created PPC campaigns, developed keywords, and used Google Analytics. Their work grew the client's online exposure, sales, and traffic. "Over the last two weeks, we have seen the growth on clicks on our website." – CEO,
Electronic Components Store 508 Clients Roura Material Handling Geopointe Giroux Amburn Brooks Kushman Notable Project Momentum worked with a manufacturing company seeking to improve its website by implementing new UX/UI and SEO tactics. The manufacturing compnay's goals included garnering more
online traffic and increasing sales. "We’ve seen increases in our site traffic due to the changes they helped us make in the site structure and SEO, but more importantly, we’ve gotten a lot of positive anecdotal feedback from customers. They find it easier to find information, and spend more time reading blog posts." –
President, Manufacturing Company  509 Clients Aero Airport FX Flame Niagara Tour Service Notable Project Edkent Media managed the social media accounts, SEO, and Google AdWords campaigns for a jewelry store. They delivered everything the client expected. Their work increased brand awareness and leads for
the store. "They provide great quality and highly professional services." — Manager, Jewelry Store 510 Clients Petco Quill.com Salesforce ZeroCater Notable Project A large CRM firm partnered with Ghergich & Co. to create and promote educational content optimized for search keywords, boosting the visibility of the
CRM firm's clients. Ghergich & Co. also organized native advertising for the firm. "Of all the agencies we work with, Ghergich is the best. They work well with our company and produce high-quality products." – Senior Analyst, CRM firm Page 18 511 Clients DirecTech Labs IBM Jama Software Autodesk Notable Project A
design agency wanted to drive more engagement with thought leaders in the marketing industry. Espresso B2B Marketing created a marketing strategy that included email campaigns, social media, blogs, and content creation.  "Thanks to their email campaigns and thought leadership pieces, we were able to drive a
tremendous amount of engagement, which generated more leads and greater conversions. It was a really positive experience, and they went beyond our expectations." — CEO, Design Agency Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your
project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 512 Notable Project Web Performance Box provided digital strategy and marketing solutions for a blasting solutions provider. The provider wanted a more integrated approach to their digital marketing strategy. Web Performance Box supported various
campaigns that landed deals with clients from all over the world. “The entire Web Performance Box team was actively involved in finding solutions and developing external necessary partnerships to cover the entire content creation as planned.” - Commercial Manager, Blasting Solutions Provider 513 Clients Next Games
Uber Deliveroo Placed Notable Project A digital identity system provider hired Nara Media to provide digital advertising and marketing to build the the provider's brand recognition and attracting more people to download its app and engage its services. Nara Media engaged in a wide range of activities The overall scope of
initiative was a mixture of things from strategy, planning and buying, marketing execution, reporting and creative in multiple territories. The ongoing engagement has led to more users downloading the app and employing the services of the provider. "Since working with Nara we have collectively achieved over 7 million
downloads to date." - Acquisition Manager, Digital Identity System Provider  514 Clients Hycon.io Contentos.com Bitcoinoil.com Vertex.market Notable Project #1NinjaPromo.io provides social marketing services for an interior design company. Besides Instagram help, they've completed a range of projects including
strategy, YouTube videos. and offline event planning. Their work has brought in more customers from Instagram. "We've received 100+ clients from Instagram." –CEO & Co-Founder, Interior Design Company 515 Amazonia PPC is a pay per click agency founded in 2017. They are located in Beograd, Serbia and have a
small team. The company focuses on pay per click. 516 Clients Unilever Rejuva Medical The Lobster Pacific Specialists Notable Project A fitness company hired eMaximize for their digital marketing expertise. Their work included developing a website, running SEO, social media marketing, advertising, and more. The
client has seen an increase in visits to their webpage. "We've also seen a few sales as a result of targeted articles and emails that were designed by eMaximize."–Owner, Fitness Company 517 Clients DoStuff recruitAbility Bee Free Yoga QuickStart Inc. Notable Project A publishing company hired 3rd & Lamar to help
them do livestreaming events that took the place of live events that were cancelled because of the COVID-19 pandemic. 3rd & Lamar handled the setup, recording, streaming, audio mixing, and everything else. After company livestreamed their events, 3rd & Lamar spearheaded post-production efforts and provided the
company with a condensed version of our events that the company can usually use for other advertising initiatives. 3rd & Lamar exceeded expectations with the quality of the video productions that they delivered. "The most impressive thing is that their work speaks for itself. They produce fantastic work." - Events
Director, Publishing Company 518 Clients Arm Verizon Media Digital Services The Orvis Company Girl Scouts Notable Project Hippo Thinks created a thought leadership piece for a content and IT development company. The team promoted the client's tech solution and provided relevant case studies and examples.
" We were also impressed with the strategic work, the deep research they did into our industry, and the overall final long-form article." – Former CEO, Content & IT Dev Company 519 Clients Department of Defense Solar Training Network Women's College Coalition Sodexo Notable Project Alliance Interactive partnered
with an international development organization to redevelop the organization's website to increase traffic and improve navigation. The team at Alliance Interactive redesigned the website, added a resource library, and created a story hub. The team also added features to the new site to improve its UX and continues to
work on and update the website today. The client is very pleased with their partnership with Alliance Interactive.  "We’ve had a very positive experience. They took any idea we had and found a way to make it work within our budget. They were flexible and responsive." – Employee, International Development
Organization  520 Clients Fremont College Swagbucks MGM Eagle Creek Notable Project A property management firm hired Act Bold Media to improve their ranking in search results for local apartments. Act Bold Media builds custom websites for new properties and manages SEO, social media, and PPC. "Inquiries
have gone up tenfold since Act Bold has been involved and leasing has gone up 200 percent." - Vice President and Partner, Property Management Company 521 Clients Sunwing Travel Group University of Toronto's Rotman School of Management Bayer American Air Filters International Notable Project Valtech
developed a web application for an auto manufacturer with the goal of creating a virtual car buying experience for people who do not visit car showrooms. The team delivered a sophisticated, user-friendly platform with straightforward features that made the car buying process easier in a digital setting. 522 Clients
Victorious Blue Sky Web Technologies Law Tigers AYC Notable Project Megethos managed PPC and Google AdWords for a business software firm.  "...provided a lot of feedback and suggestions for improvement of not just paid search but across the whole digital landscape." —Marketing Manager, Business Software
Company 523 Clients Pullman Hotels Novotel Sofitel Smartline Notable Project Attention Experts ran a social media campaign for a marketing and branding agency. Their work led to a significant increase in engagement.  524 Warrington United Kingdom Clients The British Malaysian Society ShinDigger Brewing Co The
Student Lawyer Notable Project Atomic Digital Marketing designed and marketed a website for a counseling center. They collaborated with the client to deliver an informative and appealing website. Even when the client went on a business hiatus, their digital visibility remained high.  "As I small company I felt they
understood my needs, even though they deal with larger companies I found them approachable." — Lead Counseller, Counselling Clinic 525 Clients DePaul University Allstate Chicago Community Trust YMCA Notable Project Mightybytes built a website for a nonprofit with the goal of educating a local audience about
sustainability issues. Once the website was complete, the nonprofit invested in a second phase of development. "They are truly one of the best project-managed firms I’ve ever worked with. They are extremely efficient. I would recommend them to anyone looking for a Web development firm." - Director of College
Partnerships, Nonprofit 527 Clients Pump Up Trylon Apartments Mozart Supplies Notable Project SH1FT advised a social media training company on how to grow their e-commerce advertising campaigns. They had a 1-hour video call where the client broke down their campaigns and SH1FT found opportunities to
improve. The client's ROI tripled as a result.  "They were super knowledgeable and made the deliverable super straightforward." – Founder, Social Media Training Company 528 Clients Radish BetterMe My.Com IQ Option Notable Project AdQuantum helped a fintech company with promoting their website and mobile app
worldwide, focusing on Asia and Latin America. They deliver high-quality traffic and month-to-month growth in revenue. Additionally, the client praised their efficiency and transparency.  "Our company is completely satisfied with the current cooperation with AdQuantum." – CMO, Fintech Company 529 Clients Elements
Massage CRH O'Regan System DQ Fan Food State Farm Arena Notable Project Amplify media + marketing built the foundation for the digital presence of a junk removal company by creating for them a user-friendly website that was compatible with mobile devices, easy to use, and sharp-looking. This helped the
company's clients know of their professional services. Amplify media + marketing also set up the company's Google My Business (GMB) profile, company emails, and social media accounts, making sure they were uniform across the board. The setup also notified the company of positive or negative reviews, tied into the
company's organic/paid listings to get placed on the first search page on Google. Because of this engagement, the company's revenue more than tripled. "I know it sounds unrealistic, but we really did jump from $30,000 to $100,000 in revenue in a single year." - Owner, Junk Removal Company 530 Clients Chaiken &
Chaiken First Choice Technology Birth Injury Support American Skin Association Notable Project Trighton Interactive provided web development services for a local law firm. They managed the firm's online marketing, enhanced its web presence, and improved its digital visibility. The firm has seen a consistent increase in
lead volume as a result of the partnership.  "Some companies are technically savvy and others are very personable – Trighton Interactive is a unique balance of both." —Partner, Law Firm  531 Clients Bortex Contact Law FleetwayTravel Notable Project SEO.London by Lukasz Zelezny developed an SEO strategy for a
day camp. They ran tests on the day camp’s slow, unresponsive website, and reported all findings to the development team. They provided additional support for the site by way of SEO strategy and UX design. After the project’s conclusion, the client reported an improved Google rank and the highest enrollment in the
day camp’s history. “He has substantially optimized our site performance, and our Google rank has been fantastic. Lukasz is very involved in the success of our business. He’s been super polite and unshakably positive throughout our engagement.” – Founder, Day Camp   532 Clients SGR Foods Pvt LTD Gold Dental
Care Skillsgurucool Notable Project A food manufacturer partnered with Wild Creek Web Studio for a website to get ahead in digital business strategy. They provided the client with website revamping, digital marketing, streamlining online transactions using digital payment methods, periodic website maintenance.  “Their
team is knowledgeable and pays attention to details. Getting the requirement into their mind and hence giving the desired output as results.” –– Business Head, Food Manufactuer 533 Clients Nurx AutoAnything CarCoverUSA Notable Project Accelerated Digital Media ran Google Ad campaigns for a global wireless
company. The company needed a partner that could market their business in an effort to scale it. Accelerated Digital Media helped increase the company’s conversion rate by 15%. “I never felt like I was one of 100 clients, the emails and meetings were all on time.” - Director of Global Marketing & E-Commerce, Global
Wireless Company 534 Clients United Way Bay Area TEDxBerkeley Valley Home Builders San Francisco Design Center Notable Project A fruit vendor reached out to Spectrum Group Online for help with their SEO after an unpromising experience with a previous SEO partner. Spectrum Group Online developed an SEO
strategy and helped implement PPC campaigns and keyword lists through Google AdWords. In addition, they taught the vendor SEO best practices to maintain their efforts over time. "They are educators at heart. They’re willing to do the work for you, but if you want to learn to do it yourself, they’re not afraid to teach you
how to manage your own SEO and then back off. I think that really sets them apart." – Marketing Manager, Fruit Vendor 535 Clients The Guinness Party of Canada A&W Better Ingredients Hankook Tire Entrepreneur Barbie Notable Project Strategic Objectives created a back-to-school PR strategy to increase visibility for
a Canada-based chocolate product company. In just a few weeks, the team launched a media campaign that reached magazines, TV, and social media. The client was extremely pleased with the results. “They’re in-tune with the market and have a lot of good connections. When they contacted the media, they knew if
the person they were reaching out to had a food allergy. That kind of detail helped us market the product.” – President, Chocolate Product Company 536 Clients ON Semiconductor Mr. Sparky Electric Aquaman Pools Notable Project ParaCore provides ongoing social media marketing services for a wellness device
company. They implement a range of digital marketing strategies, making use of platforms like Google and social media to encourage more customers to visit the client's site. "We target conversions, so a true ROA (return on ad spend). Our ROA fluctuates based on the seasons and algorithm changes. Whenever
possible, ParaCore definitely helps to maximize it." - CEO, Wellness Device Company 537 Clients Grand Wine & Spirits BP Builders Fear-Less Fitness Notable Project Stratedia modernized a roofing company's website design, then focused on SEO efforts to attract more leads. Stratedia's SEO strategy increased lead
flow and quality, which helped the client save time and money when converting. The client’s business consistently grew thanks to the work by Stratedia. “We have seen a huge increase in our lead flow. The big difference compared to some of the third party lead providers we were using before is of the quality of the lead.
We get a good amount of leads from our own presence on a consistent basis.” – Owner, Roofing Company 538 Clients Porsche BBVA Solera Multiasistencia Notable Project Wild Wild Web redesign a website for a translation company. Their team developed a modern UX/UI with a dynamic look and feel. The website
significantly increased traffic, and the client was pleased with its cutting-edge aesthetic.  "The traffic has increased in 6 months and the number of sessions has increased around 60%, users at 47% and the number of visits to the page is 48%." – Marketing Director, Translation Company 539 Clients Beaudry GIANT cisoc
Westend Laser Clinic Notable Project Using WordPress, WebSuitable designed a website for a fuel retailer. They also plan on building the retailer's intranet. The client was pleased with the work the team produced and are looking forward to continuing their partnership. "In terms of internal feedback, as well as comments
from customers, we've heard appreciation on the website's new look. It's seen as being far superior." – Manager, Fuel Retailer 540 Clients Malibu Boats BlueCross BlueShield of South Carolina Tiffin Motorhomes South State Bank Notable Project Coastal Media Brand provided web design and SEO services to a roofing
company. They redesigned the website and updated its content. Coastal Media Brand’s involvement helped the client gain customers, increase sales, and achieve a top ranking on Google. “My goal from the beginning was to gain more business and update our online information, which is what they did and more!” –
Owner, Roofing Company Page 19 541 Clients Team Honda Powerhouse of Milton Minotaur Sports GG Athletics Carefree Boat Club Notable Project Suits Social Inc. oversaw social media marketing services for Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram for an office space company. Suits Social Inc. provided SEO services,
wrote content for the company's blogs, and ran multiple events. As a result of the partnership, the company was able to completely fill its funnel within a few months and engage new clients through social media. "Suits Social Inc. has been instrumental in generating awareness for our business." –  General Manager,
Office Space Company  Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 542 Clients Seattle Mariners HowToons UW Medicine Vertafore Notable Project Fujisan Marketing
developed and implemented an SEO strategy to improve the organic search results of a video game company. The client was happy with the campaign's results. "According to our KPIs, Fujisan delivered a 25% increase in our organic search traffic. Our site visitation and social media conversion metrics have improved as
well." – Marketing Director, Video Game Company 543 Clients McDonald's Bose Fox Mowing Notable Project Crystal Marketing helped a consulting company set up marketing campaigns for Google Ads and social media. They assisted with pinpointing target markets and also provided reporting, and with their result-
driven approach, they delivered a favorable ROI to the client.  "They do an excellent job reporting on clicks, impressions, and spend." – CEO, Consulting Company 544 Clients LaRosa's Pizzerias Sony Music Gold Star Brands Notable Project HyperDrive Interactive ran email marketing campaigns for a manufacturing
company. The company was shifting towards a new CRM system and needed help with their email marketing efforts. The results of the campaign have been positive thus far. “We previously worked with an SEO agency or someone who was good at copywriting, but HyperDrive has all of the skillsets right there that we’re
able to utilize.” - Marketing Manager, Manufacturing Company 545 Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Clients Annex Med Truly Medical Getaways Notable Project SEO Experts India provides SEO for a hotel in Spain. The goal is to gain top search rankings on all major search engines to increase revenue. The team
occasionally works on content creation. Overall, the hotel was pleased with the team's work.  "SEO Experts are really brilliant. I highly recommend them. I think they're really amazing." — Owner, Hotel Chain 546 Clients PayPal L’Oreal Sonic City National Bank Notable Project Kiosk provided a full slate of services for a
city government that wanted to increase its business and community outreach. They not only performed social media marketing and strategy but also designed and developed the client’s website. “Kiosk is community-oriented, making us feel as if we're their only client, even though they're an international group. It feels as
if Kiosk is a part of our staff. The personal attention we've received is bar none.” – Communications Manager, City Government 547 Clients OEM Company Fresh Source International 626 Holdings Promac Notable Project IndiWork Software Solutions developed a website from scratch for an equipment manufacturer.
Along with backend development, the agency provided original content including photography. IndiWork Software Solutions created top-level designs at a rapid pace. The website received positive feedback from users. "Indiwork's team was very straightforward. They delivered what they said they were going to deliver
and it was done on time. They were very fair with me."- CEO, Original Equipment Manufacturer 548 Clients Targhee Construction Jensen Dental Petersen Inc. Notable Project Performance Driven Marketing helped an HVAC company define their target audience. They built their company website and provided SEO
services. They also help the client track Google Analytics and post content on social media. "We used to have zero reviews on Google, and they took us to 97 reviews in one year. We were not found in Google search before, but now 90% of the calls we get come from our website." — Owner, HVAC Company 549 Aztek
is a digital strategy company. Their small team is in Cleveland, Ohio. Their services include digital strategy, search engine optimization, web design, content marketing, and more. The firm was established in 1997. 550 Clients GGARTS Haller Eye Center Richman Law Notable Project Reputation Rhino worked on online
visibility for an interior design firm. They provided brand management services, making changes to a website to optimize its visibility online. The client was impressed with the outcome of the project. “Reputation Rhino significantly improved our website layout and visibility overall.” – Principal Designer, Interior Design Firm
551 Clients Lumitex Pump Spy Technology Be Well Solutions SimpleFYI Notable Project Modgility created a marketing strategy for a heating and air conditioning company. They managed the client’s website, helping them migrate to HubSpot, create content, and develop an inbound marketing strategy. The project also
included SEO, PPC, and email marketing. “They’re always available and accommodating. They’re willing to help with IT projects that might be outside the scope of our deal, and I have nothing but praise for the whole organization.” –Owner, Heating and Air Conditioning Company 552 Clients Bollywood Mascot Shreeram
Group Worth Web Scraping Travel Discount Notable Project A restaurant hired Hitz Digital Marketing to provide website design and SEO services. The website was launched and the restaurant continues to see improvement in the amount of traffic the website has and its ranking in certain keyword searches.  "The
Website launched in two months, and we continue to see the constant growth in keyword postion and traffic." - Co-Owner, Restaurant 553 Clients acsi evolve Rhino Legal Finance PCM Canada Notable Project Flawless Inbound provided digital marketing for a telecommunications company to improve online presence.
Their team crafted advertisements, curated social media, and delivered call-to-action email messages. Their work set the business for future success. "The messaging they produced for us and their overall work has laid a foundation for good results moving forward. Having a lot of new opportunities coming our way is a
drastic change for us."–President, Telecommunications Company 554 Clients Conomos Pragspective Artman & Co. Notable Project Pittsburgh Internet Consulting provides digital marketing services to grow a jeweler's revenue and online presence. They plan for each service area — including email campaigns, social
media marketing, SEO, and content creation — and execute on their strategy. Their reporting and analytics reveal a threefold increase in email marketing traffic and a doubling in Instagram followers and Google reviews, among other successes.  "They are more than an agency; they’re a partner who is concerned first
and foremost with providing the best digital marketing services for the long term." – Marketing Manager, Jeweler 555 Clients The Coleman Company Eucalyptus Systems SkyHigh Networks Attune Foods Notable Project An online motorcycle helmet retailer wanted to increase traffic to their website and drive online sales.
RSO Consulting conducted PPC, social media marketing, and other remarketing campaigns to drive conversion rates on the retailer's site. The client noticed a 100% increase in their PPC campaigns. "They have high-level people on the team. They have all the right stuff. Their level of competence stands out to me. I feel



like they’re always a step ahead of me, which I don’t feel about too many people." – CEO, Online Motorcycle Helmet Retailer 556 Clients HomeAdvisor KeyPath Education FatHead Notable Project North Star Inbound supported SEO initiatives for a personal finance company. They recommended content improvements,
identified sites for outreach, and conducted outreach to build links. Their targeted link building campaigns increased the client's ranking in search results. "...their directness and transparent communication helped us improve our content." — VP of Marketing, Personal Finance Company 557 Clients TALENTLESS
Maverick Clothing Pawz Notable Project ATTN Agency ran digital and social media marketing campaigns for a fitness apparel brand. The brand wanted to improve their visibility due to their operations being done entirely online. The brand has been able to reduce their cost per acquisition with ATTN Agency as a partner.
“They’re conscious about every client they take on.” - Vice President, Marketing, Fitness Apparel Brand 558 Clients BONAPART Ingo Medical Center TechSvit Notable Project Upturn Digital Agency conducted SEO and spearheaded PPC campaigns for a Ukrainian medical center. They analyzed the client's existing
tactics and crafted new campaigns from scratch. Their team has provided reliable, consistent support. "If I will have any task or question about digital marketing, I can trust Upturn Digital Agency to handle it well." — CEO, Medical Center 559 Clients Artimus Jecca Makeup One Eyed Cat Online Marketing Nortech Control
Notable Project HQ SEO was hired by an eCommerce store to perform a site-wide audit, improve its SEO, and boost traffic.  "Hire HQ SEO. You'll be putting your business in the hands of a company that truly knows what it's doing." – Director, eCommerce Store  560 Clients 7 Day Furniture Mart Dunkin Donuts
Dingman's Collision Center Earthworks Health Notable Project JM Web Designs redesigned a website for a waste management company. The team provided UI/UX designs for an existing WordPress site. They also helped improve the site's search ranking. "That made me feel confident in the decisions we were making."
– VP, Waste Management Company 561 Clients Nissan Polaroid NeoReach Lull Notable Project Rank Executives was hired by an internet publishing company to boost their websites' search engine rankings. Rank Executives also built links strategically based on the client's keyword research. "We've had significant
increases in traffic and ranking on the site that I asked them to focus on. Also, as we've been continuing to grow and reach better positions on more competitive terms, we've been trying new approaches that I requested specifically for growing new links." - CEO, Internet Information Publishing Company 562 Notable
Project Inovies worked on website development and SEO for a fertility hospital, redesigning an outdated site to make the information easier to access, improve speed, and mobile functionality issues. They also worked on improving the content. Overall, the client was pleased with the team's work.  "Inovies has tried to
keep expenses down and do the work correctly and systematically." — Drector, Fertility Hospital 563 Clients Clublink Corp. Gerard Daniel Worldwide Chestnut Park Realty Notable Project First Page SEO developed a functional website integrated with SEO for a hospitality services directory. They also provided extensive
PPC campaigns, issued regular press releases, and maintenance services. The client appreciated the expertise they brought to the project.  “Their team's intelligence, experience, and expertise is phenomenal. I think their unique edge is that they don't simply take a canned approach. Instead, their work is tailored to the
needs of the respective businesses.” – Managing Director, Hospitality Services Directory  564 Clients : Dibello Architects Express Info Parham Group Kinetico Quality Water Systems Notable Project Leadhub to increased an LA-based HVAC firm’s digital presence including search visibility and customer engagement. The
company's new owner had previous programming experience and applied some basic changes when he joined. To supplement this inhouse effort, they hired Leadhub to make a truly substantial impact. The SEO changes that Leadhub applied boosted the site to first in Google rankings for several keywords and almost all
local searches, which led to more than quadrupled sales over the previous year. "Leadhub react within the same day and give me regular reports through email. My general manager and marketing person love them. I can trust Leadhub to do what's in my best interests." - Owner, LA HVAC Firm 565 Clients Banff
Adventures Ashley Fine Floors Alberta Cancer Foundation Canadian Western Bank Notable Project Atrium Digital worked with a travel and adventure center to redesign their website. They also integrated a customer reservation system on the site. Years later, they continue to assist with SEO, content creation, and
Google Ads. The project continues to increase traffic and conversions by about 20% each year. Atrium Digital delivered top-notch work. The team is incredibly helpful and responsive. “They’re incredibly easy to work with. I get responses quickly, and they help me with things that are technically outside of the scope of their
work.” – General Manager, Adventure Company 566 Clients MESA Penthera Amazon Studios ZoneTV Notable Project Bob Gold & Associates oversaw PR strategies for a television advertising organization. Bob Gold & Associates managed the organization's press releases, event planning, and brand story consultation.
As a result of the partnership, the organization's brand awareness improved and its company grew. "They always pitch creative ideas for us to engage with our industry and become thought leaders in emerging areas." – Chief Marketing & People Officer, Television Advertising Organization 567 Clients Eyedeology
Greater Toronto Real Estate Cacao and Cardamom My Optometrist Calgary Notable Project Adit worked with Sarina Homes, an inner-city development company, to attract online traffic and reach a larger audience by designing its website and providing SEO, PPC, graphic design and social media marketing services.
Through its partnership with Adit, Sarina Homes increased its number of registrants from 2-5 to 33 per week.  "Adit treats you not just as a client but as somebody that they truly care about." – Sales and Marketing Manager, Sarina Homes  568 Clients Tat2x Voyager Media Network San Diego Magazine Classy Notable
Project eBoost Consulting took over a Google AdWords campaign and expanded its scope to include PPC, Facebook Ads, and inorganic searches. The digital marketing campaign generated 75% of total inbound leads. Keywords now rank in the top three search results.  "They really care about the intimate details of
their client’s business and have become an extension of our own brand."  – Marketing Manager, Office Furniture Business  569 Clients Tiny Thunder Audio NETTTS Threshold Studios Notable Project Search Geek Solutions provides ongoing web design and digital marketing services for a recording studio. They
implemented SEO strategies and took over online brand management and social media marketing for the recording studio in order to increase visibility. "They are really good at working through specific tasks. One of the things that has made our partnership work so well is that we’re both on the same page, and I really
knew exactly what I wanted to spend and what I wanted to do." Owner, Recording Studio 570 Profit Labs™ ️ is a digital marketing company, founded in 2013 and located in Suffern, N.Y. They comprise five employees specializing in increasing traffic, leads, and sales for small and midmarket companies in business
services, consumer products, retail, and e-commerce. Their expertise covers SEO, PPC, SMO, email marketing, B2B lead generation, website design and development, and AI software. Notable Project Profit Labs™ ️ handled the SEO and PPC services for a consumer goods company. They supported the client’s digital
strategy, keywords, and Google Shopping feed to increase ROI. Profit Labs™ ️ exceeded expectations and surpassed the original profit goals, increasing product sales from an 8x to a 14x ROI. “Ron exceeded the ROI that we had originally set. Profit Labs™ ️ is always proactive about trying new approaches, and if they
don’t work, they shut it down. Ron is very responsive and takes us very seriously. He’ll often try to answer other questions and handle other tasks he’s not responsible for. He gives great customer service.” – CEO, Consumer Goods Company Page 20 571 Clients Cosmopolitan Keller Products Aura Fire Safety Newport
Beach Yacht Services Notable Project The Ad Firm provides SEO, web development, and press management for a home maintenance company on an ongoing basis. So far, the team has updated the company website, launched monthly press releases, and tracked calls to identify potential leads. The client valued The
Ad Firm’s responsiveness and work ethic. “Before we started working with The Ad Firm, we showed up on the bottom of the first page or on the second page. Now we show up in the top three spots and have received more phone calls.” — CEO, Home Maintenance Company Based on your budget, timeline, and
specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 572 1UP Digital Marketing is a digital marketing agency based in Vancouver, Canada, with an office in Kamloops, Canada. The agency, founded in 2013, has a
team of less than ten that provides PPC, SEO, social media marketing, and conversion optimization services. 1UP Digital Marketing serves midmarket and other-sized companies in the hospitality & leisure, business services, health care & medical, IT, retail, and e-commerce industries. Clients 7-11 Vega Tourism
Kamloops Winnipeg Bluebombers Notable Project A hitech clothing solution company initially hired 1UP Digital Marketing to develop and SEO program and Google Ad strategy for them. The engagement has since expanded to helping the company design a new website running on WooCommerce and MyWorks. 1UP
Digital Marketing completed the project within six months, enabling the company to experience growth in sales. "Our web sales year on year have increased slightly more than 100%." - Advisor to the CEO, Hitech Clothing Solution Company 573 Clients A&B Produce Dynasoft Synergy Viking Pavers Nieto Fine Art
Notable Project KO Websites was hired by a roofing company to design its website. KO Websites built the site based on instructions from the roofing company and conducted local SEO service. KO Websites continues to optimize and update content for search engines. The client was pleased that he finally found a
company that understood him and his vision for his small business.  "I've been very happy with what they've done. One reason why I continue to stay with them and invest the money that I do is because they provide me peace of mind knowing that I have somebody taking care that." – President, Roofing Company 574
Clients Chicago Flyhouse Bike Shop Hub PointMask.com 1-800-Junk-Relief.com Notable Project A large healthcare provider works with Chicago Style SEO to boost its online activity. Chicago Style SEO helps the company with SEO, search engine marketing, Google AdWords campaigns, and social media. "They are
very knowledgeable about the subject, and every time I talk to them, I learn something new or they bring something new to the table. They have such good ideas. Everything that they’ve done for us, we’ve seen a direct impact in terms of increasing our conversions on our website." - Digital Marketing Manager,
Healthcare Company 575 Clients Bick Law LLP YLaw Group Johnson Pope Bokor Ruppel & Burns LLP Jackowiack Law Offices Notable Project PaperStreet created and designed a modern, dynamic website for a regional law firm. The new platform can be easily updated by any in-house staff members through their
proprietary CMS. As a result, the client has seen a marked improvement in hits and unique viewers compared to the numbers from the old website. "We've been nothing short of completely satisfied with their work."  - Director of Marketing & Business Development, Law Firm 576 Clients Notable Project XEN Systems
provided digital marketing and strategy for an IT firm. The client needed to expand their marketing services, and they needed advice. They were specifically looking for website management, design, SEO, online advertising, and HubSpot services. XEN Systems planned and developed the marketing materials the client
needed, and the client has seen an increase in revenue and positive feedback.  “Since we’ve started working with XEN, we’ve almost doubled our recurring revenue customer base. Visits to the site are up and so are leads.” — Marketing Manager, IT Firm 577 Clients Notable Project A creative communications agency
subcontracted Digital Ethos to assist with SEO locally and nationally. The agency was new to SEO and allowed Digital Ethos to access their website after being more familiar with the concept. The agency is now knowledgeable on how SEO works and they are seeing increased traffic and retention rates than before.
"Digital Ethos are great communicators and are quick to respond to any queries. They are professional yet friendly and approachable." – Marketing Development Manager, Creative Communications Agency. 578 Clients BOXX Technologies ScriptRelief Maingear Computers ConTV Notable Project Leverage Marketing
worked with an IT services company to increase website conversion rates through SEO and Google AdWords campaigns. They also updated the company website’s copy and optimized the pages for search and visitor usability. “Leverage Marketing seemed truly interested in delivering results, which was what I found so
appealing about them in the first place. They’re not a huge company, but they employ experts in each of their areas, from social media to SEO and pay per click.” – President and Technical Director, IT Services Company 579 Clients Theo's Diamond Construction Team One Polmedics Notable Project Neadoo Digital
improved a retailer's marketing campaign to increase their business. They implemented SEO, managed social media and, developed website updates. Their work significantly increased in online sales. "Our results improve every month especially for certain keywords we previously weren’t in the top 10 for." –Managing
Director, Retailer 580 Clients Genesis A3 United Pipe & Steel Phase 1 Technology Notable Project A digital marketing consultant was looking for ways to become more efficient and hired Amplify Industrial Marketing + Guidance to find a solution. They used ColdFusion to develop an application that acts as a metadata
scraper and allows them to make website revisions inside it.  "It definitely increased my efficiencies for the SEO work that I do by at least 50%. Having something that automatically does a lot of the manual, upfront work is really impactful from an efficiency standpoint." — Digital Marketing Consultant  581 Clients Notable
Project Digitopia worked with a healthcare IT company to implement SEO strategy, improve UX/UI design, provide marketing expertise, and advise on technical projects. The client appreciated their collaborative approach and the quality of their service. “Their team listens to our feedback and always takes it into
consideration.” – Assistant Marketing Manager, Healthcare IT Company   582 Clients Leonisa Skis.com Pinnacle Promotions Schneider's Saddlery Notable Project Working with a men's luxury footwear company, Trinity Insight put in place an A/B test with a Visual Website Optimizer testing platform to determine the
efficacy of the placement of a product inventory callout. The results showed an increase in conversion rate and meaningful engagements with website users. "Working with the team at Trinity Insight has been great. They are prompt to respond to my (many) requests and produce excellent work." – Co-Founder, Luxury
Footwear Company  583 Clients VideoMedicine Sea World Intel MobileSleepDoc Notable Project ComboApp's client history includes a number of successful mobile games. One client, an educational mobile game developer, found ComboApp's approach particularly helpful in augmenting their app's brand and maintaining
growth even after working with ComboApp. The campaign included media placement, search engine optimization, and a social media campaign, all of which contributed to an increase in visibility. " It’s always refreshing when a company delivers what they promise. We saw an increase in traffic, downloads, and reviews."
- Founder, Educational Mobile Game Company 584 Clients Ford DuPont Accenture Bacardi Notable Project Working with a large government administration agency, Interactive Strategies was tasked with orchestrating a marketing strategy review, working on multiple websites, and leading all of the agency's marketing
campaigns. As a result of Interactive Strategies' diligence and project management skills, the client completely shifted the way it marketed itself. "From our perspective, Interactive Strategies has gone way above and beyond the call of duty to support our needs." – Senior VP, Government Administration Agency 585
Clients Paradox London Liquidline The Hand Specialist Notable Project POLARIS handled SEO strategies by leveraging public relations tactics for a coffee and beverage company. Their team also renewed existing PPC operations by identifying the most profitable opportunities. Their efforts have increased the client’s
lead generation. “I was most impressed by their strategic approach, the ideas and the energy they bring to the account. Their knowledge is unquestionable but it is how they apply it that makes the real difference.” – Head of Marketing, Coffee and Beverage Company 586 Clients L2L International Greenply Foundation
One Color Prints Carzeva Notable Project Atechnocrat Web Solutions partnered with a tent manufacturer and provided web design, SEO, PPC, and SMO services. The team implemented SEO for a custom solution. The client appreciated their expertise and quick turnarounds throughout the project. “The team was
knowledgeable and understood our needs. They worked quickly. We never experienced downtime.”—Manager, Tent Manufacturer 587 Clients Daily Mail King.com The Telegraph Pure Gym Notable Project ConsultMyApp (CMA) improved a mobile app’s positioning in both the App Store and Google Play. The app now
ranks second in both stores. The team provided regular updates, were proactive, and managed the project well. “They took care of everything. It was quite easy for us to relax and take advantage of the fact that they were really good at doing the project management side of things.” – Senior Mobile Marketing Manager,
Gaming Company 588 Clients The Bath House Clever Psychology Karen Millen Notable Project Allsopp Media provided marketing services for a spa. Allsopp Media used omnichannel marketing efforts to build the spa’s reputation and visibility. The spa is satisfied with Allsopp Media’s marketing efforts thus far. “We were
led through the process of how to start building a brand identity and marketing strategy from scratch in a very easy to understand way.” - CEO, Spa 589 Clients The Royal Portfolio Sereno Hotels FightSite Notable Project Focus Online Travel developed a website and provided maintenance for it for a South African luxury
hotel chain. They were also tasked with search engine marketing, monitoring both Google and Facebook campaigns. Their efforts produced a better online presence and brand positioning.  "Increased web traffic by 100% and increased enquiries." – Marketing Manager, South African Hotel Chain 590 Sahibzada Ajit Singh
Nagar India Clients Healthy Trim Shan Photography Snatch Digital Limited WillShall Consulting Notable Project SEO Discovery worked with a medical marketing agency to provide digital marketing assistance, particularly with SEO input and backlink generation. The SEO Discovery team helped the client install several of
its customers on the first page of Google search results.  “It would be awesome if they could be our in-house team.” - Strategic Consultant, Medical Marketing Agency 591 Clients Mended Hearts Texas Instruments Associated Locksmiths of America Darrah & Co. Notable Project A security firm hired madison/miles media
to work on their magazine. The agency essentially ran the production and advertising of the magazine. Since working with madison/miles media, sales have increased a little over 60% and the magazine won several awards. The client feels that madison/miles media has an extremely professional team.  "They’re
[madison/miles media] always on time, making sure the content we provide is on schedule." – Executive Director, Security Firm 592 Clients Alex's Lemonade Stand Ringstar Trapezium Math Club Notable Project A real estate startup hired Brolik for assistance with branding and digital marketing. After a discovery phase,
Brolik helped the client hone their target audience and provided website copy, web design, and social media strategy. The client appreciated Brolik's ability to understand and enhance their brand by developing thoughtful audience personas. "The messaging on the website and the customer communication had evolved
us from tacky startup messaging into a real company that is more trustworthy." - Director, Real Estate Startup 593 Clients Headliner Flat Rate Moving Ahmad Tea MTS Logistics Notable Project Boucher + Co. was hired by a watch reseller to develop an e-commerce website, manage SEO strategies, and assist with social
media. The new website has experienced significant traffic and watch trade-ins. The client was impressed with how productive Boucher + Co. was and their quality of work.  "... I felt comfortable that Boucher and Co. cared about what we were trying to achieve. I also liked the fact that if I needed them, I could get them on
the phone at any time. I wasn't able to have that experience with other companies." – Owner, Luxury Watch Dealer 594 Clients Miracle Recovery Center Vertex Healthcare Services Nationwide Recovery Center Notable Project Window To Recovery performed marketing services for a healthcare billing provider. Their
work included a new website, work on social media and SEO and PPC services. The quality of leads has dramatically improved.  "If they tell me that they're going to make a change on the website—a margin, or banner, a logo—I don't even need to check because I know it's going to be done." – CEO, Healthcare Billing
Provider 595 Clients Notable Project Bidease is providing ongoing user acquisition for a hyper casual games developer. They work to bring new users and increased downloads for the mobile app game. Since this partnership began, the client has reported a huge increase in traffic. “We needed a lot of installs with
relatively low costs. Bidease DSP is a unique source for high quality in app installs.” – UA Lead, Hyper Casual Games Developer   596 Clients Skelia Infusemedia Alphagreen Notable Project teknonCopywriters provided copywriting services for an SEO firm. The firm regularly requests high-quality articles from
teknonCopywriters for content purposes. The firm is satisfied with how teknonCopywriters consistently meets deadlines. “We only work with writers who meet our criteria consistently. Dereck and his team are a pleasure to work with.” - Content Manager, SEO Firm 597 Clients Lush Woodcraft Dominion Lending Centres
RE/MAX Notable Project Connection Incorporated was hired by a mortgage broker to provide insight with ongoing SEO strategies. "In terms of communication and actually delivering results, I think Connection Incorporated is leaps and bounds ahead of the other company I worked with." – Broker, Mortgage Broker 598
Clients Cure CF Woodbrine Construction Abrams Roofing & Sheet Metal Notable Project One Thing Marketing created a website for an insurance company. They designed and built the new site using SEO best practices, and updated the client’s online presence. They also maintained the site after its launch. The client
reported that their traffic grew by more than 120% six months after the redesign, and by over 270% after six years. “One Thing Marketing genuinely cares about our success. Any marketing company can say they care and try different methods, but they truly want us to grow.” – VP, Insurance Company   599 Clients
Seopage1 Direct Assist Faith Lets Grow Active Physiotherapy Notable Project Seek Social Ltd provides various marketing services to help a digital marketing agency obtain more leads. The work provided value to their clients. "They provide good services and value their clients." –CEO, Seopage1 600 Netsmartz LLC is a
full service IT company of 457 employees, founded in 1999. Their headquarters is in Rochester, N.Y., with multiple locations worldwide: Oslo, Norway, Mississauga, Canada, Chandigarh, India, Singapore, and Boston. They offer various services including custom software, mobile app, and e-commerce development. They
primarily serve midmarket clients in numerous industries: retail, transportation, healthcare, IT, and more. Clients Samsung BLOCK78 Firefold Swift Medical Notable Project Netsmartz LLC created scripts and customized an admin order process for a flooring retailer. The client wanted to expedite order processing. They
revised the inventory and debugged critical issues. The client is pleased with their exceptional results. “I appreciate their commitment and their willingness to fix any issues even after business hours. They are a great team and very faithful, so we will continue to work with them.” – Head of e-Commerce and Web
Development, Flooring Retailer   Page 21 631 Clients Amazon.com Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation CenturyLink Trulia Notable Project Heinz Marketing worked with an educational software provider to increase traffic and strengthen its online presence. They did strategic marketing automation counseling, managed digital
campaigns, and supplied lead scoring and nurturing. Through its partnership with Heinz Marketing, the educational software provider experienced an 80% increase in qualified leads.  "They are very nimble, responsive, and affordable. They performed superbly." – Senior Marketing Director, Educational Software Provider
Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 632 Clients The Healthy Mummy Pluscare Hach Company Notable Project Grazitti Interactive partnered with a digital agency
to provide Drupal web development. They needed to level up their client to a more modern, user friendly design; that is exactly what Grazitti provided them.  "Their ability to take our designs and really bring them to life, without overspending on resources. Their ability to effectively set the scope of a project really sets them
apart." – Digital Marketing Manager, Digital Agency            633 Notable Project SERP WIZARD developed a new website for their retail client, providing unmatched expertise within their industry for a completed webpage and content marketing strategy that led to more sales and boosted brand engagement. This resulted
in positive feedback from their client. "SERP WIZARD was fair in their pricing and delivered everything they said they were going to. We received the results they said we would as well. Overall, I’m happy with their work." –Project Manager, Retail Company 634 Clients Metropolitan Touring Cobis Huron University College
Xertica Notable Project Centrico Digital provided branding and marketing strategy for a coaching company. They assisted with website design, social media, creating content, and responding to comments. The client has seen increases in traffic and number of leads. “They're real experts. Treat them as partners in your
journey.” – Owner, Coaching Company   635 Clients ABP Alanic American Auto Glass Notable Project Kreative Machinez provides ongoing SEO and web development services for a digital marketing agency. They've been responsible for designing and developing a site for the client, as well as writing blog content and
implementing SEO strategies.  "They’re solid. They built out a proper project plan for me with timelines, goals, and milestones." - Digital Marketing Consultant, Digital Marketing Agency 636 Clients cbdMD Buildapreneur Nereids Aquatic Coaching Notable Project Seowithdavid conducted SEO for a swimming lesson
company. He assisted with content creation and outreach after defining the client's unique strategy. His work led to a significant boost in the client's Google rankings. "He and some content writers generated a certain number of articles every month." — Founder, Swimming Lesson Company 637 Clients CenturyLink
Rolls-Royce Nestlé Jim Beam Brands Worldwide Notable Project Imagine was hired by a children's education program in need of web and marketing assistance. Imagine provided assistance with online reputation management, along with website optimization and refreshed branding. Imagine's work resulted in higher
enrollment for the children's education program. The client appreciated Imagine's depth of marketing expertise. "I have worked with several other marketing companies and found that they all had specialties, such as, optimization, website, on-line marketing, etc.  What I found with Imagine is a complete marketing
package." – Founder of Children's Education Program  638 Notable Project Webstract Marketing created a new website for a criminal defense law firm. In addition to web development, the team has spearheaded the client's SEO and PPC campaigns. Their efforts have resulted in increased web traffic for the client, who
has also enjoyed an increased number of phone inquiries. "They've done a great job, in terms of my search rankings, and my phone has been ringing a lot." — Founder, Criminal Defense Law Firm 639 Clients In-N-Out MonkeySports Ventura Orthopedics Justified Logistics Notable Project A dental practice was looking
for a way to stand out in their crowded field. Raincross improved their SEO strategy, optimizing their current pages, developed more specific landing pages, created a blog and website content, and built backlinks. "They do everything we ask quickly and professionally. Any issues are resolved directly with the owner, who
genuinely cares about the team’s performance." — Marketing Coordinator, Dental Practice 640 Clients Bimmers Only Dallas Doors Designs Moving Proz Notable Project Today's Local Media provides web development and SEO services to a Moving Company, having developed the client's website and implemented
many redesigns. They also manage social media ads and Google Ads. Traffic to the website has increased by 50% to 70%, and new visitors continue to come. Consequently, the business has also grown. "The way they communicate isn’t like a large enterprise business, it’s very personal and catered to what their clients’
needs are" - Owner, Moving Company  641 Clients Notable Project The Mezzanine Group once provided their services to a legal insurance company. The company needed a brand refresh that focused on their prized product. The Mezzanine Group provided various advice and consultations to the company, which in turn
gave them the ideas needed to restart their brand. The Mezzanine Group has since then raised the presence of the company by a fair amount. 642 Clients Trailcraft Cycles OneHealth Chiropractic Interstates Early Childhood Council Notable Project Folsom Creative, Inc. developed a platform for a social media marketing
agency. While redesigning the original website, the agency added a new payment feature. The new website has attracted a striking amount of new viewers. "Regarding web traffic, we went from 70,000 to over 200,000 unique visitors per month since we rebranded with Folsom Creative. The highly scalable web platform
they set up enabled this growth. They’ve taken proactive measures like transitioning servers to prevent resource-related issues."–CEO, Social Media Marketing Agency 643 Clients Appleby Jewelers U Store It Regus Notable Project SWOT Digital Marketing Agency provided web design and digital marketing services for
a roofing company. The client wanted an improved online presence and website. They developed the website, continuously provide SEO services, and lead the client’s Google Ads campaigns. After working with the company, the client’s online presence has improved, and they’ve seen an increase in leads and an
excellent ROI.  “We now have a professional website that ranks well on Google both through organic SEO efforts and paid ads. I’m also seeing an increase in leads converting to customers. The money we have spent with SWOT Digital Marketing Agency has generated a fantastic ROI.” – Managing Director, Roofing
Company   644 Clients Trupanion Microsoft Office & Office for Mac AthliOS Notable Project Socialistics offered social media marketing to a software development company to launch their brand. They laid out a four-month marketing and social media plan, and then proceeded to put this plan into action through curating
content. This led to an increase in online traffic for the client. “As a direct result of this campaign, we saw a 1,000% increase in social media followers and a dramatic increase in website hits.” – VP of Operations, Custom Software Dev Company   645 Clients Chad Hedrick Olympist Run the Jewels Iron Rebel Power Gear
Granite Supplements Notable Project Huntington Pacific Media provided a beverage company with social media services to increase its following and reach. They provided input on how the client could communicate with and inspire followers in untraditional ways, particularly through using social brand ambassadors. 
“They have helped us to expand our reach and have been expanding brand awareness. They really helped us to capitalize on our current followers and customers, and have come up with creative new ways to communicate.” – Owner, Niche Beverage Company 646 Clients Muldoon Britton 8 West Cosmetic Surgery
Jonny Loves Rosie Best Friends by Sheri Notable Project Cato Marketing performs Google Ads services for a software developer. The team's goal is to generate new leads for the business. The amount of qualified leads has increased significantly due to Cato Marketing's skilled expertise. "I also appreciate their effort to
make everything work." – Managing Director, Software Company 647 Clients Nestle Waters University of Texas Pancreatic Action Network Tradewinds Tea Notable Project Springbox was hired by a legal software developer to do some work on their digital marketing. By analyzing the competition, Springbox looked for
areas where the developer could top their competition. They also helped with branding and improved their Google search rankings. Springbox provided the developer with enough help to get the new business off the ground. "Springbox was head and shoulders above the other agency." – Manager, Legal Software
Developer 648 Clients : Da Gabrisa iMove Woodbecker Quad at York Notable Project A cosmetic surgery practice in Toronto hired Nova Solutions to perform SEO and other essential digital marketing techniques. Nova brought the practice to the first page of results in nearly all relevant keywords, and also optimized their
Google Maps performance and conversion rate optimization. The client credits Nova's work with saving 50% on the marketing budget from prior to their partnership. "We've been delighted to work with them. I haven't seen comparable results with any other SEO firm we've worked with...I have nothing major to criticize and
our friends have worked with them for years because of their great performance." — Office Manager, Cosmetic Surgery Practice 649 Clients Splashes Car Wash Beauty of STEM Series PowerPay Notable Project Stigan Media designed and developed three websites for a hair salon. The client wanted distinct websites for
the salon and two of their salon-adjacent businesses. Using WordPress, Stigan delivered the sites according to the client's specifications, and provided SEO to boost rankings for each. The flagship site now ranks highly for several relevant searches, and has created a new customer base for the client. "It is clear that they
are not just working with us to create a site and collect our money; they want to be a part of our brand and build our business." — Owner, Hair Salon 650 Clients Apricot Lane Boutique Global Franchise Group Arizona Pest Control ComForCare Notable Project A personal home care provider uses IDS for its national
website, content, and social media. Many of its franchisees use IDS as well for their local sites and content. IDS helps the company with keyword optimization, offsite and onsite links, campaigns, and analytics. "They've been incredibly responsive...There's a lot of customization. They've been very educational. There's
been lots of one-on-one. It's been a good experience." - Digital Marketing Director, Personal Home Care Provider 651 Dubai United Arab Emirates Clients VPS Healthcare Medstar Healthcare University of Wollongong Dubai Notable Project Seo Souq provided digital advertising services for a media company. They
worked to develop and implement a PPC campaign. The client reported significant satisfaction with the results of this project, generating $750,000 in sales for the business based on just $100,000 of expenditure on ads. "We were pleasantly surprised with the results. On an ad spend of $100,000, seo souq was able to
generate sales of $750,000." - Employee, Media Company 652 Clients IdeaScale Rentec Direct FormKeep Notable Project Level Up Digital ran a PPC campaign for an education company. They handled marketing on both Google and Facebook, targeting certain keywords and demographics that would attract the best
business to the client’s site. After beginning the campaign the client reported that they saw a 188% increase in trial sign ups and a 37% reduction in the cost per action.  “Level Up Digital is committed to our best interests and dedicated to our success.” – COO, Education Company   653 Web Talent Marketing, a SEO
company, was established in 2005. The small Lancaster, Pennsylvania-based team provides search engine optimization, pay per click, content marketing, web development, and more. Notable Project Web Talent Marketing manages social media, SEO, and PPC services for a notary association, creating content and
executing campaigns on various channels. They tailor their strategy to the client’s business need. "It's been amazing working with them — they've had a big impact on our organization." 654 Clients Redwood Property Group Boostio Languex Robeez Notable Project Taikun Digital provided PPC advertising services for a
translation company. They ran several different PPC campaigns on sites like Google and Bing in order to boost the client's conversion rate. The client reported a 300% increase in conversion rates after just two months of working with Taikun Digital.  "After just two months of working with Taikun, we saw an 300%+
increase in conversion rate and an 80% decrease in cost per lead." - CEO, Translation Company 655 Clients ACOEP BFC United Methodist Healthcare Recruitment AAA Pool Service Notable Project Simple Machines developed a marketing strategy for a printing company. They researched suitable keywords, improved
the effectiveness of email blasts and Google, and redesigned the client’s website. The client appreciates the increased website traffic and positive feedback as a result of the company’s work. “I thought they did a great job. I worked with 4 to 5 different people from their team who were extremely responsive.” – Business
Manager, Printing Company    656 Clients Carport Central DPSI Viking Steel Structures Notable Project Cibirix partnered with a manufacturing company. They helped design a new website for the company and implement SEO tools. The client is pleased with the results of the collaboration. "Our sales have doubled or
even tripled since we started working with Cibirix." – Account Manager, Manufacturing Company  657 Clients Notable Project KeyScouts provides digital marketing services for a computer software company. They operate ongoing SEO and PPC projects, working closely with internal teams. Stakeholders continue to work
with KeyScouts due to their reliability and smooth workflow. "If you’re looking for a genuine long-term partner rather than just a vendor - don’t think twice, hire these guys today!" – CMO, Computer Software Company 658 Clients Tecma BAI PowerTrunk Knipper Notable Project INCORE Digital Agency developed a
website for a manufacturing company. They built and designed the WordPress website from scratch. The team also provided digital marketing services. " Thanks to their efforts, targeted clients are successfully finding us online and reaching out to us. Our business has continued to grow at rates that wouldn't be possible
without their help." – VP of Marketing Development, Manufacturing Company 659 Clients Bare Essentials Crisp Kitchen Note School Farmer’s Insurance Notable Project Bad Rhino helped an Italian food manufacturer that wanted to build a social media presence from the ground up. They created and managed the food
manufacturer's social media accounts and figured out what content performed the best. The partnership begin in 2012 and is ongoing. “They've been very responsive to the demands of social media, and to us, as well. If we have any questions, they're always available, if not immediately, then very soon after.” – Director,
Local Food Company 660 Clients SERVPRO Affinity Curatio CBD Notable Project Dabaran did SEO work for an online gift store that needed a strong campaign for its new website. They targetted 20 keywords with the goal of driving online traffic to the website. Their on-page and off-page efforts boosted the website's
ranking for multiple search terms. Aside from great results, the client also praised their responsiveness. "Prior to the campaign the website had no rankings and was receiving no traffic. The website now ranks for 98 keywords." – Owner, Online Gift Store Page 22 601 Clients Modlr Scottish Widows Travelex Asda Money
Notable Project Copy House created content for a software development company. The team created blog posts and wrote copy for the client.  "Their ability to implement my feedback with ease and write about technical topics without any technical background." – Business Developer, Software Development Company
Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 602 Clients Big Splash Waterpark La-Z-Boy Furniture Galleries Trading Post Brewing Legacy Advantage Notable Project Jelly
created ad campaigns for a real estate group and implemented long-term digital and PR strategies. Jelly organized events with influencers and managed multifaceted campaigns across social media and local news outlets. As a result of the partnership, the real estate group improved its visibility and was able to draw
buyers to a 64-home development in an area that was not previously well known.  "I'm confident in Jelly's expertise to create eye-catching ads, monitor them, tweak them if needed, and get them into the right places." – Partner, Real Estate Group  603 Clients Florida Injury Law Firm ParkMe Warrabilla Wines Nautical
Wedding Bells Notable Project Gvate worked on a finance firm’s SEO strategy and produced animated videos for its website. Gvate helped the firm increase its search presence in Google, and the relationship is ongoing. “Their communication skills are excellent, and they understand our company. We move very fast, so
we need people who understand what we’re saying. We’ve dealt with companies that just didn’t get it and that’s been very frustrating for us.” – Sales Director, Finance Company 604 Clients Universal CPA Review Rukkus Notable Project An AI company hired MeanPug Digital to optimize their client reporting processes.
As part of the engagement, MeanPug Digital optimized the company's database, stabilized and improved their scraping infrastructure by improving Celery / RabbitMQ processes and automation, and build a simple UI and data pipeline with Airflow that enabled the internal team to request reports in a fully automated way.
Because of this engagement, the company was able to save time in their reporting process, cutting it down from 20 hours to 2. "Mean Pug is incredibly technically proficient, so project management was fairly light comparably." - Co-Founder & CEO, AI Company 605 Clients 20th Century Fox Aldi Burger King Notable
Project Frank developed an in-app game for a fast-food restaurant. Working within a pre-existing platform, they worked with the client to create an entertaining product. The app enjoyed hundreds of thousands of downloads within a month or two of launch. "In the campaign period of 45 days we had more than 400,000
downloads. Our numbers increased hugely. 606 Clients Notable Project BrainDonors designed and developed a website for a staff recruitment agency. The agency wanted to improve their accessibility to customers online. The web page now brings in new customers to the agency. “[They were] available for discussing all
my worries and responded to all my additional requests.” - Owner, Staff Recruitment Agency 607 Clients Australia Muscle Science Fisherton Dental Care Truly Medical Getaways Fort Myers Photographer Notable Project SEO Experts India is providing ongoing SEO services to enhance a small law firm's online presence
and grow its clientele. SEO Experts India works hard to strike a balance between development expertise and communication skills. "One of our local websites showed up on page 10 of results before we started to focus on its SEO. Within a few months, it was already on page 2. I was impressed with the speed of its
progress." – Operations Manager, Small Law Firm 608 Clients Google LinkedIn Adidas L'Oreal Notable Project An insurance broker hired Scripted help their internal team effectively create and market their content ideas. Scripted structured the broker's ideas into blog posts, website content, and its social media accounts.
The broker has seen more engagement with every part of the campaign Scripted introduced. "Scripted has been very responsive, and the cost is competitive. They are great with timelines and at letting me know when I can expect deliverables." – Marketing and Communications Director, Insurance Broker 609 Clients
Jagermeister Revlon Coors Light Notable Project ApolloBravo Inc. augmented a strategic communications agency's internal team by providing experiential and social media marketing to third-party customers. They worked on various projects for major clients. Their exceptional work often surpasses the end-client's goals.
"They’re masters in the arena of online marketing. They’ve never dropped the ball and always deliver what we need." — Principal & Executive Creative Director, Strategic Communications Firm 610 Nottingham United Kingdom Clients Vlife Scania JBC Worldwide TruFame Notable Project AtomicMedia partnered with a
residential leasing and sales company to build out and design a WordPress. They provide site design and managed the client’s GoogleAds account for SEO strategies that brought more awareness to the company. “To be honest, Atomic Media is the only company we’ve worked with here. They’ve performed well for us.
That’s why haven’t chosen a different agency. Their team explains concepts effectively, helping us understand the value of our money.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Leasing & Sales Company 611 Clients XGolf eBiz Advisors AstroLabs Julienne Notable Project PX Media worked with a humanitarian organization to
increase the client's online visibility. PX Media was then tasked with writing new content and improving the website's CMS, all of which have allowed the website to bring in a 20% increase in traffic with over 100,000 visitors a month. “PX Media’s honesty and helpful support is a breath of fresh air. We greatly appreciate
how well the president handles our business relationship. They efficiently manage and execute all the tasks we assign them.” - President, Humanitarian Organization 612 Clients KamaGames Playrix AliExpress Nexon Notable Project A music streaming service hired Rocket10 to run its site in Russia. Rocket10 tracks
website performance for the site, specifically cost per impression (CPI). “The traffic they generate is good, an increase, and they are always willing to cooperate with us. Overall, they're a fine company.” – Marketing Performance Manager, Music Streaming Site 613 Boulogne-Billancourt France Clients BNP Paribas
Lazard Allianz Notable Project Else & Bang recently worked on web and logo design for a telecommunications company. The client needed to update their branding and website prior to an upcoming trade show. They developed branding by building a site and a new logo, which resulted in tripled site traffic.  “They had
extensive knowledge of our business and understood what we wanted to accomplish. Their design skills and their subject matter expertise made them a great partner.” – VP of Business Development, Telecommunications Company 614 Clients Intel Corporation LendingTree Quicken EscrowTech Notable Project
MaxAudience was hired by a wearable acupressure manufacturer to help with the client's social media advertising campaigns. Working primarily with Facebook Ads, MaxAudience has managed to lower the client's cost-per-click from $2 to between $0.30–$0.50, while their customer acquisition cost has been reduced
from $44 to $13.  “MaxAudience successfully increased our revenues and ROI in the first 60 days.”  – Founder, Wearable Acupressure Manufacturer  615 Clients New Orleans Tourism Marketing Corporation Fair Grounds Race Course & Slots Sazerac Notable Project FSC Interactive oversaw the social media marketing
campaigns for a graduate nursing school. They collaborated with the school's internal teams and provided guidance on commissioning artwork and photographs. As a result of the partnership, the school continued to experience higher enrollment numbers annually. "We've seen a 50% increase in audience engagement
since beginning our work with FSC Interactive." – Dean, Graduate Nursing School  616 Clients Eve Hansen Good For You Girls Carapex Notable Project BellaVix managed the ad campaigns of a health supplements company. The campaigns were run on Amazon through the DSP platform. The company was able to
target their biggest competitor’s customers with the campaigns. “Overall, I’m quite satisfied with them.” - Amazon Marketplace Manager, Health Supplements Company 617 Clients Food for Fitness The PTDC Craft Disitllery HighStreet Ventures Notable Project Roketto worked with a luxury auction house to develop a
new, accessible website. They also provided advertising strategy and distribution services. The client was impressed with the results of the new website. “For our last auction event, which was our first one working with them, we had the highest price at an auction than we’ve ever had. We had the most number of bidders,
and we had the most number of inquiries. So pretty much across the board for our top metrics.” – Analyst, Luxury Auction House 618 Clients Dartmouth College Harvard University Columbia Law School Norwich University Notable Project OHO Interactive designed and developed a website for a university. They later
redesigned the platform, migrating the site to Drupal 8.  They conducted market research, developed brand collateral, and managed initiatives to support a successful site launch. They produced high-quality code, which results in an intuitive website. “They work with us through any issues and produce a good final
product.” – Former Director, University 619 Clients Pasco Scientific Bark River Tree Service Vista Family Dentistry Solid Reasons Notable Project Heaviside Group was hired by an IT managed services provider to fill the client's marketing resources gap. Heaviside contributed to the website by developing a WordPress X



Theme update, supplying marketing capabilities, and honed its SEO activity. Thanks to Heaviside's help, the client has seen a 200% increase in SEO leads. "The results made sense for our business and set us apart from managed services providers using cookie-cutter firms." — Business Development Manager, IT
Managed Services Provider 620 Clients Procter & Gamble Custom Ink Staples Paint Nite Notable Project A B2B consulting company used Social Fulcrum for data- and analytics-based lead generation services. Social Fulcrum helped the company lower its cost per acquisition by 50% in 90 days. "Every single person that
I ever dealt with was really nice. When you have a combination of people who you really like and who you enjoy working with, and who are giving you great results, there’s nothing better than that." - Principal Consultant, Consulting Company 621 Clients Bryant Motors Provident Metals Gilreath & Associates Big Game
USA Notable Project SEO Advantage partnered with a law firm and provided marketing strategy and business development services. SEO Advantage began with organic SEO work through inbound and outbound links, copywriting, programming and external marketing, all of which then evolved into website development
and social media marketing. As a result, SEO Advantage has helped the client receive nearly 1,000 new clients over the past 10 years.  "Some of my competitors are paying 150% of what I’m paying for the same level of service, but sometimes, not for the same level of success that I’m receiving. Overall, I don’t have
anything negative to say, which is probably why I’ve been with them for ten years." – Owner & Managing Attorney, Law Firm 622 Clients Summer's Eve Bush Refrigeration Monistat Notable Project Philly Marketing Labs provided web development and PPC services for a healthcare manufacturer. They redesigned and
rebuilt over 50 websites onto a centralized platform. Their work improved the partner's click-through rates, load times, and time spent on site metrics. "Their team is efficient, flexible, and easy to work with." –Former Senior Marketing Director, Healthcare Manufacturer 623 624 Clients GenWorks Health Australia Wide
Annexes Benvenuto Limos Altizen Notable Project EvenDigit partnered with a healthcare startup to increase engagement on social media platforms and on the client’s site. The startup saw a 44% increase in engagement on the site and social channel engagement improved by 60% after EvenDigit created a brand
awareness plan. “They have an expert social media manager who understands my needs and requirements and made decisions accordingly. He was a point of contact and a decision maker. We had weekly calls and discussions to analyze the project process.” – Product Specialist, Healthcare Startup 625 Clients
Discovery Chaneel Virgin Mobile DHL Notable Project Whites Agency partnered with a sports web portal for an SEO based project that included analysis, digital strategy implementation, and recommendations to get the clients platform more visible to the target audience. They were successful and increased the clients
conversion rate by 70%. “With the support of Whites, we have finally focused on a precisely segmented section. Already two weeks after implementation, key indicators have grown.” — Head Of Product, Sports Web Portal  626 Clients DD Frames LTD Future Present Ride25 Notable Project Modo25 Limited provided
digital marketing services for an eyewear company. The company needed assistance in improving their digital marketing efforts. Modo25 Limited improved the company’s rankings, engagement, and more. “I’ve been very happy with them.” - CEO, Eyewear Company 627 Clients Bernicks Glacial Wood Winkelman Walker
Methodist Notable Project "We're seeing higher quantities of engagement in a broader range of prospects, which will probably lead to future sales. More people are engaged in the website and reading the blogs, and more information is being downloaded. Leighton has provided a whole new approach to marketing and
processing sales." – President, Graphic Arts Company 628 Clients NBC Universal Fox Digital Entertainment National Geographic Participant Media Notable Project A publishing firm hired Appency to promote its app. Appency used its relationships with newspapers, radio stations, television networks, and web blogs to
create a PR campaign that successfully marketed the app. "Aaron [Watkins], the founder of Appency, and his team work very hard to make customers happy and ensure their success. We were really happy with the work they provided. I was always happy to refer them." - Former Division President, Publishing Firm 629
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Clients BlueSpa Dental Defence Health Life Space Probiotics Notable Project ROI Minds did SEO and an ad campaign for an e-commerce company. The client wanted to increase the ranking of their site; ROI Minds did SEO and managed the client’s Google AdWords campaigns. The
client highly recommends the company, and they are happy with the results of their work.  “I highly recommend this team (ROI Minds) for Google Adwords campaign management. I felt so strongly about their work ethic and skills, that I wanted to provide this recommendation.”— CEO, E-Commerce Company    630
Clients Bullhorn Aon Bloomberg Ebix Notable Project Rep Cap created content and ran a marketing campaign for an online education platform. They also worked on white pages, e-books, and provided content for their social media platforms and blog posts. The client prides the team on their ability to balance a variety of
projects.  "The Rep Cap team wrote the single most clicked-on piece of content available on the platform." – Former Senior Marketing Manager, Online Education Platform.  Page 23 661 Clients Saint-Gobain IAB Magniflex Holiday Inn Notable Project An HR consulting company hired Digital Agency SEOMAX to develop
and customize its website using WordPress and populating it with content, as well as provide SEO services. The engagement placed the company in the first page of Google searches in the East European region, even ranking number 1 for some keywords. This resulted in more customers and bigger business.   "The
project manager understood how to ask questions to understand what my company needs." - Owner, HR consulting company Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst.
662 Clients LDJ Cleaning Sakamoto Japanese Grill and Sushi Peninsula Cardiovascular Notable Project V2M2 Groups created videos for a non-profit. They produced and launched a series of videos that aimed to raise awareness of their signature annual fundraiser. The client reported that, as a result of the extra
promotion, they saw a record turnout at their fundraiser. “We were very impressed with their team’s responsiveness. They had a strong vision for final products, and with an efficient work ethic, they delivered before our deadline.” – Development Director, Non-Profit   663 Clients Rebound Zoptic LLC E29 Marketing Sister
Sage Herbs Notable Project A photographer with his own photography business hired Inbox Attack to improve his cold outreach to potential clients, drive them to the photographer's website, and increase response and conversion rates from the cold email campaigns. Through the engagement, the photographer gained
more leads. "Lead generation as grown by 75% as a direct result from Inbox Attack's work based on the training and tools they provided me." - Photographer 664 Clients Physicians Business Solutions Dr. Jason Weigner Dr. Mark Luckie Chicagoland Medical Notable Project Max Effect Marketing worked with a
rehabilitation facility to attract more customers capable of affording its non-insurance services. They managed the client's social media accounts and conducted a demographical search of local high-quality patients. Through its partnership with Max Effect Marketing, the rehabilitation facility's seminar attendance has
consistently exceeded 90%.  "They are attentive to our needs and quickly learned our business model." – Owner, Medical Practice  665 Notable Project Shock Media Studio managed Facebook ads for an SEO consulting firm. They also implemented and maintained the client's Google Ads account. Their work led to a
65% increase in signups for the client's SaaS.  "Some of the stories they shared with me inspired me to try a different approach to digital marketing." — Founder, SEO Consulting Firm 666 Clients Snapfish CW Hemp Discount School Supply Vital Choice Notable Project A vehicle history report provider hired eAccountable
to design their new websites and market them with PPC advertising, affiliate marketing, and other strategic advertising methods. eAccountable also tracked conversions to test different methods of converting more unique site visits into customers and see which methods work. eAccountable met all expectations in the
performance of their tasks in this ongoing engagement. "Sales and conversions increased as well as traffic and visibility." - Owner, Vehicle History Report Provider 667 Clients Harry Corry Floor Monster Kingspan Environmental Notable Project Web Bureau built a website for an energy company. The website served as a
global site that merged 40 legacy sites into a single platform. Web Bureau worked from start to finish, developing the full frontend, and even worked on consultancy and SEO support after the site's launch. The site's lead generation increased after its release. "I loved their adaptability, project management, and fair pricing.
Our project had many complications because of its scale, but we worked through everything together and didn't miss any deadlines. It was easy to do business with them. We knew everyone and could access the directors if needed." - Marketing Director, Energy Company 668 Clients Ernst & Young Santander Ford Efero
sp. Z o. O. Sp Notable Project Orange Juice provided Google Ads support for a software development company. They ran search ads, display ads, and banner ads. They generated high-quality leads at a fair price.  "Their proactiveness is most impressive." – Head of Growth, Software Development Company 669 Clients
Rajkot’s Gems & Jewellery Show MOE`S Viss Beauty Notable Project Selfcraft Media helped an e-commerce store achieve its digital marketing goals with a broad range of services. They handled the client's SEO, PPC, lead generation plans, social media marketing, and email marketing efforts from start to finish. The
client's return on ad spend exceeded 1000%.  "All the Digital Services we have utilised we have found them to be most proficient." – Operational Director, E-Commerce Store 670 Clients Bright Pattern The Home Depot ebay Indian Motorcycle Notable Project An auto auction platform hired LinkGraph for their SEO
services and link-building expertise. The team also provided technical consultation support. Their work led to an increase in the platform's traffic. "From the marketing side, I've seen the increase." – Business Development Manager, Auto Auction Platform 671 Clients Discount Water Softeners Paleo On The Go Skills On
Point CARL Notable Project LuccaAM redesigned and redeveloped a website and moved it onto Magento. The team also managed the company’s social media, Google Ads, and Amazon store. They were a collaborative partner, and their work led to increased sales and ROI. “They’re focused on getting resolutions to
whatever you need.” – President, Water Treatment Company 672 Clients Notable Project Quilqy provided client research services for a banking equipment manufacturer. The manufacturer was entering the European market and needed data and research to find contacts. Quilqy helped find potential clients in less than a
month. “I guess it was quite effective.” - CCO, Banking Equipment Manufacturer 673 Clients Notable Project Signify Digital Ltd acted as a third-party vendor for a digital marketing agency that needed PPC and SEO work to be carried out. Their work produced a rise in conversions, lowered the CPC, and improved overall
SEO rankings. Their knowledgeable and enjoyable approach was highlighted by the client. "My client is delighted with the results." – Founder & Director, Digital Marketing Agency 674 Clients Cygaes Lotum Nexon Seriously Notable Project PocketWhale managed a global PR campaign to promote the launch of several
new mobile games for a large app studio. The team leveraged their knowledge of the target audience and their preferences to develop a profitable and engaging campaign. PocketWhale used their media contacts and proven digital strategy to organize relevant press coverage, which resulted in a significant number of
organic downloads following its launch. “The team thoroughly understands how to sell video games. They’re exceptionally knowledgeable about PR best practice in the mobile gaming industry, which is a massive, but very young and rapidly emerging market.” — Head of PR, Mobile App Firm 675 Clients Tata Housing
Tattva Spa Edelweiss Notable Project Briefkase Digital Communications conducted SEO for an insurance startup. They audited the client's existing assets before streamlining their digital content. Their efforts boosted organic traffic and search rankings. "Many keywords are ranking on the first and second pages of
Google." — Senior Manager of Digital Marketing, Insurance Startup 676 Clients Bate's Maytag Glamorous Image Salon Retail Croghan & Associates Notable Project Digital Shift worked with a video production company to redesign the client's website, establish an SEO strategy, and build digital marketing content with the
client's target audience in mind. Another production company saw the client's website, and was impressed enough to offer the client a $10,000 project. "Through networking, I’ve seen several of Digital Shift’s clients experience significant increases in business and web presence after collaborating." – CEO, Video
Production Company 677 Jakarta Selatan Indonesia Clients BPJS Ketenagakerjaan Indonesia Power PAM JAYA Notable Project Arfadia did website development for an insurance provider. Along with developing and designing the website, the company introduced the client to content management tools. The client was
happy with the company’s work ethic, and the quality of their work.  “They are helpful and meet deadlines. They’re capable of explaining a problem and solving it in a timely manner.” — IT Buyers & Vendor Management, Insurance Provider    678 Clients Dayton Homes instaMek Adventure Warehouse Notable Project
Ameet Khabra Marketing Inc produced Facebook ads for an advertising and marketing company with the aim of driving traffic to a landing page. Their work encompassed strategy, implementation, and optimization. They exceeded the client’s expectations by launching ads that collected over 500 email addresses. “With
my very small budget and very short time frame for the ads, Ameet surpassed my expectations. She was able to maximize my budget and use it to reach my ideal audience.” – Social Media Strategist & Consultant, Advertising & Marketing Company 679 Clients Notable Project Dandy Marketing provided SEO solutions for
a content marketing agency. The agency needed to gain more traffic online. Dandy Marketing helped improve website traffic five times over for the agency. “They’re quite responsive.” - Founder & Managing Director, Content Marketing Agency 680 Clients HSN Stetson University The Poynter Institute FELD
Entertainment Notable Project Big Sea was hired by a bowling company to rebuild its website. Big Sea used WordPress to design a new site that includes a form generator add-on to help the bowling company's clients book reservations. Big Sea now handles the company's entire digital footprint and strategy. In total, Big
Sea has helped its client grow their business annually by 8% or more for the past three years. "Very few digital companies take the time to really study and listen to their client, but they’ve taken it upon themselves to do just that. That has allowed us to be on the forefront of digital marketing and set an example for the rest
of the industry. Big Sea is a big piece of our success." – Owner, Bowling Company 681 Clients East Dane (subsidiary of Amazon) Gramarly OneFootball Unu Notable Project The Head of Digital Acquisition for a dating app approached Indexsy after a partnership with another SEO agency failed to reveal measurable
results. The dating app needed help growing its user base and organic presence. Indexsy created a content calendar, developed content to build links, and provided onsite optimization. The efforts yielded positive results: a 40% increase in organic traffic and 7.5% increase in organic form sign ups. “They really under
promise and over deliver. … I’d recommend them to anyone who wants to grow organically.” – Head of Digital Acquisition, Dating App 682 Clients Raphael’s Flowers and Gifts I-Dea Catalysts Night & Day Window Decor Notable Project ExaWeb Solutions Co. provided SEO and digital marketing services for a market
research company. The client wanted more visibility; they wanted decision-makers at other companies to see their solutions, and they wanted to improve their organic search rankings. ExaWeb Solutions Co. worked closely with the client, and made changes and added features to their website. The company continuously
works with the client, and the client has been getting the visibility they wanted.    “We've been extremely happy working with ExaWeb and have renewed our engagement for another year. They’ve improved many aspects of our web presence and achieved the objectives outlined in our initial discussions.” — CTO, Market
Research Company   683 Clients Grades iTalk TyreZone Original Outlaw Apparel Notable Project An accommodation-sharing website wanted to generate more leads. They hired Godot Media for their content marketing services. The team developed weekly content in a timely matter. "We are getting hits on the site from
prospective customers." – Managing Director, Accommodation-Sharing Website 684 Clients Tesco Wicked Gummy Co. Millionaire Beauty Vitamasques Notable Project Pixated handled digital marketing efforts for a cosmetics company. They also provided advertising and SEO help. Their work has increased the partner’s
business by tenfold. “They deliver and have 360-degree knowledge.” –Owner, Cosmetics Company 685 Clients Pac-12 Wild Earth Uncle Bud's Hemp DocVerify Notable Project A real estate investment firm hired Paper Box to grow its organic rankings and overall online presence, as well as generate leads by building
ethical links and citations designed to increase organic traffic. This engagement generated the desired links, traffic, and leads for the firm.  "It's not easy to build quality links and the team got some really good ones. We also noticed an increase in traffic and leads that can directly be attributed to their work." - Founder,
Real Estate Investment Firm 686 Clients Retired NFL player Adrian Ross University of California - Davis Carlton Senior Living HackerLab Notable Project A motivational speaker hired Shane Barker Consulting to help increase visibility and secure more speaking engagements. Shane Barker Consulting created an
integrated marketing plan, which included building the client's website, promoting his e-book, and increasing website traffic. "I can't overstate the fact that the result changed my life, allowing me to work for myself and quit my full-time job. I can do what I love to do because of [Shane Barker Consulting]." - Motivational
Speaker 687 Clients Franchise & Business Law Group Four Seasons Insurance Agency Oral & Face Surgery of Utah Millcreek Gardens Notable Project A custom cabinet manufacturer wanted to increase its rankings on Google and hired be Locally SEO to conduct SEO services such as keyword ranking, content
creation, social media management, and site optimization. The manufacturer now ranks first in several key search terms. "If I had to rate them ... from one to 10, I would say 10. They always respond very quickly, and I can always get ahold of someone, even when our account manager is unavailable." - Office Manager,
Custom Cabinet Manufacturer 688 Clients Car Booker Owltastic Raw Forest Foods Notable Project Incrementors Web Solutions provided a digital marketing plan for a media content company. Their work involved SEO strategies, PPC initiatives, and web design all aimed at generating traffic for the client's site. The client
reported that the team hit their target of 70k organic traffic before the deadline. "They are very responsive and communication is their key to handle clients. We never experienced a single day when they forgot to send us an update we requested." - CEO, Media Content Company 689 Clients 2018 AVA Digital Awards -
Platinum 2017 MARCom Gold Winner Notable Project The founders of an e-commerce t-shirt company had no digital marketing experience and found they needed help getting noticed. They hired Human Marketing to handle on- and off-page SEO. Their responsibilities include content creation, PPC campaigns, KPI's,
and backlinking. Human Marketing now also manages the client's social media.  "We've always made more money than we spent with Human Marketing. For every dollar we put in, we're getting about four dollars back. We’ve also been able to take over the number one organic search spot for a lot of things that we’re
competing against big consumer brands for." –President and Founder, T-Shirt Company 690 Clients Notable Project (un)Common Logic managed lead generation and marketing for a textile manufacturer. This included SEM, SEO, and social media marketing. The engagement led to a 59-percent increase in leads and a
24-percent increase in traffic for the client. “From 2018-2019, we increased our spend by 44 percent and saw an increase in leads by 59 percent and a 10-percent decrease in CPL. On the SEO standpoint, we saw an increase in traffic of 24 percent, a 200-percent increase in form fills, and visibility was up 44 percent.
These results far surpassed our expectations.” – Director of Marketing, Textile Manufacturer Page 24 691 Clients Las Vegas Tourism Ruth’s Chris Steakhouse BurgerFi Eperi Notable Project S&G Content Marketing provided a retail consulting firm with much-needed content marketing help. The firm wanted to stand out
from the crowd, so S&G helped them create a variety of content, social media strategies, and outreach. “S&G Content Marketing’s ability to understand my industry really made them stand out from the competition.” –  President, Retail Consulting Firm Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you
build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 692 Clients Notable Project Place1SEO did social media marketing for a painting contractor, The campaign included organic keyword SEO, which resulted in eight categories ranking on page
one.  "I'm currently on the first page of organic results for all 8 to 10 categories which Place1SEO works on. I'm happy." — Owner, Painting Contractor 693 Clients Crowne Plaza Hotels Hitachi Power Tools LR Health and Beauty Notable Project Polimentor helped an industrial trading company update its market strategy to
compensate for a new sales system, which marked a transition from selling products in bulk to selling retail. Polimentor designed and implemented a PPC campaign to help the company’s website rank in Google and thus attract customers online. “They showed eagerness to earn our business by doing something outside
of their normal offering. Polimentor gave us additional solutions, helping us to find an answer. Those may have been small things, and we didn’t always end up using them, but it showed that the team’s approach was not just to keep us working with them, but to make our workflow easier and faster.” – Head of Marketing,
Industrial Trading Company 694 Cheltenham United Kingdom Clients Lemon Signs Integrity Facilities Management Ltd Service Pump Ltd Hunters Estate Agents Notable Project Ready Steady Go SEO supplied SEO, PPC, and digital marketing services to a construction equipment rental company. They developed an
online catalog and refined the client’s CRM system. The client was pleased with the sustainable increase in turnover resulting from the company’s work. “They’re very amenable and very approachable; very clever and highly intelligent.” – Chairman, Construction Equipment Rental Company    695 Clients Tasty Pill The
AdSwapper Welsh Mtn Co. Matrix Media Notable Project A weight loss platform hired Udonis for help with advertising. Udonis set up a Facebook ad campaign for the weight loss platform after analyzing its customer base and identifying its target audience. They also created original content to aid a Google AdWords
campaign. As a result, daily sales on Facebook increased from 10 to 70 in the first two months, and the Google AdWords campaign yielded 40-60% conversion rates. "Udonis came up with creative marketing concepts we’d never considered. They excelled at providing new ways of engaging customers through multiple
points of contact." – CEO of Weight Loss Platform 696 Clients Fage deVere Group Savoy Crown Pavilions Notable Project A private photography school originally hired Cartoozo for help with SEO, and now they handle the school’s SEO, PPC, and programming services. The client was impressed with Cartoozo’s ability to
increase its website’s speed, which in turn boosted traffic. “They are the best company we have worked with so far, and we have superb communication. I couldn’t recommend them more highly.” – Owner, Private Photography School 697 Clients College of Mount Saint Vincent JL Media Anello Fence AlignIT Notable
Project A marketing agency hired Digitalux for a variety of services, including redesigning its website and logo, building its website’s backend, and helping with SEO. The client said that Digitalux was easy to work with, and the work they provided went beyond their expectations. “Digitalux was able to help take us into the
modern time, and it was an effortless process.” – Account Manager, Marketing Agency 698 Clients 50 Shades of Silence Animal Dogtor Alpha Aromatics Notable Project Higher Images worked on digital marketing for an orthodontic practice. They designed and built a custom WordPress site from scratch, and managed
online listings, SEO, PPC, security, and tech support. The client appreciated their customer service throughout the project.  “I most appreciate Higher Images' customer service, flexibility, and how well they know what they're doing.” – Owner, Orthodontic Practice  699 Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Clients SEO Site
Checkup Private School Review Peru Best Tours Big Boys Garage Toys Notable Project Conversion Perk worked on an AdWords Campaign for a Tourism Company. They created and managed an extensive Google AdWords Campaign. The client was impressed with the increase in sales that resulted from the project.
“We increased sales by 30 percent during the first quarter of 2015.” – CEO, Tourism Company 700 Clients Spartan Restaurant 5 To Go PhotoHotel Notable Project Marketing Deck provided marketing and web services for a security systems provider. Marketing Deck was responsible for restarting the provider’s PPC
campaigns and refreshing their company website. Sales improved for the provider after working with Marketing Deck. “Compared with other development teams I have worked with, impressive - smooth, rapid solution, proactive, and very fast implementations.” - Marketing Manager, Security Systems Provider 701
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar India Founded in 2008 and headquartered in Mohali, Webguruz Technologies a web solutions company that primarily works with small and mid market businesses in the e-commerce, advertising, marketing, health care, real estate, retail, and education industries. With offices in Sydney,
Novato, South Croydon, their team of 99 specialize in SEO, social media marketing, web design, UX/UI design, web development, and e-commerce development services. Clients Wish Health Jigsaw London Bargain Law Books Notable Project Webguruz Technologies partnered with an equipment rental business to
develop a website for increased brand visibility. While the project is currently ongoing, the client has been impressed with initial results.  “The website is under construction (not yet published) and I’ve been very impressed with their responsiveness, creative ideas and performance.” — Co-Managing Director, Equipment
Rental Business 702 Dubai United Arab Emirates Clients Redro Rove Hotels The Meat Co Notable Project Blue Beetle was responsible for website development for a landscaping company. They worked to improve and optimize the client's existing corporate website, adding new content and adjusting several features to
make the site more streamlined for users on both mobiles and desktops. The client has received positive external feedback regarding the changes. "The site is still nascent but already feedback from clients, partners and stakeholders has been very positive" - COO, Landscaping Company 703 Clients Victoria's Secret
Gold Elements Bruster's Palo Media Group Notable Project Over The Top SEO provided the complete marketing package for an express clinic, which included SEO work and social media marketing. They also created a newsletter and updated their website's content. The newsletter has reached about 5,000 subscribers. 
"Over The Top SEO is the first agency I've used, but, in my opinion, there isn't anything to improve." – CEO, Express Clinic 704 Clients Cashzone Radial 4x4 Tyres Heavenly Chocolate Notable Project MyWebhero designed a PPC campaign and strategies to lower advertising costs for a management consulting firm.
They also provided the client logo design, branding, and advertising strategies. Their services alleviated costs for the client and kept its advertising effective. “We’ve been very satisfied with all of the changes made so far. We’ve had absolutely no problems in getting the projects delivered, and we’ve built a great
relationship on top of that. “ – Managing Director, Management Consulting Firm 705 Clients Overland Park Counseling Flight Schedule Pro Ninja Reports Nonstop Signs Notable Project Tyton Media implemented SEO for a real estate investment firm's website. Their team developed a responsive UX/UI, an intake form to
generate leads, and provided conversion strategies. The website significantly increased lead generation.  "We get more leads now for people wanting to sell their houses. Friends and family have said that it looks nice." – Co-owner, Real Estate Investment Firm  706 Clients bakerMen Huemor American Express Motorola
Notable Project An electrical construction company hired Yando Consulting to build an SEO-friendly website and fix existing bugs. The new website increased traffic and attracted more business inquiries.  "They know their stuff. You can tell when someone is faking it and when someone truly understands the topic. These
guys not only understood it, but could explain it to us luddites." – Senior Estimator, Construction Company  707 Clients The Quarry Cromax Titan Black Roland Notable Project A writers’ agency hired ATop Digital Technology Consulting to redesign their website. They designed and developed a WordPress template with a
custom tagging feature, and also created a CRM system. The client praised them as very proactive and responsive. “ATop Digital will go above and beyond to ensure that client’s happiness…The service they provide is phenomenal.” – Owner, Writers’ Agency   708 Clients Orus Greedy Dwarf SafeGas MayerTrade
Notable Project ITForce fronted a Google Ads campaign for a regional florist. Their work involved creating an advertising plan, PPC execution, and monitoring the performance of the ads. The campaign generated leads for the client and their work lowered the cost of conversation, financially benefitting the company. “We
are constantly reaching our goals – we spend less and earn more. Our conversion rate is getting lower and lower, bringing more profit to the company while we also get a constant flow of returning customers.” – Business Owner, Regional Florist 709 SIXGUN, a small SEO agency, is based in East Melbourne, Australia.
They focus on search engine optimization, pay per click, and social media marketing and were launched in 2017. Notable Project SIXGUN manages the SEO for a SaaS business. They monitor the site to implement any technical SEO practices and find new keyword opportunities. They also work to earn backlinks to
targeted content. "We get great explanations of what we should be doing, how long it will take to complete, and the expected effect." 710 Clients Netaya Portolano Rebdolls Merida Studio Notable Project Parkfield Commerce developed and integrated Shopify with a custom furniture e-commerce site. The client was a web
designer who had created visual assets and user paths for the site but needed it built out into a functional platform. Parkfield delivered the platform on budget and within the specified timeline and was able to respond to changing needs from the end-client and web designer. "They had good attention to detail and were
dedicated to the project." — Consultant, Custom Furniture Store 711 Clients Vecho Cliquey Sanomind Playeasy Notable Project A social media marketing agency hired Olbuz for a paid search campaign. OLBUZ manages the client's AdWords, paid social accounts, and social media promotion. As a result of their work,
the client has reported an increase in online conversions. "In one campaign, they optimized conversion rates for a well-defined target audience. We continue to run similarly great campaigns. The team is more focused on results than spending a lot of money." – Co-Founder, Social Media Marketing Tool 712 Clients
Shutterstock Custom Top Hat RBC Ventures Notable Project Search & Gather worked with an entertainment agency and took charge of the client’s online marketing strategy. They worked on social media marketing, online presence, and SEO. The client saw immediate results and benefits. “Our online presence has
attracted the attention of high-level organizations that otherwise would be very difficult to engage with. We’ve been able to drive a very consistent flow of work to our company through the SEM implementations, as opposed to the scattered leads we got before. “ - Partner, Entertainment Agency   713 Notable Project
Mohammed Alami SEO provided SEO services to a media technology company. They were also responsible for training the internal team on keyword research and general SEO practices. They were a detail-oriented partner, and the engagement was successful. “Our relationship has been very cooperative.” – Head of
Digital Marketing, 714 Clients Michael Graves Architecture & Design E15 Group Advisable Notable Project A plumbing company hired FLDTRACE to redesign their WordPress website and implement an SEO strategy that targets critical keywords to increase the company's domain authority. Because of this engagement,
the company's domain authority rose from 18 to 36, listed on Google's second page from being on the eighth, and now ranks first in their local market for plumbing services. Also, the company's website, maintained by FLDTRACE, is now more appealing. "Lucien’s sensitivity to curb appeal and eye for detail both indicate
his mastery of design." - Co-Owner, Plumbing Company 715 Clients Sheraton Hotels and Resorts PS Financial Services Coral Gables Chamber of Commerce Notable Project OptFirst Internet Marketing became a consultant’s go-to digital marketing expert. They helped the consultant teach and apply SEO best practices
for a client, as well as assisted with web development and paid advertising. “Optfirst has increased traffic for many of my clients, meaningfully raising conversion rates. Their work has exceeded expectations and provided successful and measurable results.” – Owner, Consulting Firm 716 Clients Car Parison Samaya
Beauty Centre Marions Kitchen Notable Project Quick SEO Help developed a website and provided ongoing SEO services for an IT company. They maintained digital marketing efforts through social media and Google. Their support has contributed to an increase in sales for the client. “I’ve seen a 25% increase in
business through the work Quick SEO Help did for us on Google and social media. I’ve given them more work because of how satisfied I am with their services.” – CEO, IT Company 717 Clients Notable Project Digital Consulting Group finished a digital marketing project for an investment group company. They provided a
website and ran a social media campaign, which created new business opportunities for the client.  "This project opened a new door for us. We can now reach the market from different channels that we didn’t have access to before.” – Employee, Marketing Investment Group   718 Clients Gold's Gym Granny Nannies
Thunder Tactical Trades of Hope Notable Project Web Daytona worked with a law firm to redesign their website and online presence. The team utilized SEO to help increase local online rankings for the firm. They also worked to adjust the firm’s marketing campaign to be more cost-effective and efficient in reaching
viewers. “Within the first six months, inbound inquiries increased by 40%, and our local rankings were at all-time highs.” – Attorney, Law Firm 719 Clients Zynga (Farmville) Hatch By Rovio Breethe Cronometer Notable Project App Growth Network planned a campaign to increase the organic growth of a journaling app by
optimizing it for the app store. The team used content such as videos, descriptions, keywords, screenshots, localizations, and promo texts to help accomplish the goal. The client was pleased with the project's success. "With the insights from our experiments, we've managed to increase our organic growth by 300%." –
Head of Marketing, Journaling App 720 Clients Heritage;Fine Wines Ed Hardy Wet Republic Jose Eber Notable Project LikeSocialBiz was hired by a travel company to provide digital marketing help. The agency helped the company with PPC, social media, advertising, and some content writing. The work is ongoing, but
their business had doubled within 8 months. "Whether it's email, phone call, in-person meeting, or a WhatsApp message, [LikeSocialBiz] gets back to me very quickly or lets me know when they will." – Founder, Travel Company Page 25 721 Clients GameArt WaveOC Finch A1QA Notable Project IM Action conducted
SEO and paid search and reviews campaigns for a software development company that wanted to acquire leads. IM Action also provided visual and content consulting services. The client has reported an increase in leads generated and was impressed with their proactive approach.  "One of their biggest strength is their
proactiveness. They’ve been hitting beyond their targets for the last four months in a row, and I attribute this to the number of experiments and their proactive approach." – Employee, Software Development Company  Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that
perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 722 Established in 2012, SocialStatista is a midsize advertising and social media marketing firm. Their services include advertising and social media marketing. The firm is located in springfield gardens, New York; Glenfield,
Australia; ACHERN, France and Champagne-sur-Oise, France. 723 Clients BLT Steak Law.com Sotheby’s International Realty inc. Notable Project SEO Image manages a search campaign for an automobile dealership. While site engagement started off a little rocky, leads and traffic eventually improved. The car
dealership market is extremely competitive, but working with SEO Image has allowed them to be one of the top three in search results. “I am happy to report that my investment has been positive so I will stick with SEO Image. They have always been very patient and courteous.” – President, Car Dealership 724 Clients
Canadian Tire Dorel Home Product Valtech Canada Notable Project Edge Dimension provided visual content marketing services for a wine cellar company. These services included placing the company’s cellars in different lifestyle environments to give customers a better look at the product. The company is satisfied with
Edge Dimension’s work. “I’m totally satisfied with the work they did on this project — it was right on the spot.” - President, Wine Cellar Company 725 Clients Aetna Advantage Communications Datco International Inc Altovista 726 Clients Notable Project Rozee Digital ran ad campaigns for a surgery prep drink. Rozee
Digital managed the Google ads of a brand to improve conversion rates. The campaigns have become more efficient thanks to Rozee Digital’s contributions. “All around a positive engagement for our company.” - Brand Consultant, Surgery Prep Drink 727 Clients Big Rim Outfitters Diamond A Ranch Thunderhook Fly-Ins
Team Tarpon Notable Project A hunting guide service tasked 3plains with creating an interactive, content-rich website with SEO geared toward organic search. The client has worked with 3plains for more than 10 years and estimates that 80 percent of its traffic comes through the website 3plains developed. "3plains has
been a strong strategic partner, and I can't think of a more powerful tool, from a marketing standpoint, than the site they've built for me."  - Owner, Hunting Guide Service 728 Clients Joom Overmobile Coffey Studio FunPlus Notable Project A system software program tasked Mobihunter with helping the organization
generate leads. The team at Mobihunter deployed various strategies to meet the client's needs, including automation campaigns and strategic media buying. The client reported an ROI increase of 50% since partnering with Mobihunter.  "We work with them transparently and are able to see both their earnings and
expenditure. Mobihunter’s results have been outstanding, with an average ROI of 50%." – Traffic Manager, IT Startup  729 Clients India Post Parkway Pantai Hathway InlifeHealthCare Notable Project A bakery's ecommerce store was becoming more popular and needed to create an SEO strategy. ShootOrder helped the
client identify and implement a keyword strategy. The client has noticed it now ranks much higher and the traffic is higher quality.  "There has been good growth in our search engine traffic over a year on year basis... Our expectations and results from the service are really good." – CEO, Bakery 730 Clients Better
Business Bureau (BBB) A+ Rating Notable Project Reputation X performed digital implementation tasks for a consulting firm. They provided support on assignments that were outside the scope of each endeavor and was involved with everything from the strategic framework of a project to the execution and psychological
management of the client. Their PR expertise has allowed it to offer valuable insights that optimize the strategy and planning of the firm's business. "I think Reputation X embodies everything that reputation management should be." – Founder, Consulting Firm   731 Clients Random House American Lung Association
Sunny Delight Beverage Co. Mercedes-Benz Notable Project Liqui-Site helped a home care agency with its digital marketing. After creating an easy-to-use and engaging website for the client, Liqui-Site offered SEO and email support. The agency said that Liqui-Site was particularly dedicated to the project. “Liqui-Site
was very responsive. They have a wonderful platform for communicating with customers that's very easy to use. If I happen to pick up the phone and call, they're always very willing and able to answer my questions.” – Executive Director, Home Care Agency 732 Clients Pinnacle Fitness Hope Park Dental Forth Blinds
Notable Project Alba SEO Services managed SEO campaigns to increase online visibility for a window blinds installer. They supplied keyword research and oversee organic growth. The client achieved top rankings in search engine results for their services. " They met all our expectations." – Partner, Window Blinds
Installer 733 Clients Monroe County Bryant & Stratton College City of Rochester City of Columbus Notable Project Brandmint provided digital marketing services, assisting a private medical practice to identify and target its audience. The team also led SEO, Google Ads, and content curation efforts. They were an
engaged partner, and their work streamlined internal processes.  “They’re always on task and they’re always ahead of schedule.” – Administrator, Private Medical Practice 734 Clients Coach Guitar SpinItCasino Pu Magic Launcher Notable Project An app development company hired AppFillip for their marketing
services. AppFillip promoted one of their apps to improve their ranking on the App Store and increase paid downloads. Their work included presentations and demo videos. "We achieved more than 10,000 free downloads and over 2,500 paid downloads. We're now also building our organic position in the App Store. They
made it possible for us to achieve our goals, below our budget." – Co-Founder, App Development Company 736 Clients Madwave Vitax Hospitality Haier Notable Project An engineering services company wanted to increase their visibility and improve their outward appearance. Comelite IT Solutions designed a company
website that consolidated the company's information and also designed a new logo. "The quality of the work was good. We've received positive feedback for the site from very good to excellent." — CEO, Engineering Services Company 738 Clients Clients: Atiwa Computing Noble Mortgage Manning Pool Service Notable
Project eWebResults partnered with a music school to help redesign the school's web presence. The team at eWebResults built a new website for the client optimized for SEO and handled the school's social media channels. eWebSolutions helped double the number of students at the school and continues to manage
the client's social media accounts. The client was impressed with how organized and informative the team at eWebResults was throughout the project.  "They're very informative and take the time to explain things well, especially for someone like me who doesn’t know computers too well. When we started a new
campaign, I even drove down to Houston and we talked in-person for two hours and they explained everything to me." –Owner, Music School  739 Clients Four Seasons Tiffany & Co. Godiva BMW Notable Project ACRONYM provides a garden manufacturer with ongoing SEO services to increase rankings in search
engines for gardening-related keywords. The client said that website traffic has increased since the project began. “The depth of their expertise is impressive. They also have a top-notch client base, which really lends itself to our business as well. They have a unique perspective around digging deeper into the verticals
than I've seen with other providers.” – Digital Marketing Manager, Lawn Supplies Manufacturer 740 Clients Exigo Source RFRain Vytal CompareMyFare Notable Project An LA IT partnered with Xoom Solutions to outsource web development process. Xoom acted as all-around support for web-based projects, providing
services like fixing bugs and developing whole applications. Xoom Solutions also provided expert consulting on technology platforms to the firm so that they could expand and better keep up with client demand. "Xoom has been great, I have stuck with them for years and expanded the work because of my trust. They
have great capabilities and never leave me hanging. They work long hours and are dedicated to my business. It is a true partnership." - Founder and Principal, Small Tech Firm 741 Clients Safehead, Inc. KJ Beckett Ginni Systems Notable Project Fuel4Media Technologies developed a blockchain service for a healthcare
company. They implemented a software that helped with the manufacturing and delivery of pharmaceutical products.  "Their project manager and the whole team worked smoothly throughout the entire engagement. They updated our company every Friday." – Manager, Healthcare Facility  742 Clients Duracell Shell
Generali Group Notable Project Play Media developed a website and managed the social media accounts of a real estate company. In addition to developing a WordPress site, the client managed the client's Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn accounts in adherence with a social media strategy.  "Play Media designed
an entirely new WordPress website and custom-made everything for us." — CEO, Real Estate Company 743 Clients Coastal.com Rival IQ PetsBest The PBH Network Notable Project Content Harmony worked with a computer software firm to improve its SEO by creating compelling content for its social media accounts.
The website search results went from page 500 to 1.  "They have a very proven system for getting companies up and running and getting that content engine purring." – VP of Marketing, Computer Software Firm 744 Clients Green Vits Xlash Cosmetics Mobile Signal Boosters Notable Project Smarketa performed an
audience analysis, developed strategies, and edited website content to boost digital store sales. The client was satisfied with the work and achieved the goals that were set for the project. “The quality of work is clearly reflected in our excellent results. Smarketa reached and then exceeded our desired outcomes.” —CEO,
E-Commerce Website 745 Notable Project Friendemic helped a Utah-based veterinary practice stay on top of its online reputation by monitoring and tracking both positive and negative reviews. Friendemic also bolstered the veterinary practice's social media presence, which helped them respond to clients and market
their services. “Since we started our collaboration with Friendemic, our social media presence has skyrocketed. I’ve never seen anything quite like this. We’re getting thousands of clicks and lots of new friends.” – Veterinarian, Veterinary Practice 746 Clients Bath Planet Express Flooring Pankow Construction Build
Industries Notable Project Cloud LGS worked on branding and digital marketing for a beauty product retailer. They designed a logo and website, coordinated social media efforts, conducted SEO, and created blog content to boost brand visibility and increase traffic. The client appreciated the understanding they brought
to the project. “I loved that they wanted to help my business succeed.” – Co-Founder, Beauty Product Retailer   747 Clients Sentry Equipment Marion Body Works Wipfli CUNA Mutual Group Notable Project Weidert Group created a content marketing campaign for a realtor. A carefully focused strategy increased visibility
and outreach using a combination of social media, keyword rankings, and HubSpot products. The team’s designers also created downloadable and blog content pieces.   "The important keywords that we want to rank for we've gone from being not visible at all to being on the first page in six months. This is a testament to
what a great site that Weidert Group helped us rebuild." – Marketing Manager, Real Estate Development Company 748 Clients Tufts University Shaw Contract Lawson Electric Notable Project Izell Marketing Group, LLC managed web development for a business advisory practice. They also provided backend analytics
services, capturing data from PPC and SEO initiatives. They also directed the implementation of a software system. Their refined data collection practices led to valuable insights that informed engagement initiatives. "...they know how to use the data they collect strategically and tactically." — Owner, Business Advisory
Company 749 Clients Suite Paradise Basalt Mountain Inn The Gant Aspen StayWinterPark Notable Project Bluetent set up an email marketing system to facilitate communication between a vacation rentals company and their customers. The program enabled the client to reach out to both prospective and existing clients.
Following this positive experience, Bluetent was asked to redesign the website and provide some rebranding guidance. "Our online bookings increased by more than 100 percent after we implemented the new website, and we were definitely able to generate more revenue and get more business because of the



improvements that Bluetent has made for our business." – Owner, Vacation Rentals Company 750 Clients App Radar Circus Social FMCG Mobile TSS-EG Notable Project An app designed to connect travelers and backpackers hired Marketing Masala to handle its installation and client retention. Marketing Masala
implemented PPC across multiple locations and  tested various keywords as part of a broader app store optimization strategy. As a result, the client reported that install price per paid ad had decreased substantially.  "In the first three months of engagement, they brought down the cost per install from PPC ads by over
80%. We’ve also tested multiple strategies for app store optimization and pushed organic installs by over 30% on a weekly basis." – Founder, Solo Travel App  Page 26 751 Clients Mr. Jump Chuck the Muck Neeko Complete Notable Project PreApps worked on mobile app marketing for a gaming studio. They created and
a multipronged marketing strategy to highlight a gaming app for iOS, conducted keyword research, and prepared gameplay graphics. The client was impressed with the results of the project.  “We launched our first game before Christmas and received over 100 mentions. This helped us reach more than 5,000
installations, which made us happy.” – CEO, Gaming Studio Based on your budget, timeline, and specifications we can help you build a shortlist of companies that perfectly matches your project needs. Schedule a free consultation with a Manifest Analyst. 752 Clients FW Group Interstate Express Producor LawBank
Notable Project A music festival hired Campfire Digital to market the festival, develop content, and increase its social media presence. There was a huge increase in traffic and engagement on the social media platforms. The client was impressed that Campfire Digital took the time to get to know them as a company.
"When they [Campfire Digital] put their posts together, it's obvious they've done their research, and they contribute good content without making me provide it all for them." – Director of Marketing, Music Festival Company 753 Clients University of Arizona Online Premier Fitness Camp United Way Matix Notable Project A
brand and design agency approached Tower33 Digital for help increasing website traffic. The client was preparing to launch a new website, and Tower33 Digital designed an SEO strategy to support the site. The project included auditing the company’s content and links and conducting keyword research. “Tower33 does
a good job of fighting for what they believe in, as well as backing up their ideas for strategy with statistics and references. It’s evident they are passionate about their work, and they’re very good at it.” – Communications Manager, Brand and Design Agency 754 Clients Venzee Valuecare Pharmacy Town Sports Posters
Notable Project Web Cures worked for a clothing company where they helped improve local and organic search results for the company using SEO. They helped the startup create an online presence and build recognition.  "We now rank first on Google for many of our primary search terms and have seen a
corresponding increase in revenue as a result." – Co-Founder, Clothing Company 755 Clients Auto Schunn Schmitz Cargobull Restart Energy Business France Notable Project A warehousing and transportation company hired Re7Consulting to develop their website and make it more mobile responsive, do market and
keyword research, and create Google and Facebook ads. The engagement generated around 40 to 50 leads per month for the company, and the website now has a better UX. "They provided us support every time we had a question without any concern as to the amount of work it took." - Project Manager, Warehousing
and Transportation Company   756 Clients Notable Project ROI Foundry enhances the online presence of a consumer products company. Services include SEO, content marketing, and the team also enhanced website features. Conversion rates have doubled, traffic has increased, and there has been a marked rise in
revenue as well. "We saw measurable results after about two months of working with ROI Foundry. Simply put, they were fantastic."  -Owner, Hair Care Product Company 757 Clients OneWheel Segway Robotics Atari Notable Project Rainfactory was responsible for social media marketing for a product startup. They
worked to raise awareness of the client's company and draw attention to the client's crowdfunding campaign. They handled social media management, content creation, and web development. The client reported that their crowdfunding and sales goals were surpassed as a result of working with Rainfactory.  "Our results
were astonishing—we far surpassed our crowdfunding and sales goals. While we were initially shooting for $50,000, we raised $1.5 million dollars. Our original goal was to produce 1000 chairs, but we ended up selling 23,000." - VP Marketing, Product Startup 758 Clients Vocalcom ANPI Great Lakes Data Systems
Blulogix Notable Project An energy company hired Content Boost for its marketing services. They created a new PR strategy for the company, as well as content for social media and weekly blog posts. The client felt that Content Boost was accommodating and produced quality work. "Content Boost is just one of the
strongest agencies when it comes to listening to the needs of the customer or the client. They make sure that they adjust to the needs of the client."- President of Energy Company   759 Clients Pycom 8th Wall Penguin TDK Notable Project An IoT company hired Karbo Communications for their public relations expertise.
The team designed a product launch strategy, crafted messaging, and identified market partners. The team delivered positive media coverage and other results. "The Karbo Communications team consistently delivers results and proactively drives our PR strategy." – VP of Marketing, IoT Company 760 Clients Zortrax
Grecos Distance Ruch Notable Project MTA Digital provided assistance in driving site traffic and increasing conversion rates for a tourism agency. MTA started by auditing the agency's current SEO and AdWords practices with analytics tracking. MTA then restructured the client's website, content marketing, and brought
in backlinks from other websites. As a result, ROI for paid ads has risen and the cost-per-conversion is up from the previous year. "MTA Digital is an external team, but they understand what we want to do." – Project Manager, Tourism Agency 761 Clients Notable Project Xtra Mile oversaw the social media platforms and
account-based marketing for a maritime shipping company. The agency assisted with peer-to-peer interactions, lead generation, and content strategy. As a result of the partnership, the client's subscription base and number of followers has increased drastically. "Xtra Mile is very dedicated, caring, and professional. It
finds solutions that are both creative and realistic." –Head of Global Marketing, Shipping Company  762 Clients Notable Project MediaBoostr was hired by a local tour-guide agency to create a strategic social media marketing campaign to boost sales and create a network of local businesses and private companies as
reliable clients. They crafted a marketing campaign and taught the client the basics of SEM, which helped create a plan of action for the client.  “They took my goals and turned them into a plan of action. We worked out any problems we had with smooth communication.” – Founder, Local Tour Guide Company.   763
Clients Notable Project A health and beauty clinic initially hired Add People to manage their Google Ads campaigns. But the engagement was later expanded to include providing SEO services and creating and promoting content on their social media platforms. To date, Add People has been meeting the clinic's
expectations in this ongoing engagement. "Most of our services are either on the front page or in the top three positions in SERPs." - Director, Health and Beauty Clinic 764 Dubai United Arab Emirates Clients Foodclub Emirates Auction Dubizar B-Connected Notable Project A marketing company partnered with
BeOnTop to outsource SEO practices for their site to reach customers on the first page of Google and to generate more brand awareness. “We were pleased with our interaction. They provided excellent advice on any issues, timely reports, and it was easy and pleasant to work with them.” – CEO, Marketing Company
765 Clients African Sunrise Safaris RCR Investments Asian Pharmaceuticals Notable Project Goodman Lantern developed marketing content for white papers. The content was well-researched, exhaustive, and drafted in a way that was easy to digest. Goodman Lantern solved Flatworld Solutions' major marketing
challenge - creating content at scale. 766 Clients SmartSource Nomadic Display Potomac Pediatrics Pond Roofing & Exteriors Notable Project A conflict resolution company hired Cogo Interactive to attract more online traffic by designing a mobile-friendly website and producing new content. Through its partnership with
Cogo Interactive, the conflict resolution company saw a 75% increase in sales conversions.  "We’ve greatly appreciated Cogo Interactive’s customer-centric approach to the project. Not only have they guided us through the learning phases of WordPress, but they’ve also provided sage business and marketing advice." –
President, Conflict Resolution Business  767 Clients Holiday inn, Astro Mobile Africa Bixa Botanical Ltd Notable Project iDigitalise recently worked on SEO and PPC for a higher education institution. They implemented campaigns with these digital marketing methods to drive traffic for that client. This resulted in a ROI of
three times what the project spent. “We saw three times the return on ad spend that we had with our previous vendor.” - Digital Marketing Director, Higher Education Institution. 768 Clients Viacom MightyNetworks Bell Media Inc. Notable Project A mobile app startup hired App Promo to manage all of their social media
accounts and strategy. It was a collaborative effort between App Promo and the client to produce specific content for different markets. Their social media engagement increased by 4,000 followers in less than a year.  "The fact that App Promo is able to provide a more global perspective is important, especially since
we’re producing an app for a global audience." – VP Content Marketing, Mobile App Startup 769 Notable Project Mozoo devised a marketing campaign for a media buying agency. The agency also developed a media/tablet solution with geo-tagging capabilities, which helped the reach of their campaign. Mozoo met the
client's standards and were very responsive.  "Mozoo Group's level of client service is outstanding – probably one of the best partners we've ever worked with. " — Media Planner and Buyer, Media Buying Agency 770 Clients Contempo Real State Mapfre Colombia Puntos Cencosud Tiendas Jumbo Notable Project ON
Digital worked with a hotel company to oversee email campaigns for multiple rewards programs.  As a result of their work, the team was able to leverage its name and reputation to avoid their emails to be marked as spam. ON Digital also assists with Google AdWords on an ongoing basis. "We generate around $100,000
yearly just from the mailing campaigns." – Call Center Director, Hotel Company 771 Clients Karma Organic Intent Sports Trendy Together STUFFiCON Notable Project An online retailer hired Urtasker to rebuild their shopify store to enhance its capabilities and allow integration with multiple other online channels. Some of
the new features include a customer wish list inventory tracking system and social media integration to other channels like Amazon, eBay, and Facebook stores. Urtasker completed the project and to date, the new site is ready to launch. "The deliverables were exactly what we were looking for." - Owner, Online Retailer 
772 AndMine is a digital marketing agency that was founded in 2009. They have 23 employees in their offices in Melbourne and Sydney, Australia, where they provide full-service digital solutions to small, midmarket, and international companies, typically in healthcare, business services, and e-commerce. Services
include advertising, e-commerce, social media, website and app development, SEO, copywriting, and CRM. Clients BhatBhate Gateway KSA Victoria State Government Notable Project AndMine developed a website from the ground up for a brokerage firm that buys and sells businesses. They also provided marketing
services for the site. The development and advertising provided by AndMine exceeded the client’s expectations and set the client above the competition. “Their team is communicative and flexible, addressing any and all needs. They created a superior website and redeveloped parts of it to ensure we stay ahead of our
competition. They are the best in the business.” – Director of Sales, Brokerage Firm 773 Notable Project AdTribe spearheaded the social media advertising efforts of a veterinary company in order to increase their ROI. The team executed Facebook Ad campaigns and developed an account strategy structure. "The
workflow was clean and very well-organized." 774 Clients Pernod Ricard Kenwood De'Longhi Natuzzi Notable Project Kontra was hired by an alcohol company to design an innovative landing page. On the site, Kontra created a signup form for a factory event in the style of a job application, which allowed the client to ask
visitors for their birth date, but also included various facts about the company's history, and a distillery corresponding to the user's location.   "I’m glad I decided to develop [the] microsite with Kontra. [Its] knowledge and professional approach helped us to run project smoothly and create great landing page, very important
digital touchpoint for our [...] factory campaign." - Brand Manager, Alcohol Company 775 Clients New Balance Samsung Huawei ARM Notable Project An automotive consumer electronics company hired Racepoint for a PR campaign and strategic consulting services.  They created a campaign that targeted automotive
OEMs as potential customers. Through press releases, social media, and ad placement, they created a customer base for the client. "They work with us as a partner and not just as an agency. We assign tough deadlines for projects and they have always delivered in a two-hour timeframe." – PR Director, Automotive
Electronics Company 776 Notable Project Sanctuary - A Digital Marketing Group is developing a dealer portal for an artificial grass company. They redesigned the website and migrated the blog. They continue to implement improvements on the platform. "They are a great company with an innovative staff and fantastic
customer support." 777 Clients FMG Safe Credit Solutions Hoodmart Pacific Landscaping & Tree Service Notable Project White Shark Media worked with a company that manufactures custom prosthetic and orthotic devices for pets to attract customers and increase online presence. White Shark Media oversaw the
company's website design, created ad campaigns, and conducted SEO. Through its partnership with White Shark Media, the company experienced a growth in sales and received positive feedback from satisfied customers.  "They've been there when I've needed them, and they respond to any type of issue we have with
the website." – Owner, Animal Orthocare  778 Clients Optix Limited Gtext Homes Graduate Learn Notable Project Tech O'Clock designed a website for a real estate marketer. The marketer needed to improve their online presence and give clients better access to their properties. The site was met with positive feedback
from clients. “They took the job out of my hand by going beyond my imagination. They knew exactly what I wanted and even more.” - CEO, Real Estate Marketer 779 Clients Mitie Aura Festival Republic, Coal Grill + Bar Notable Project Bordwalk designed and built a new online presence and brand for a commercial
property firm. They helped the client increase the number of inbound inquiries through designing a website that increased traffic. The client was impressed with their project management skills and the final products they delivered.  "Everyone loves the brand and website delivered. We haven't had a single complaint.
Recently, we've received an increase in inquiries and our Google position" – Managing Director, Commercial Property Firm 780 Clients OnWineTime MK Law Christians Online Imobisoft Notable Project Zebra Techies Solution took over SEO services from a previous vendor to boost search rankings and overall visibility
for a computer repair shop. In addition to providing SEO, the agency made adjustments to improve site speed. Zebra Techies Solution was exceptionally responsive throughout the engagement. "Since starting working with them, our rankings have gotten higher and higher and we’re almost number two in search results.
Whenever someone searches in the area, they find us right away." – Owner, Computer Repair Shop
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